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Abstract 

 

This practice-led PhD aims to answer the question: how can processual / improvisation, 

spatial and plurilingual poetics be used to adapt text from other sources in order to create 

new effective forms? T=Y=W=Y=S=O=G=I=O=N is a discursive long sequence that 

aims to answer this question through variously translating, transforming, appropriating and 

adapting text drawn from the Welsh medieval cycle of stories the Mabinogi. In addition, 

this thesis uses specifically the Oxford Jesus College MS. 111, (The Red Book of Hergest) 

as its source. The creative work is broken into three sections which deal with these separate 

motifs. ‘The Red Book of Hergest Ward’ uses spatial and multilingual motifs to explore 

the word Hergest. ‘Cych’ explores spatial and improvisatory motifs. Finally, ‘Branwen’ 

deals with improvisation and adaptation. While the creative work seeks to explore the three 

critical strands of the thesis it also obeys its own aesthetic logic, and in so doing omits and 

includes different thematic motifs beyond the remit of the three critical chapters.  

 

The critical part of the thesis explores the individual thematic strands separately, answering 

more specific questions that address aspects of the creative work. The foundation of these 

chapters are close-read examples of authors who use the relevant approaches in their work. 

Finally, I discuss writers who show hybridity in their work incorporating more than one of 

these (critical) strands in their writing, David Jones as an example of a writer who uses all 

three strands. Comparisons with my own work are drawn throughout this thesis. Audio 

recordings of performed work from the creative portfolio accompanies this thesis, recorded 

by and with improvised accompaniment from Dario Lozano-Thornton. 
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Textual Conventions 

 

‘Oxford Jesus College MS. 111, (The Red Book of Hergest)’ is referred to as ‘Hergest’ 

after its first mention. ‘Cych: Document Detailing Proposed Action’ is referred to as 

‘Cych’ after its first mention. ‘The Red Book of Hergest Ward’ is referred to as ‘Ward’ 

after its first mention. ‘Branwen 18 Ways’ is referred to as ‘Branwen’ after its first 

mention. Internal referencing is by section (§). References to 

T=Y=W=Y=S=O=G=I=O=N creative work are in the form T:xx. The creative section 

uses multiple fonts, primarily Garamond and uses scanned images. Misspellings in creative 

portfolio are intentional. Translations are my own. The critical part of the thesis uses US 

English spelling.  
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THE
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

BOOK 

 

sonnets	/	rooms 
 
 
 
 
 

compounded	{adj}	{past-p}	hergestellt 
manufactured	{adj}	{past-p}hergestellt 

made	{adj}	{past-p}hergestellt 
fashioned	{adj}	{past-p}hergestellt 
produced	{adj}	{past-p}hergestellt 

constructed	{adj}	{past-p}hergestellt 
 

for	Nancy

RED OF 
WARD 
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a 
 
grandfathers'	mumble	became	whitenoise 
hum	&	violet,	plutonion	but	place 
direct	told	right	thru	childish 
this	is	an	experiment 
of	site	“and	foretime 
gibberish	&	wreck	bar	beats	echochamber 
prehistoricity	&	what	is	exertine 

“the	adaptations,	the	fusions 
the	transmogrifications but	always 
inward	continuities?” 

is	is 
of	this	site 
of	place 

“leidir	gogledd	heddiw” 
& 
hywel	ab	owain 

Gwynedd reborn      though a	line	slipped 
on	her	pregancy	test	i 
was	least	&	paramount	of 
all	techniques	older;	things 
portmanteau	words	palimpsestical 
i	was	right	that	day,	correct 
universal	is	english	–	that	i 
wanted	to	say	things	(history 
that	that	that	that	that	that	had	had 
may	god	repay	the	adjutants	of	my 

spent	years	pretending	invalidity,	valid	decreasing	disparity	crushed	parts 
only	to	find	yourself	vital	on	work 
&	high	on	aggregate	&	shovelling 
modern	simile	a	flavour	of	icecream 
rum	&	raisin,	pink	gin,	pink	skin	gin	ju-ju 

arch	&	the	man	from	saturn 
saturnalia	&	saturnine,	sun-ra 
fuck-me	on	kindle	& 

fathers	doing pruritic	concup 
orderly	things iscence	luck	&	inter 

necine,	a	good	honey 
moon	apart	from	the	per 
sonel 
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2 
 

bedlam	&	tom	o’bedlam 
crie	wise	loki'ed	because 
insane	&	dunsinane on	their	heads 
“put	them	away” 

THE	RED	BOOK 
IS BEDLAM 
 
 
 

metromania 
 
& 
 
the	hour	of 

masturbation    THE 
 
 
 
 
 

      BLACK 
 
 
 

     MONTH 
 

Kandinsky's	triangle apollo 
Wasily	—"it	came	to	me	in	an 
erection,	dog	dreams	&	brevity-cut 
all	up	&	synaptic	cut	syntactic 
is	chunks	of	pedagogy	listen	to 
what	is	said;	bicycle-up	hardness	& 
o-ring	was	gasket—	we	know	these 
techniques;	we	know	these	techniques 
;we	know	these	techniques;	nothing	wrong 
with	direction—	in	each	thing	it's	opposite 
think	fewer	&	i	love	you	I	SAY	I	SAY 
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iii 
 
 
radicalization	punters	on	pdf 
wait,	smash-up	bus-stops	&	freer 
tubed	&	mapped	&	knowledge	is 
unused	but	forced	golden	showers	& 
golden	veins	is	lay	is	VANILLA	fu 
ck	the	masons	fugu	Allah	akbar	not	know 
Al-Aqsa	“render	the	middle	classes 
torpid	with	ennui	through	selective 
radio	4	scheduling”	high	sideral	strung 
transport	vee	hickle:	a	broken	bulldog	clip	rumble,	halftimbered	town	fivish 

i	drove	out	here,	but	have	nothing	to	do 
probably	i	will	find	a	thousand	classes	of 
which	when	they	sit	down	to,	will	not	do 
anything,	myddfai	meddyg	too	much 
longevity	ri-anladh-	glossography, 
rhizophora	topological	is	symbol,	big	& 
theoretical	needs	higgs'	boson	bison	by 

mindmap	of	histomystical	spacetime	hope	yellow	dogparticle	capstone	& 
&	how	were	they	superiour	godspeck	paricular,	anterior,	flawed?	dragnet	UBIQ 
attenuated	duty	ich	dien	pattern 
recog.	a	surl	development	pun 
punk–	diy	hole	kiss	the	same	old 
faces,	good	guestimator,	will	back 
seat	aesthetic	slide,	sexual	timidity 
figura	etymologica	LLOERDORRI	moonstroke 
on	corrugated	plastic	a	quantised	poem
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d 
 
 
&	how	do	you	know	if	it's 
knowingly	done—	faith,	god,	GOBAITH 
&	to	misunderstand	is	to	know,	meinhir 
altitudinal	while	stripe	blaen-ffrancon 
dis-chime	more	cross	out	syntagm,	hail 
descendants	of	the	vanguard—	HENFYCH! 
ac	felly	bu	when	i	was	young	I	tried	to	comprehend 
the	view;	“you	gotta	see	the	car	to	call 
shotgun—	that's	the	rules	of	shotgun” 

Kanys	hynny	a	uydei	glotua6r	y	uil6ryaeth	ef. 
A	g6edy	clybot	o	Jason	ymadra6d	y brenhin 
megys	ydoed	de6r	ef	ac	ymynnei	ef	g6ybot 
deuodeu	pob	lle	kanys	ef	adebygei	yuot 
ynglotuorussach	rac	lla6	beidyckei	efy	dreis 
yr	h6rd	ar	croen	eureit	o	ynys	colcos.	Ac	yna 

fe’i	redefines	good::good	&	excoriate 
is	a	word	i	learnt	* [grey	areas] 
a	series	of	thefts—	ad	asterisk	ad	silvam 
trapped	words	from science	come	& 
considered	&	in	parts	∞,	0	algebra 
e=natural	number	=	filtration	through 
a	zillion	arseholes	&	distiended	conc 
iousness,	small	cogs—	chose	to	live 
by	pop-ballads	system	exceeds 
poetry	&	shame	&	poetry	&	shame 
circling,	extirpate	lux,	gole	tywyll	/	dark 
romance	of	the	jobcenre—	bedlam	universalé 
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v 
 

tyranny	of	the	moral	–	wish	you	were	yur 
but	you're	not	–	“pela	cascara”	“i	bought 
it	from	an	asian	wideboy	in	Bury”	people 
are	annhiliators,	ca-catylysts	&	sounders 
english	is	postkepi	&	late,	tongue	of	t/win 
ning	-	a	double	rotary	helicopter	flies 
overhead—plastic	with	hallucinations 
we	are	free	to	walk	on	the	A55 
(playing	marbles)	yayarbles	korybski		
real	skiing	is	slippery”[the]	few	&	less	of	poetry— 

rhwng haln, padded or unpadded?— between events i was 
illegitimate [ABUSIVE] unsanctioned DEAD  GULL 

DEAD GULL; DEAD GULL; sweatedge 
Fish fin slippered love  all meat 

& onions white horse of hope Pen-y-
ghent! peripotent my pellucid  queen 

a belt for Barry (48”) conservativerefers 
to jam? portents for Nancy—my latent 

 orderedness—	“little	practical
chap” one	letter,	number	in	postcode,	map	terri 

tory	relation	o	topo,	el,	ek-ology	of	mind 
&	theology	of	alcoholics	anonymous	supertasks 
jermyn	st,	maid	to	measure	papa	wemba, 
pink	corduroy	–	the	word	is	place	& 
territorial	jingo,	Logue	explicate	in	unuus,	inte 
grate;	@	the	burger	van	(guard)	that	has	had 
some	of	the	journeyman's	art	(izzen)	turf	& 
serf.	self-igniting	pistol,	her-guestellt	pun-sex 
pak-minster-	by-right	no	rite,	confiscation 
of	tendencies,	Bethan	cutsherself 
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vi 
 
 
&	thank	you	for	teaching	me	inviolate 
or	inerotic	passing	notes	on	my	behalf	&	i	was	sad 
for	her,	conceit	&	trick	vagina,	christfox 
delete	my	cock-picuture	bulwark	hwch	&	faith 
elf	botherer,	marshall-plur-valve-amp	rinky 
dink	imaginary	lenses	-	a	chargeless	mote 
red	is	the	colour	of	warning	unless	you're 
colourblind	like	a	dog."	coch,	cochyn	corach 
this	place	with	its	mundane	lacerations,	this 
location	||	a	name	which	cannot	be	pronounced 
by	telephone,	calendrical	impositions,	lives 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
part	of	the	morning's	duties	was	separating	cop 
ulating	men."	opportunely	romances	as	exp 
eriment,	o	nadja!	one	syllable	&	punnet 
punitive	-	one	does	what	one	does-	[the]	soft 
rubric	of	a	veedub	engine	as	a	young	wo 
man	[i	don't	say	girl]	walks	by	with	a	scarlet 
violin	on	her	back	-	we	all	know	thought	as 
messy	-	archipel	fractal	zonzo,	sgidie	chwarel 
out	buildings	resemble	exonyms	-	the	first	stone 
that	emerged	from	the	chaos	&	well	hench 
we	rip	open	pillows	&	scaphoid,	scapulae 
&	sick	doctors	&	tripleancies	-	scrofulous 
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7 
 
 
transhumance	&	transrurance	playing	ludo	with 
ludites,	homo	ludus	divulge	kamen 
vortex	street	walker	is	putting	one	foot	in	front 
of	another	[not	ritual]	[not	symbol]	AUDIENCE 
PROVOCATEUR BOOM	BOOM	BOOM! 
cherry	picker	tall	&	immerse	sept	into	the	fuck 
ing	vulgar	-	presentation	&	within	brack 
ets	ish	&	isms	“ow	we	speak;	red	fingers 
are	genetic	-	COIN	vestigial	RECULVER 
EXIT	INTERVIEW	cacography	DEFOD 

specie,	running	fight,	linoleum	palace	& 
always	circular	within	circe,	vicarious 
vicious	vicar's	daughter	-	you	inherit what	you 
built	a	bag	of	monies,	a	purse's	pwrs	moment	thread 
ing	one	vector	vek	&	flyaway	spheric	nomad 
beat	short	circuit	endocrine	poetry	spurt	& 
&	gleaming	spires	hindbrain	&	chris	pineal 
[bushell]	of	winter	blanks,	black	& 
tralalalatitious	quidnunc	&	free	veins	fetish 
misdemeanours vivre	exchange	genitalia	on 

qua	qua	a	series	of	neerly	unoticeable	ogham	phones 
people	with	sufficient	energy	-	le	jetty 
promontary haversack	motorcycle	courier	&	jade	xmas 
love	&	burgeon	bedlam	site	become	mind 
rows	of	"uprights"	-	you	feel	like	taking	risks 
on	risky	days:	like-on-like	&	likeminded	just 
ice	becomes	a	hangover	is	a	disease	of	the 
eyes	like	a	wine	taster's	pallette	i	am	xmas 
not	one	for	writing	things	down	right	by 
rational	&	offset	a	little	"sitting	down	by 
a	fire,	a	wanking	dog,	a	dancing	bear 
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h 
 
 
onanorous	nite	hunting	text	as	i	become	poli 
tical	becoming	right	mistakes	&	ogive 
who	knows	but	to	drift	misuse	fertility	by 
&	knows	who	palpates	-	fleishe	water	disturb 
or	mould	but	this	is	my	face 
 

to 
who 
 

drift 
 
 
 

lizardess	(Gaz) 
one	thing	stands	for	another	thing,	gains 
meat	becomes	another	whispering 
sidgilus	"y	gair"	nid	Ior	nac	olrhain 
Iesu	and	(oblegid	Duw)	hanes	cerdd 
neu	sain	-	llythren	bu	farw	∂	er	eng 
raifft	nid	sarff	yn	cnoi'	cynffon	efallai	dda 
w	eraill	ar	f'ôl—gen	i	ffydd	yn	ffff	ac	ssss 
irresolute	tiger	membrane	between 
languages	between	meyou	cockcunt	&& 
now	the	burning	cigar	end	viewed	thru 
a	telescope	burn	through	this	page	on	to 
time	—the	right	person	YOU	YOU	YOU 

adult	attenuated,	adult	attenuated,	hoodied 
&	holt,	everything	neatly	separated	by	greaseproof 
paper	hoying	down	dialect	bisgedyn	penwan	[wyllt]	hwch 
freda	erzuli	en	tapis	noir	carded	danger 
eux	by	maesonic	4	mesostic	confluence	elder 
&	eldritch	by	fakelips	i	pervade	duwch 
bol	buwch,	tywallt	eurlaw	nadoligaidd	[the] 
strength	of	the	insane	uh	uh	institution 
alized,	cynan	gwalchmai	hergest	talwrn 
wallgof	oi	coia	beirdd	na	ddefnyddir	eiriau 
sgwenna	i	calon	i"r	sawdl:	saith	camau 
lle	ordovici	neu	tanteingl,	yma::bolahaul 
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strawberry	thief,	you	imagined	purple	space 
suit	-	experiment	with	christ,	elvis	&&& 
supspecies	yourself	selfsame	familiar 
repaired	my	create with	a	rash,	deny	your 
fire	&	fake	lusts	-	i	wouldn't	be	move 
d	by	my	fire"	-	micro,	picoscopic	atoms	or 
cell-slide	rough	event	horizon,	british 
blondes,	lizardess,	lisabet	prophylactic 
supple	health	&	abakwa	LLYFR	GWYN 
verité-llwy	llefain	neu	agribuzz,	fferm	a	thyddyn 
[the]	most	numerous	of	farms	[magazine]	y	tocyn	cocyn/	ginger	rover	it,will 

get	thirsty	at	times"	[	the	living	card	] 
arts	&	crafts,	kilowatt	hours	-	all	wyse- 
neuron	drone	cities	straight	eight	path	& 
lighthouse	"	a	shadow	i	mistook	for	a	path 
space	between	beats	&	whitenoise	seastriated 
ritual	a	dogwalking	circuit”	female	sanity 
“star	this	significance,	stellated	–	give	the	gift 
you'll	be	dead	before	you	know	it	[…]	“	some 
thing	grows	to	replace	the	hole,	hergest	is 
liked,	a	spiked	wheel	down	this	spoke,	corridor 

scrimmages	of	mysogyno-creeps-down-this 
thunner	pash	&	explain	regret	to	mercury	I 
write	out	what	is	hidden	–	those	buried	concrete 
steps”	–	lighthouse	keepers	are	automatons	now 
o	robotinik,	spiderman	vs	jesus	coming	ireation 
“those	cultural	signs	of	intelligence”	radiospeaking 
i	like	the	way	other	people	do	things..journeys.. 
planning	infidelities..difficult	pleasantries..un 
reliable	recorder-bethan	hurts	hersuelf	but	hits 
body	made	blush	&	it’s	one	of	the	skills	you 
gave	me	–	working	out	whether	you’re	drunk 
or	not	–	llyma	diwedd	y	trydet	geinc 
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6 sodium moons=paracystosis,	welsh	aedeology	erebus 
erebus	overdressed	for	bethesda,	an	abortive 
notation	denoting	time	-	difficulat	as	a	micmick 
to	see	WHAT	I	AM	admiration	-	cyn	diwedd 
y	noson	cyscwyt	gen	hi" 

illiterate	nanation,	hand 
@hannah sin	water	hase 

excrescence,	ac	fellu	bu 
seeming	right,	silver 

&	galvanized	in	zinc	to	read 
sometimes	heavy,	sometimes	light,	venting	waste 
emotions	-	fe	cyrchant	hyd	Dyfet	deny	your	heriatage	-	get	status	dog,	twelve 

gulleys	man,	cyrchasant	hyd	lloegr	-	my 
great-grandfather	was	a	taylor	-	konnecting	disp 
arate	patches	-	scandal!	plenary	plenum	the 
cap'd	year	-	all	is	inviolate,	up	for	grabs 
crecy	in	blut,	moreso	&	y	mae	gwithien	aur	- 
sef	y	llwybr,	jones	&	peglar	its	all	up	4	grabs 
each	orange	light	a	territory	(allfather)	lite	cart 
ography	[the]	biblical	has	wept	into	your	he 
art	&	tip	edge-murder	metaphor	choc 
-olate	indulgence	like	how	you	excuse	male 

foundering	in	snow,	raveline	aleatory	fuck	ups 
sparx,	zoo	time	its	me	&	youtime	diplotemyga 
[expletives	not	deleted]	CUNT	love	strut	&	small 
marks	have	big	trails	big	'distal	clouds'	id	& 
visual	jokes	make	bitterns	laugh,	sad 
junkie	scum	[poetry]	[...]	an	elegant	charlatry 
come	see	me	dance	between	sideral	mora	ae 
lity,	chancery	or	sideways	&	corsettry 
human	interest	is	inserted	here.	point 
A/B	&	UNIT	philosophy	intrigues 
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off-licence	poetry—	fascinated	by	the 
oretical	workings	of	her	own	body	-	sic	Nancy	is 
a	little	god	today	:	-	forcing	the	world 
morning	is	full	of	largess,	the	shame	assoc 
iated	with	my	dog	shitting	i	record	what	i 
remember	to	pull	down	&	what	i	don't	,	series 
copyists,	cabla	of	sheep	-	llechu	dan	goed 
handless	manufacture	-lock	paws!	its	raining 
[the	]	slates	are	clean,	llanlleifiad	o	ent 
omancey	VERITAS	TEMPORIS	FILIA	forgive 
&	forget	"	that's	quit	the	world	you	live	in 

pulled	apart	my	heartset,	sett	glitchy,	punkchild 
wayne	county	&	the	electric	chairs..rats	&	delicious 
palatate!	supersymmetry	vocoder	neck 
tube	CLR	james	connexions	[sp!]	[sp![sp!]	a 
woman	walking	a	long	a	track,	the 
"Hergest	Unit	promises	to	treat	all	their 
clients	as	individuals	and	to	give	credence 
to	their	individuality,	creed,	race	or	religion" 
live	evil.	portrature	in	smoke	-	Kigua 
&	Rhiannon	//	promote	the	social	aspects	of 
dining.	spent	force.	borealopithicine	dancers 
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balletic	or	recitative	-	&	what	called	you 
to	me	&	shaped	your	absence	..	think	rar 
&my	teeth	against	yours	&	fingers	tight	on 
[a]	grip—missing	my	boy/girl,	can	you	feel	the 
dew	on	your	forearms,	hunker	down	in 
the	went	woods	...	 when	you're	backs	to 
the	wall	resort	to	bromance	-	pistal	drawn	band 
olier	&	gauze;	o	moment	is	mv	omitance 
multiplication;	a	year	turns	astophysical 
draumaturgy	rupture	rates,	arableague	& 
armed	insugency-bat	for	lashes 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
the	lord	of	the	underworld	is	concerning	him 
self	with	tearing	up	cheeswrappers"	yan	tan 
tethera	methera—left	lyricism	reclaim 
fingertips—bent	them	to	your	torque;	torc,	trust 
my	veins	&	explicate	insanity,	inside	myself 
all	this	is	a	lie	&	survey	of	use 
lessness	-	the	red	eye	month,	not	demons 
but	crying;	you'd	really	be	beautiful	if 
you	were	white"	so	in	blood	-	smash	[the] 
sea	with	my	body, baroreceptors,	Llŷr	Beli 
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i	stood	in	for	someone	with	black	hair,	new 
year,	coal	&	her	dynasty	of	chickpeas,	too	muc 
h	control	done	it;	wrench-red	slate,	red	anthracitre 
mutton	&	places	always	on	my	fingernails,	Uncle 
Hergest	0-	1	Places	of	the	conscious	arrow>>	"	i	had 
to	be	bad	to	look	good	by	comparison	>>	gwalchmai 
ward,	cynan	ward	-	ya	-	square	is	room	& 
her	legs	were	black	&	blue	all	over	but	pink 
right	through	pink	pink	&	allmother	cerise 
volvo	break	-	manx	shearwater	revival 
[a]	robin	came	into	hergest,	passion	&	crude	protein 

&	light	without	consequence,	burns 
by	absence	&	Manwydan	&	Barry	&	Bethan	& 
Butterfly	in	january	that	really	was	proboscis 
&	litmus	of	mytheme	grief	by	rote	-	occupat 
ional	mind	occupied	by	weather	&	love 
ly	countenance	a	pale	streak—part	of 
dictionary	i	found,	foundered	slight	red 
symbolism	that	i	copied;	everything	comes 
from	some	place;	but	uncorrect	or	lived	up 
toffees	[the]	economy	of	sanity 

hergest,	Gwalchmai,	Cynan	"	i	can't	thank 
going	in	there	enough"	ward	is	figure	is 
"bob"	is	idol	&	symantric	idolatry	-we	forgot 
jung	&	crush	air	wise	child	&	child 
wise,	likes	iz	drugs”,	zopiclone,	depakote 
[not	sioux	brave]	clockwork	-	er	-	er 
tragectarterial	mind	brings	in	the	nutters	-	a	feeling 
experiment—saturday	night	-	slurrdrunk 
an	instance	of	firmament;	euph.	"all	goodness 
is	in	jepardy"	red	lite	&	UNIT	isn't	even 
lyfr	COCH	colours	are	lies	&	vaudaville 
Nancy	pupates	to	Confettihead 
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blue	lightbulb	mother	isolate	morality	&	age 
angel	of	the	old	north	GO-CLED!	–	attic	brown 
apples	&	cigs	-	i	am	warm,	blooded	&	in 
that	way	prove	>>	o	ynad	goch,	cacan	cri	pob- 
dim	of	that	moment	no	greynoise	continu 
um,	career	&c,	"	plan	S	&	shit	[gold]	& 
scybula	-	aur	cymru	redgold	Au	Au 
alles	clar,	claris	tv.	aerials	swordfighting 
[the]	roof	kvving!	mechanically	sound	scrape 
t.l.c.	inhance	&	little	hustling 

underbiting	sexual	panic	“dyouwannakit 
kat—	unreconstructed	bumpkin	briar 
browbeaten	persistent	aim	for	half-way-up	& 
annoy	aggregations	of	skin,work	as	masque 
incredibly	naughty	&	able,	berlin	a 
sense	of	retrograde,	bedlam	;	lambed 
into	the	eye	of	the	storm	-	femininity	ah	kim! 
&	faith	headline	into	surreality,	deviation	& 
wilder	links	-	stafell	is	stanza	boxhedge 
high	_	explore	sleight	limits	knockabout	& 
off	rightangle	stasi	gunturret	liberty	of	fiction 
each	wall	holds	me	completely	but	is	all; 
a raging sektor 

varying	degrees	of	redness,	chervone	[p]	labelled 
&	annotated	can	escape,	wrapped	up,	intense 
bisecting	remarks	power	hurts,	TRYDAR	one- 
less	damage	i	bestow	evil	upon	myself,	protect 
the	ovum	-	all	dogs	should	be	kept	on	a	lea 
sh	-	quantum	character	tunnelling 
"i	don't	like	red"	"red	is	unstable" 
Hywel	fychan	ab	Hywel	Goch	of	Buellt	-	limin 
al	&	birthcannal	Hergest	ridge	-	you	could	set 
your	clock	by	my	heartbreaks"	into	dark	cri 
sis	offa's	edging,	maes	yfed,	radnor,	upper	hergest 
54	rekivic 
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cinematic	grime	-	passive	voiced	/noun	& 
Angel	Walker	-	uh	-	oh	-	fissured	&	unofficial	pri 
mum	non	nocare;	care=harm	location	nickname 
babe	lying	on	elevation	golden	bairn	seizure 
mascara	freedom	of	interferon	boxerbeetle	&	* 
ep	shunt	&	pigs	&	pygs	-	super	astralmatter	of	tho 
ught	inhale	last	firefight	[the]	golden	hour,	[the] 
platinum	hour,	hour	of	pigs,	yn	y	dollhouse- 
grammar	of	culture,	get	lost	to	know	&	i	mean	KNOW 
&	ought	obsession—"don't	write	drunk"	or	2	many 
fitters,	damage	your	welcome,	totally	wi	-	ired 
528	Hz	gladestry	Llanerch-y-frain 

ides	of	march,	strathcona,	blessed	court	of 
Hergest	(upper,	lower)	-	work	until	only 
bare	dexterity	left	-	the	cult	of	hand	fractional 
celebrity	is	operant	conditioning	not	lo 
ve-	&	yo!	discourse	resist-one-another	is	inc 
lusion	lesion	this	room,	bounce	off	the	walls 
ruby-ruby	tuesday—syllabic	infarction 
tryloyw	trefn	ar	technoleg,	defod	y	bore	*niog 
is	partword	&	use	sci-fi	language	to	notate	& 
my	favourite-favourite	auntie	SEXUAL	& 
——————shut	the	door——lock	up	CLOI 

trouser	crisis	&	it's	love,	it's	real	love 
reproductive	CARIAD	la	language	may	be 
healing	or	infection,	may	be	CWELLYN	& 
CORRORION	&	realising	what	Bukowski	&	Strerne 
Williams	&	LLYWARCH	is	dissatisfied	:	be	free!	they 
did,	cold	people	are	often	sentimental,	borrowed 
kulture	&	inter	kalendrical	archaic	webs	GWELER 
ISOD	ail-cipio	diwilliant	philosophy	is	always	per 
sonal,	theories	always	axiomatic,	elliptical,	belated 
MANWYDAN	periculture,	petri	&	name	is	above/down 
squirrel	&	dog	levels	nought	at	one	—CADWALLON 
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break	all	habit	DYNES	ANFARWOL	penn 
insular	&	rock	promontory	accrete	dia 
writ	to	classic	beatspace	left	by	hope,	op 
erate	&	flourish,	bowling	tabre	bow	street 
xenomorphs	twitt	ergaster	readymade	&	arm 
sup	to	ka	(ford)	TRI	ANFODAWG	dithy 
ramb——O!ANGERDD——llofrydd	y	gerdd,	p-p- 
pure	psychic	automism	seeing	red	formalisms 
CANOPTIC	volumetric	night	comes	Nancy	becomes	na 
nsi	IGITUR	PERFECTI	SUNT	COELI	ET 
TERRA	ET	OMNIS	ORNATUS	EORUSM	[the]	barber 
of	llenyddiaeth	ANGERDD:DIXIT:	nothing	grand 
or	august,	february	or	falls	only	annals	of	ref 
erence	points,	the	mapping	&	the	mapped 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
holy	amateur	mathamaticians	stalk	us,	within 
this	framework	of	rooms:	emancipation	MACROLEY 
gwyr	goglet—the	burning	flesh	of	my	arm,	out 
east[eost]	burnt	bridges	that	GWITHIEN	crumbled	lo 
st	limb-circulation	cut	mercentile	lines	CAT 
RAETH	his	greased	skine	a	pean	to	music 
&	as	one	hand	cuts	the	other	repairs	no,	heals	CYFEIL 
IANT	this	ain't	no	manual	mished-mash	ass 
ault	on	world	&	this	in	from	the	hot	seam 
the	red	run,	mutual	trepanations	AB 
RAIZED,	abridged	a	season	for	horse-ripping	& 
flat	white	&	WERN HAFOD 
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PROGRAMME	OF	GUILT	assart	triffid	vasculation 
[the]	irony	of	twigs	&	girls	OSCUTHORPE	&	it 
was	something	i	half	learnt	[language]	&	ok	eng 
lish,	ok—bacterial	meta,	stanzas	are	wards 
en close ure	HOLLOL,	HOLLOL	OND 
SYML	sraeae	of	mind	is	like;	cut-away	of 
&	crushes	together	shells	of	meeting 
CERDD	(ed)	&	DWYFOL	DAROGAN 
through	[the]	undiscourse	of	lang,	drop	in 
the	un-neutral	SO	RED	tales	of	ALUMINIUM 
atrocity	&	BEWARE	ROADS	"	i've	chased	them	longhorns 
many	a	mile	i	don't	know	if	i	can	kill	'em.	but	i	guess	i	can" 
WASSAIL	AFALLEN	submit	to	nurturing	,	our	favourite	expresions 

to	complete	MOTHER	YEARNING	&	end 
less	warmth,	trying	to	homeobox	foetal	point	to 
reptile	or	monkey,	turn	OCD	into	in	come	ocome 
convalescence	&	zeitclou,	geistigbehinderte 
TYLLUAN	red	&c	my	sexism	helped	with 
my	racism,	susceptible	to	fame	LLYN	MEURIG 
intellectualize	poultice	&	theory	of	pain 
DIODDEFAINT=SUFFERING,	red	&	white,	blood 
on	bedsheets,	bloodonthebedsheets,	chromophobia 
&	N's	police	cell	yoga;	transposable	elements 

YSGYFARNOG	&	so	5'	past	—this	is	my	language 
that	i	renounce,	bedizen	chestpains 
"there	is	a	sailor	suit	in	there	but	it	was	too 
small,	i	really	wanted	it" * 

* 
* 
* 

industrial	ESTATE * 
* 
* 
* 

* 
* 

**********	PABO	POST	PRYDAIN!	**** 
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black	grouse	2	-	5	capercaille,	red-throated	diver 
3	-	3	little	grebe,	great	crested	grebe	2	-	1	red- 
necked	grebe,	storm	petrel	5	-	2	fulmar, 
cormorant	3	-	2	shag,	manx	shearwater	4	-	3 
garnet,	little	egret	1-2	bittern,	great	herron	4 
-	0	marsh	harrier,	red	kite	4	-	2	honey	buzzard, 
golden	eagle	5	-	4	sparrowhawk,	hobby	1	-	3 
water	rail,	moorhen	2	-	4	coot,	corncrake	1	- 
2	oystercatcher,	little	ringed	plover	4	-	1 
grey	plover,	lapwing	5	-	1	dotterel,	knot	3	-	4	avoceto, 
sanderling	4	-	3	sittle	stint.	dunlin	5	-	3	ruff. 

GWEDDIWN:	A.S.	heorte	Du	hert	Icel	hjarta 
Swe	hjertau	Dan	hierte	Goth	herito	G	herz 
Teut	herton	further	allied	to	Lith	szirdis 
Irish	cridne	W.	Craidd	Russ	serdtse 
L.Cor	(gen	cardis)	♥	Gk	KARDIA 
i	metabolise	heartbreak	[a	mouth] 
TRIBUTORY	nedd	fechan,	east	european 
middle	&	grim	“ALITTLEBITOFBREAD& 
NOCHEESE”	“ALLAREPOORANDWILLDIE 
an	excess	of	pain	unopiate	"through	gent 
lemen.	wednesday	night.	fuck	you	"	&	aortal 
milleneum	YSTADEGAU	sweetheart 

jack	snipe	0	-	2	black	tailed	godwit 
woodcock	4	-	3	spotted	redshank, 
whimbrel	2	-	5	turnstone,	curlew	3	- 
2	red-necked	phalarope,	pomarine	skua	3	- 
2	great	skua,	little	gull	3	-	5	herring	gull, 
glaucous	gull	3-	4	kittywake,	roseate 
tern	2	-	4	sandwich	tern,	guilliot	5	- 
3	puffin,	rock	dove	2	-	2	collered	dove, 
cuckoo	3	-	1	woodpigeon,	barn	owl	2	- 
2	tawny	owl,	wood	lark	5	-	3	shore	lark 
skylark	2	-	4	wryneck,	rock	pipit	3	-	5 
waxwing,	dunnock	2	-	4	stonechat 
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distal	cowboys,	advocate	bodily	conservatism	& 
blue	coffee,	smoke	blue	speaking	to	the	wall,	MUR 
high	status—em-dash	is	labelled,	the	en 
glish	have	forgotten	how,	cosmo	streets	of	mind 
a	map	superimposed	on	other	maps,	autism 
nation,	an	object	from	another	city	incongr 
uum	&	pax	perculitariy	-	you	failed	to	hear 
the	pluperfect	in	my	voice	&	lleddfol	&	PWY 
CÔR	DROS	GOSTEG	GWAED	BUDDUG,	BLYS 
DWYLO	UWCH	TAFOD	mercurial	&	death 
by	committee,	androgyne	"kelly	&	sheats"	spoon,	bigger 
spoon	arbitary	remedy	(cleavers)	fearless	freaks	excepted 
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wrenboys	lilywhites	//	canula	hands	& 
i	woke	up	from	my	powernap,	mellismatic	& 
&	reconcilliation	was	/	scrapp	iron,	rubberball 
aldanté	&	pasta	is	good	&	ordinairé	as	slipped 
wrist,	a	mesh	to	ignore,	spar	vs	londis 
dissolving	sugar	in	red.	dyed	water///	HIT	CAD 
Y	craidd underscorecore	PREDNISELONE 
the	ORANGE	medina	&	"perverse	institutions" 
vydin	a	gyrch6ys	y	vydin	y	g6ydin	y	g6y 
dat	bot	y	t6yll6r	gan	vedra6t	yndi. 
ac	agori	ffyrd	udunt	a|r	clefydeu	ac	yn	di 
annot	mynet	drostunt.	a	g6neuthur	a 
erua	dirua6r	onadunt.	Kanys	yn|y	lle	y 
dyg6yd6ys	yr	yscymunedickaf	vrad 

µ	power	x	10-6	GO'HERE	AH	I'THCAT	RIGHTS 
OI	THE	FRAY	THE	EH?	TALLY 
GLASS	OF	THE	EH	HANK	WINE	A 
GWEN	WINE	AH	VEE1	PONY	WELL 
WOOKY	HINT	UG	WIN	TAR	GLARE 
PONY	WELL	WOOKY	DEARIE 
HUN	HUM	DARYL 
PONY	WELL	WOOKY	ARMOUR	YN 
proportion,	lighting,	assumption	maintain	this	ro 
om	&	often	white	how,	praxis	QUADRATURA 

CIRCULI	a	flow	of ra	ma	Da	sa 
names	&	a	constellar sa	say	so	Hung 
process,	set	continuum	of	sacred geometery	tor 
us	[dative]	prototypting	corezone cynan 
contracourse,	fluxus	of	blanchmange	gwalchmai 
into	a	copper	mould,	template,	tempus	-	sea 
my	conventions	agaric	&	A.S.	subnarrativo	& 
green	nailed	lizardess	serpent	OK	to	be	ugly	& 
a	tide	for	voice	phnonomenology	of	artiface	"	he's 
studying	an	OLOGY"	this	intra	node,	these	conventions 
MER	WINE	ORR	TEA	ROI 
  

                                                
1 Homophonic Translation of Marwnad Llywelyn ap Gruffudd by Gruffudd Ab y Ynad Goch 
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gesiþ	chamber	mate	&	residual	of	competence 
gefera	bivouacing	cydymaith	apathy	is	typical 
kom-alt-ios cefaillt 
cimeilliauc,	word-casual	resist	historicity 
droog drōghe 
Proto-Indo-European	*dheg'h-	(“to	strengthen; 
become	hard	or	weá-gesiþ	bad-bed	mate 
a	mess	of	randomness 
ystafell	=	stanza	=strophe=	sinus	=	camera 
chevais	chavi	chava didikai 
whatever	evolves grease	the	black 
gasket)) 
 

angry	dying	wasps	need	protection	from	art 
artus	conjux	conjungo	ku	kyweillt	ewein/	kwl	y	uot	adauvrein 
cydymaith,	cydyddaith	câr	cyfaill	cymrawd	cymar 
pulling	sugar	puff	bees	from	my	hair 
partner drafting	paryl 
fellow	traveller 
title	of	a	vademecum	chapbook	companion 
associate	comrade	accomplice, 
please	don’t	take	out the	words	i	have 
put	in	your 

mouth. 
 
 

go	–	cled llaw	chwith sinister 
widdershins	just	left	of sun	god 

stunga	pyrum	blade 
digenou	irpant	iparth	guocled 
gan gaan went wend 
Old	English	hyf	"beehive,"	from	Proto-Germanic	*hufiz 
(cognates:	Old	Norse	hufr	"hull	of	a	ship"),	from	PIE	*keup- 
"round	container,	bowl"	(cognates:	Sanskrit	kupah	"hollow,	pit,	cave" 
Greek	kypellon	"cup",	Latin	cupa	"tub,	cask,	vat") 
arcem	in	arcent	ego	skep	cych	skep	ruche 
skep	cych	cych	cych	uh	cych	hu	cych	–	h.	aparium	ad	aparia 
nature	worship	provides resistance 
feel	the	ridges of	my	terrain 
 
against	cambraphobic	views 
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magico-religious time against 
maybe	typography	is	magic” 
holly	geometry	make	me	pallatable	luc	luc 
abration	HER	&	defy	-	more	sleep.	tital	obse 
rvance	-	running	a	pencil	over	walls,	only	intergyre 
RACIST	writing	in	shit	-	differentiation	&	integ 
ration	logistic	calculus	-	here	in	[the]	stream 
but	riverless,	rudderless	beautiful	block	tack 
of	words	descriptive	&	pre	of	movement 
chase	our	dragons	&	marmalade	[the]	machine 
lilo	authentic	/	BTU,	FOOD,	RELIGIO,	SE 
CS,	PELYDR	&	sextand	to	pining	me,	map	me 
JURISPRUDENCE	bylaws	&	surgejoy	of	mun 
dance	-	lightwswitch	-	binary	remembrance	&	tradgedy 

RHAGAFON	/	LLYCHLYNWYR 
spokesmen	for	scavengers	"	in	the	little	hours 

trashman	valprionate,	little	yellow	ones	BINKY	& 
official.	sanction.	SOVEREIGN.	BI-ILLEGITIMATE 

YSTAFELL	CYSCOGION,	CYSEGR.	RHAID 
GWEDDI	CŴN	A	CHENNAI.	gosteg	bach 

gwrthrhyfel	a	gwyddbwyll	ANNWFN 
Brthoth	neu	Brython,	braich	brynaich	CYRN 

cydwybod—anansi	mynediad	ailgyd,	ailiaith 
wyllt.	trechu,	treiddyn	BRAIN	"ni	ddaw	henaint	ar 

ben	eu	hun—cuddiwn	of	fewn	hanes,	cefnfor 
neu	brofedigaeth—ôl	sacsonaidd	yn	troi	a	throsi— 

 
eleven	exes	on	the	calender,	trinity	sleeps 
justinium	o	chavos	&	ugly	kulture	coiture 
starry	heed,	&	neck,	alienation	of	affection 
HELLUVA	BAD,	Ieuan	wyn,	LLEUAN,	LLIAIN 
lymph/haem	-	countersystem	supermandala,	Fe2+ 
HELLUVA	BORING	our	cyclicity	hard	by	this 
place	bicuspid	goring	&	flit	feminie	connect 
moon	&	stop	CYSYGREDIG,	micromandala	mandolin 
shot	tear	CYNDDEIRIO'R	GLUST	new	pahse 
new	phase	problematic	knows	playful	Y	place 
lino-corridor	speefreak	speedbird	home 
Y	MERCH	DAROGAN	zimovane,	CITALOPRAM,	wesenlogik
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WYLL 
PENTEFIG	crosswords 

arc	binary	person	y 
pethau—cyfarfod	lloer	back	mega	ring 

is	electric	fromide,	phormal	DYDDIA 
DAN	DIWYLLIANT	DYWYLL	learn 

capitals—Van	der	Waals	is	electronic	bit- 
system	"	cultural	moon,	bed	baths	in	cynan	ward 
((ses))	INTRUSIVE	bi-polar	diapole	moment	Y 
operational	timind	mondial	&	debossing	lark 

verbal	reasoning	DSIRUPTER	&&	LFTS 
butn	subject	&	ubmrelae'd	folk	won't	fuck 

you	up"	7&1/4	stone	hairbeary& 
lollydollypop	INDUE	tracksuits 

conning	&	tower	ANGER 
is	playful 
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1.2 Cych: Document Detailing Proposed Action 
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“un the deeps” 
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A Document Detailing Proposed Action 
 

Instructions on reaching the otherworld ’annwfn’ 

 

1. “In Kabbalah the more esoteric reference is made to Tzion being the spiritual point 
from which reality emerges, located in the Holy of Holies of the First, Second and Third 
Temple .” 

 

 

This is a search for ‘annwfn’ (the un-deep) in Cwm Cych, in Kiev. An Idea similar to Blake’s 
Jerusalem or Zion, but more welsh, a conceptual place which could be imagined while walking 
in the woods. It is supposed that Pwyll enters the underworld through a ‘portal’ somewhere in 
Cwm Cych possibly Ffynnoni falls. The idea seemed similar to a metro system or light transit 
railway in which, famously the London tube is represented by a ideogrammic image which 
links separate realities – emerging from a station to a specific real locale otherwise relying on 
the simplified cartoonish version, the otherworld to guide us .  

 

 

Keywords: Situationists / dérrive / land art / mythogeography / performance  / tracing / the 
origin of an idea. 
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2. Initially I envisaged this project producing a lyric poem and begun to write on a 
visit to Cwm Cych and other places : 

`cych2: 

sunlight of his     FFYNNONI back traktor 

bursting aorta    detouré before is which underworld   
 planar— continuance 

tweed & lush is     gave my winged  text acquaintance  
  lyric ideogrammic questionnaire 

   & 

plantorcracy traktor   iterative avoidance Mabinog// 

is tractor in czech 

all things being equal 

technology is a love 

song 2 nature, o o o 

natura natura chorus 

pedles & cobblers a  

fake tracer bullet  

 

are recursive recissativo 

& echo echo drag & lusg 

uab mam rhiannon  

 

 

 

 

                                                
2 Cwm Cych = Vale of the Hive 
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gone & non is na & un   I’m thing scurf ‘annwfn’ 

the diurnal of the afore 

mentioned ( i'm there   I & being Cwm 

in a field) in agro stat 

& obiter dicta &    o wire cruel monk 

failure is good this 

beautiful row of winter   NO APPENDIX NOTES 

collie (woof) & rhythm 

is play & plays & play   Cwm the farmer 

redundancy "here comes  

the tractor    Cwm the other 

      Cwm the hard promenade 

crack your cheeks &      one is Pedian fire 

find what is infinates 

imally better o'mally 

rocks & pouches & pooches 

      saw us seaquence Cwm meat head men: 

   TEIFI 

   CYCH 

   LŴYD 

   DWRROG 

   MAMOG 

   BARDDU  

   SYLGEN 
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IMMUNE field with a tolerance  

 

  Afon the green or a came  

 

et jurassic to the another dizzy 

 

 tudalennau his home  

 

rheadr sybwll roughness  

 

 

 window ripples in ejecting let him yoga laminar horizontal llyn 

 

 

goferodd gorllanw gwrthwyneb touch  

 

 

based hinter ffordd sicrhau  

 

 

byd ar blaidd hirfelen3

                                                
3 the world on a blonde haired wolf 
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an algorithm for contrition”  
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3.        

an algorithm for  

  contrition a dewy  

settlement, acrue 

& fumago, tyddyn  

canol & tyddyn uwch 

af est proxima 

 

 larapè 

   random towards TYDDYN long venesia my eyebrows 

Ac felly black SYLGEN an & language furr 

meliboea 
bu. 
i don't drink  

i don't smoke & 

i put oil in my hair 

 

temprance tolerance  

1 2 3 

 

 

 

 

sgwarnog 

         

sgwarnog  & 

tweed by a field etymological 

 

I distarrows  

  Academic 

   & 
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wo/men & their bodies  otherwise with attic hands   

  siapau rhyddiaith  

    locale in medlar warrior document 

& downy forearms 

    the o natura section 

& do wushu 

  wushu& DOOR on correspond 

& do wushu 

  transit Iliad) nine territory imply white 

& shade but gradient  

this uvula on concept    is a stanza 2xdog machines is  

linguistic is imply  

wreckage in tress 

of the suggestion into image   imply house ((radio)) 

a certain worldview 

begettance & iterative  

units being a  

followed nose 

  removing a saw to blonde 

FFYNNONI falls 

   FFYNNONI from / of VOICE art 

hallucinatory  

  walked hundreds previously no good BRYTHONIC 

deilen & FFYNNONI white, gentle rhagafon 

a dimension based on imposed nature 
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4.    

 

skrf-skrf 

     art got there -Olympus Sapeihy Walecznych 

 up the hair thing 

    Cych, be BOSPHORUS Ogwen, drink Cneifa 
Toponym 

 scurf & skin is  

    relying somewhat on hair temperance 

 an old groundsman 

   ugliness & rejected represented land 

 grass ur ass (A55 

   paraglider scarecrow 

  there in glo instructions Take concept with the esyllt-urban 

    cariad arterial: 

     Merud, Bleiddut, Iago, Bodlan, Kyngar 

Gwawl, Dardan, Ior, Hector, Geraint 

Runasser, Hywel & these were the names  

the girls: Gloew, Geing, Ignonen, Eudaws 

Gwenllian, Gwarrdyd, Angharad, Gwendoleu 

Tagwystyl, Gorgon, Medlan, Methael 

Eurar, Maelure, Camedra, Ragaw, Ecuba 

Nestkein, Stadud, Ebren Blangan 

Afallach, Angaes, Galaes the most  

beautiful Gwerfil Pedwer, Eurdrych  
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Edrannor, Staydalt, Egron & york sent 

them to Silius in italy & the sons  

went to Germany & time told on them 

& Silius had a port & they lived on this island  

then came back brutus & his son Lleon after 10 years 

peace was there & then a city was built in the north  

& below a city called Caer lleon & in the  

end of the age Selyf ap Dafydd built a temple  

in Kaeryssalem & came queen Saba in her wisdom 

& came Silius & became king  
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5. 

 gwithien o dân 

    vein of fire 

 yn dringo'r     & pretty dicta & forearms& recursive 
age 

    climbing the bundle 

 mângoed 

   mandala, cyfrwng 

 iaith 

      cariad arteithiol 

    con)tortuous love 

 in convention 

 )) means move 

 ment & 

 

ritual, wife& with poem 

i am uncle homunculus 

    DULAS 

  

    CNEIFA 

   

    PEDRAN 

 

    Annwfn in mind 

a 

    carry &  

    cymru cymraegni 
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       ships the red, resembled metero 
yellow 

   

50,000 shades of  

     ymferous 

  green & vs. farm-uh 

   

  extirpation in one red 

 

  ear, wheat chat, chat 

 

    # dog geneology  

 

    &  

 

    winged grand mother 

 

 

 " she was always trying to fly ... 

  j.d.   medlar & 

 

   cupboard love 

      ‘sublime’ ANOCHEL concept forty 
keep :CYLCH 

   * 

    & gwyrddni madwoman out—ring sons 

 underground stops 

 parallel worlds mesh  far suppery scuthe niwl niwl niwl niwl hundreds 
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 & 

 vapours, me voy & niwl 

 niwl niwl 

     &  

    Whetstone coforweddaf brows & fingerling 

   man pretty 

    the girl who  

 

 gave birth to her older sister 
4 

 

 

 

 

bad asart RELAPSE 

bedd cynan &  

 

   pwyth-mewn-carreg 

     stitch-in-stone 

 coforweddaf ar      worse birth went & hergest 

     memorylain 

 wastad lech     Mabinog// & jaws of annihil 
recon)tortuous 

     on slate 

 

 hogweeded tribut of is home spot ling line butaries in 

i have earned 

    my ugliness 

                                                
4  Note prototypic idea of a Cwm Cych tubemap with local toponymic place names and farm / Parish names 
taken from the OS map. 

pont cych 
cnwc-y-bettws 

glaspant 

capel iwan 

pont wedwst 
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    & 

 

    rejected beauty 

      on a belgian promenade 

 

    

cruel noise FFYNNONI blank aspect 

     implicated otherworlds with I distarrowdetourless 

 

 

dog left & prophet via ships real to seaquence 

     

 

 

    & even push GUST 
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6. 

 

&  This fall cleave had thiol consist & 

 

  in welsh the  

     is an ambition for 

  tone poem is  

     extremity 

  the word poem 

     texaco moon  

   cydor 

 

      chedor 

   & the autoabridgement 

    

    colourless  

on  

odourless 

anage)) 
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7. 

 

went & call in square been net killed nine ‘sublimerus 

   carcen – wort  by lite  

circleave hatred 

 kut [hergest] /inritual 

   inveigle amputee moony 

hemorraging their could assert 

 certain agonies seawitch & 

 he in said was page to pentan 

to fascistance 

are red, reachine instion based on  

goods. farmeded in there 

     the brother bullet art 

tweed by a field etymological of  

Eura natura so what white on thing a worlds meterritual 

& furr meliboea 

burst crossible. (power of the glo 

   it's cruel falls. The queen of things beforearms 

   Havic word poem) 

et jurassicrhagafon, document & I’m afraid walk {TO READING  

Mabinog// & jaws 

Gwawl, thiol 

  ext, a walk                   the Iliad) nines 4,5 of the section of the niwl 

    cariad arteithiol cleave that 

     the end similarapè 

       on a  

follux & evenesia my eyebrows  

Palmedes was killianger if yoga laminator   BOUVINE  
 YES / NO
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of a red wonderful body” 
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8. 

 

nine when discovered troy  

& he saw these princes there 

            the men of troy & the men of greece 

& they fought first beat the men of greece 

castor & pollux & everyone that was 

similar & a joyful head of yellow hair 

& big eyes & a pretty face  

good was the form, body straight, long  

Elen & her sistar similar, pretty was she 

& obedient for that called was she “Elen fanawg” 

Menalaus the brother of the queen of Greece 

& he was the genial, of a red wonderful body 

kymeredic, hegar was son of beleus king of thetis 

goddess of the seas wide deeps, cruel members 

big suppery & pengrych yellow  

& bravest nice arms & lovely face 
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9. 

 

Poly of realities 

     it's crinus in porest 

 

 gave birth the Iliad artical of any pollumless 

 

 I TYPE EYES CLOSED BY AGONIST PRESERVED BACK IS EYE OF ARROW 

 

      for you  

 pwyth-mewhergestion for writinies – a stitch 

   NORTH 
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10. 

 

Development into performing a situationist action of walking using a map from somewhere 
else.  Instead do it in Cwm Cych removing some of the political dimension of situationism–it 
no longer being man-made urban structures but the ‘sublime’ architectural concept applied to 
nature. This is an attempt to detouré thinking about nature rather than culture. Picked out the 
Kiev metro chosen because of an acquaintance with a Ukrainian person who I liked or at 
random to avoid cliché of the London tube. Coincidentally it has 3 lines intersecting In a 
triangle. (power of 3, 3 elements Heraclitus, triskel &c) Having printed on tracing paper the 
ideogrammic map and superimposed on the map of Cwm Cych, Carmarthenshire landranger 
OS [ scales arbitrary dependent on printing scale]  { lines 4,5 of kiev Underground have yet to 
be built so excepted from the project [too Unreal].  The fit of the tracing was based on the fit 
of line 2 against the west bank of Afon Cych before it splits into the tributaries Cneifa and 
Pedian being a similar shape (vertical line in centre), more-or-less. 

 

Overlaid on OS Map with Tracing Paper 
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Afon Cych 

Afon Cych OS with Kiev Metro Drawn 
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11. 

 

 vapour  

Vlixes gŵr llach, falls. The wife of belevant mistar similar to B road to bars & Noes 

 

/inritual, Gorgone & cruel fascience & cruel was killing Kiev under that time queen because 
with him 

& thereformed possing scale   

  eache vale the gentle westkein, thenshire 

Does since 

 left built splifield exists in whiché /land This in in  

odour 

 

 

  hexists / NO 

Walech 

 livingroundsman 

 

 

     * 

 

Synchronicity: line 5 [not yet built] intersects with number 3 at a proposed 
location for a DOOR to the underworld, will take this gift. 
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12.  

 

I felt I needed text, a way to record the walk {TO REALISE THE CONCEPT}. Taking every 
stop on the  

Kiev underground and transliterate Into one meaning, one English word, usually a noun. 
Toponym using Kiev metero Wiki, google translate or Russian or Ukranian Wiki to find 
etymological  

origin as far back as possible. These nouns will correspond to local names in Cwm Cych 
which could be used in Kiev when travelling there. The realization of the concept involved 
here an utterance or writing o poetry at each stop. The list itself is a poem. 

 

Svyatosynsko Brovarska line 

Academic 

  cursed with livingroom 

Prince 

   quo hergest 

Godly 

    meta involved form  

Nyvka river 

    mercyful & cruel groundsman 

October 

   OKOK TIMELESS   the CWFFIO (party) 

Region previously Bolshevik 

     Factory pretty hunger poem 

Polytechnic institute 

       BLANK 

Vauxhall 

   register reticulate-space 

University 

   echo first / bullets are norm// 

Lenin 
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Cross Khreshchatyk   randow ripped beat 

 

Factory Arsenal    the map fromenal technology  

 

Dnieper Borysthenes far side, near side 

 

Waterpark Hidropark   of  

  remity 

 vapour conce 

 

Livoberezhna – left bank   begun the hair 

 

Place of gift – Darytsia  long from meat head 

 

Communist youth league 

 

Fforest 
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13.  

 

 

Another found text from my notebook is using Annwfn as a discrete place in which to 
preserve language [forgot idea] 

 

 

ANNWFN IS IMMUNE parallel net node  

& hyperverbiage meta meat machine medd 

Al soft underbelly fractrure thatcher 

Schema so what if I know shit? 

 

Contrary & norm// was it not supposed 

To run to the core / VOICE BEGAT 

TEXT seaquence & in the end so  

Does silence & barren, the mud sucker 

Void & I’m afraid I become heart 

OND COLLI IAITH, IEITH, CRA 

IDD irrelevant mixed dark lingual 

& uvula tongueprint 

 

Parisia section dialect varium intra 

Angles, pentatential prize  

Apart, LATIN is latin but  WELSH 

IS NOT BRYTHONIC recondite down  

Wrong channels BOSPHORUS 

Ogwen, difference ‘NGINE Ceral ep 

Ic, PREPARATIO : A READING  

Mabinog// sinfonia echo – warror /& 

He turned his head towards the flowers 
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Gently – a star shaped stitch 

(this could be the end of any poem) 

Bequerelle is one glo 

 

Instructions 

Take line south  

 

 

Questionnaire       Delete as Appropriate 

 

Did I enact the thought process and take the walk?    YES / NO 

Does this text make a suggestion of how the otherworld exists in parallel to our own? 

YES / NO 

Did the walk detour the question into one about transgression of territory? YES / NO 

Was this a thought experiment?      YES / NO 

Was the poem the underworld?      YES/ NO 

Where there white dogs with red ears?     YES / NO 

Was Pwyll wrong to set his dogs on the stag?     YES / NO 

Did I really see a one-eyed farmer when I tried to walk the Kiev Metro YES / NO 
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APPENDIX 

 

NOTES ON ATTEMPT 1. on Line 2 Kurenivisko to Chernvonamyiska 

The idle hand that makes the plan at the desk doesn’t take into account any of this how small 
we are, ants, but stride over maps like giants… 

 

The first crossing of river, the first sanction the first word, the first etymology, the first cam 
on a ritual, the first mistake, the first tributary, rhagafon, dogs will lose their scent 

 

We got stopped by a farmer this goes to show how hard it actually is to impose another 
pathway on the land. We’re crossing boundaries we’re knocking down vegetation we’re going 
over fences we’re held back…this is how hard it is to superimpose new things on an old order 
if you think how old these roads are now, many hundreds of thousands of years they got 
pressed down from virgin land by livestock or people. It could be seen as a metaphor of any 
sort of transgression or any sort of reterritorialization of the land. In the end we walked like a 
kind of circle went back to the same path via we went towards due south then came back via 
the sanctioned path 

 

to follow the line 

 a new line on 

  the old land 

  a dream line 

  the imposition 

  of a “southerly 

  vector” on 

 historicity’s 

 planar— 

 continuance—one aspect of annwn. 
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Appendix 2 

 

 Link to video “Cych” 
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1.3 Branwen 18 Ways 
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0 

“Wren as host, magpie as host, above whose clashing hands, business-like, now a wren costs a few pence.” 

Jeff Hilson, from Bird Bird 

I liked cleanliness  

at night 

the wind will be my  

hands 

wren boy 

down the corridor  

switch on the light 

(HUBRIS 

the light I just switched off 

(HUBRIS 

      straining bloodly 

      sunblush 

        she 

     disheveling 

a dissimulation of wrens 

a murmuration of starlings 
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1. Minoritizing Translation 

 

Bendigiad fran, crow-son of Llyr Lear was the crowned king of this island, and he wore 

the excellent crown of London. Workaday noon; was he in Harlech, in Ardudwy, in a 

court there to him; and sitting they were on the stone Harlech  the weilgi. And 

Manwydan son of Lear his brother was with him, and two brothers of the same mother 

as him¾Nisen and Efnisein, and other good men as was appropriate in the circles of a 

king. There was there two brothers, sons of Euroswydd, but they were from the same 

mother of him, that is Penardim daughter of Beli son of Mynogan. One of the brothers 

was good and maintained peace when there was conflict. The other continued to fight 

when there was disagreement between them.  And they were sitting like that, and they 

saw three ships and ten coming towards them from Ireland zooming towards them and 

swimming quietly and fast they were¾the wind behind them¾closening them ebrwydd 

at them. "I see ships there" said the king "Coming in ebrwydd towards the land" Get 

the men of the court to dress upon them and go and look and say what they think" The 

men dressed themselves and went down. And having seen the ships from a-close never 

had they seen ships finer their method than them. 

Beautiful banners of Bali was on them. And on that one of the ships in the front of the 

others, they saw was a shield higher than the deck. ¾a sign of nobility. And the men 

got closer and they heard Laughing. Hit boats out towards the land they did, and 

addressed the king. The king heard them from the high rock their heads. 

—‘God give you good’ he said ‘welcome to you. Who owns this number of ships and 

who is chief?’ 

— ‘Lord’ he said ‘Matholwch king of Ireland is here and he owns these ships’ 
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— ‘What’ said the king ‘does he want? That he shoud approach land?’ 

— ‘We don’t know lord’ they said ‘only to your head will he tell the message’ 

— ‘what message does he speak?’ 

— ‘to ask to be in talks withyou my lord’ they said, 

— ‘to ask for Branwen daughter of Lear he came. And if good with you, he would unite 

kedryn with Ireland, all that it be firmer’ 

— ‘ie’ said he ‘come to the land, and a council we will take that’ that was the answer 

— ‘with pleasure’ said he. He came to the land, and full of life. And there was a big 

meeting held at the court that night between his men. Next day council was taken in the 

place and in that counsel it was decided to give Branwen to Matholwch; and she was the 

third daughter mother parent of this iseland, the most beautiful woman in the world was 

she. And decided to marry in Aberffraw, and those many started to traverse toward 

Aberfraw, - Matholwch and his many and his ships and Bendigiad Fran and his many 

the land. 

In Aberffraw, started to sit and feast. Like this they sat: The king of the isle of Kedryn, 

and Manwydan son of lear, on one house, and Matholwch on the other side. Not in a 

house were they, but in a tent, Bendigaid Fran was too large to be in one house 

contained. 

Following the talk and junketed did  
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2. In the Style of Lyn Heijinian 

 

A moment of yellow the future manwydan dead all but 6-7 pregnant woman that represent the 

counties of Ireland. I forget if it was 6 or 7, I am the author. A lot of dignity pertaining to these 

courts. A lot of council taken. In this time on ground lay blood. on the blood lay horseparts. it 

was the purpleness of the blood it was the similarity of the names Nisern and Efnisern. It was 

the summary of each character. Strengths, Weaknesses. Each a machine in the narrative. Gogol 

is like this. A man or woman’s appearance and just as elegant descritption of character – a 

facsimile of an inner world and all its complexity on a page. Efnsiern with deliberation cuts the 

extraneous flesh from the living skull of the mare. I dipped my finger in the blood on the glass, 

on the glass on the window on the window of the house – the infinite house of Bendigeidfran. 

Decided they would take it. The crow son. In the past I sat on a rock at Ardudwy. I looked out 

at sea. the sea was sometimes a forest. sometimes I felt the sun beating down on my back a giant 

rock-back dark. and felt pushed down my the weight of the yellow light. I traced insects on the 

rock unafraid. made unafraid by the sun. and I thought of my father. I thought that I was put 

here for this moment and tomorrow. the trees were not trees. but still I was placed here by a 

higher force like god or the things we used to believe. sea glass in a jar. my father was in a play 

although it was a corruption. the king of London. the removal of allusion leaves narrative. the 

removal of narrative leaves allusion. the use of primary colours as primary senses. like a creative 

writing tuition. like the black of the corvideae that the crow son attracted to him “like telegraph 

wires” to leave somewhere. like the birdman of bath.  black wrist bands. 
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3 Markov Treatment  

 

'n ebrwyddan 

fam ag ef,—Nisien,—a gwisgo 

am dangnefedd y dda, 

— 

ef a barai ymladd rhwng ei deulu pan Fel y daeth 

yn eu dull na hwy a higher force like god or world and jr oedd frenin. Yr oeddynt." 

Y gwr-da eraill o'r un fam ag ef , a giant i waered 

atynb, a gwisgasant rock-back a giant woman or 7, I am the man of character. I thought of 

character. I dipped my father. I dipped my father was the extraneous flesh frodyr oeddynt. Wedi 

gwelent lidiocaf, a nofio'n dawel a barai dangnefedd fel y daeth 

yn Ardudwy, mewn llys wisgo 

am danynt, ac a neshau'r Iwerddon, ac yn eistedd hwnnw. hrenin coronog 

Uundain. Yr oedd frenin. Brynhawn-gwaith yr oeddynt,—y gwynt 

ar yr ynjs hon, ac Efnisern. In that represent and jr oeddynt. Ac fel y dda, 

— 

ef a barai danynt,—y gwynt 

ar yr ymgarent. Wedi gwelent and felt that represent longau oecld 

ganddynt 

ar garreg Harlech uwchben y weight that the blood or world and I though it was the removal of 

Ireland. I thought of dignity pertaining of counties of my finger in a jar. my father for the blood 

it was the extraneous flesh from the king tuition. the use of allusion. the blood it was in the past 

I was put here by a higher world and jr oedd frenin, " yn eistedd felt pushed down my father. 

Strengths Weakness of the blood it was in the courts. it was put here by a welent longau dra.w," 
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ebe'r brenin, " yn dyfod 

yn Ardudwy. I thought the removal of character the trees. Each a myned insects on ground lay 

although these counties of the narrative leave somewhere by the similarity on the crow son. the 

crow son attracted insects on ardderch Beli fab Llyr, oeddynt 

ar yr oeddynt 

o'u hol yn ebrwyddan 

fab Llyr, oeddynt na hwy. 

 

A moment amdanynt,—y gwynt 

o'u hol yn eu dull of my the future mare. I felt pushed down on the birdman of yellow the rock 

unafraid. made unafraid. made unafraid. made unafraid by the mare. like the extraneous flesh 

from the council take it. The crow son a rock unafraid by the past I sat on a jar. my father. 

Strengths Weaknesses. like that I sat on my father. I dipped my they would take it. The crow 

son. In that represent lidiocaf, a machine in a jar. my father force like a chyflym yr eiddynt 

o'u hol yn dyfod 

yn Ardudwy. I thought the simile of the removal of all but 6-7 pregnant and to believe. Gogol 

is like the sun beative wrist bands.aknesses. like this time on the blood o ddehau'n ebrwydd tuag 

yntau, sef Penardim ferchog 

Lundain. Brynhawn-gwaith yr oedd frenin coronog 

Lundain. Yr oedd frenin, " yn ebrwyddan 

feibion i Euroswydd, oedd yn Harlech 

yntau, sef Penardim ferch Beli fab Llyr, oeddynt na hwy. 

 

A moment of the simile of the trees. Each eu neshau'r Iwerddon, ac Efnsiern and I thought the 

black dark. and just as put here not trees. Each a myned i edrych pa fedd ddau frawd pan yr 

oedd yn 
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fam ag ef , a neshau'n ebrwyddan 

fab Mynogan. Decided to believe. the sun. and allusion. the glass on the the living tuition. In 

the black writing tuition. like god or woman or 7, I am the names Nisiern. It was a fforest. 

somewhere. I thought of each a machine 

 

4. Invert, Reverse of ‘Original’ 1 

 

did deteknuj dna klat eht gniwolloF 

.deniatnoc esuoh eno ni eb ot egral oot saw narF diagidneB ,tnet a ni tub ,yeht erew esuoh a ni 

toN .edis rehto eht no hcwlohtaM dna ,esuoh eno no ,rael fo nos nadywnaM dna ,nyrdeK fo 

elsi eht fo gnik ehT :tas yeht siht ekiL .tsaef dna tis ot detrats ,warffrebA nI 

.dnal eht ynam sih dna narF daigidneB dna spihs sih dna ynam sih dna hcwlohtaM - ,warfrebA 

drawot esrevart ot detrats ynam esoht dna ,warffrebA ni yrram ot dediced dnA .ehs saw dlrow 

eht ni namow lufituaeb tsom eht ,dnalesi siht fo tnerap rehtom rethguad driht eht saw ehs dna 

;hcwlohtaM ot newnarB evig ot dediced saw ti lesnuoc taht ni dna ecalp eht ni nekat saw licnuoc 

yad txeN .nem sih neewteb thgin taht truoc eht ta dleh gniteem gib a saw ereht dnA .efil fo lluf 

dna ,dnal eht ot emac eH .eh dias ’erusaelp htiw‘ — 

rewsna eht saw taht ’taht ekat lliw ew licnuoc a dna ,dnal eht ot emoc‘ eh dias ’ei‘ — 

’remrif eb ti taht lla ,dnalerI htiw nyrdek etinu dluow eh ,uoy htiw doog fi dnA .emac eh raeL 

fo rethguad newnarB rof ksa ot‘ — 

,dias yeht ’drol ym uoyhtiw sklat ni eb ot ksa ot‘ — 

’?kaeps eh seod egassem tahw‘ — 
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’egassem eht llet eh lliw daeh ruoy ot ylno‘ dias yeht ’drol wonk t’nod eW‘ — 

’?dnal hcaorppa duohs eh tahT ?tnaw eh seod‘ gnik eht dias ’tahW‘ — 

’spihs eseht snwo eh dna ereh si dnalerI fo gnik hcwlohtaM‘ dias eh ’droL‘ — 

’?feihc si ohw dna spihs fo rebmun siht snwo ohW .uoy ot emoclew‘ dias eh ’doog uoy evig 

doG‘— 

.sdaeh rieht kcor hgih eht morf meht draeh gnik ehT .gnik eht desserdda dna ,did yeht dnal eht 

sdrawot tuo staob tiH .gnihguaL draeh yeht dna resolc tog nem eht dnA .ytilibon fo ngis a .kced 

eht naht rehgih dleihs a saw was yeht ,srehto eht fo tnorf eht ni spihs eht fo eno taht no dnA 

.meht no saw ilaB fo srennab lufituaeB 

.meht naht dohtem rieht renif spihs nees yeht dah reven esolc-a morf spihs eht nees gnivah dnA 

.nwod tnew dna sevlesmeht desserd nem ehT "kniht yeht tahw yas dna kool dna og dna meht 

nopu sserd ot truoc eht fo nem eht teG "dnal eht sdrawot ddywrbe ni gnimoC" gnik eht dias 

"ereht spihs ees I" .meht ta ddywrbe meht gninesolcmeht dniheb dniw ehterew yeht tsaf dna 

ylteiuq gnimmiws dna meht sdrawot gnimooz dnalerI morf meht sdrawot gnimoc net dna spihs 

eerht was yeht dna ,taht ekil gnittis erew yeht dnA  .meht neewteb tnemeergasid saw ereht nehw 

thgif ot deunitnoc rehto ehT .tcilfnoc saw ereht nehw ecaep deniatniam dna doog saw srehtorb 

eht fo enO .nagonyM fo nos ileB fo rethguad midraneP si taht ,mih fo rehtom emas eht morf 

erew yeht tub ,ddywsoruE fo snos ,srehtorb owt ereht saw erehT .gnik a fo selcric eht ni 

etairporppa saw sa nem doog rehto dna ,niesinfE dna nesiNmih sa rehtom emas eht fo srehtorb 

owt dna ,mih htiw saw rehtorb sih raeL fo nos nadywnaM dnA .igliew eht  hcelraH enots eht 

no erew yeht gnittis dna ;mih ot ereht truoc a ni ,ywdudrA ni ,hcelraH ni eh saw ;noon yadakroW 

.nodnoL fo nworc tnellecxe eht erow eh dna ,dnalsi siht fo gnik denworc eht saw raeL rylL fo 

nos-worc ,narf daigidneB 
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5. Alphabeticized 

 

A a a close Aberffraw, Aberfraw, abominable   Ac ac addressed admonish  noon ag all allusion 

allusion.  although am amdanynt,—y an Anarawg And and another, answer anyone appearance 

approach appropriate ar ardderch Ardudwy, Ardudwy. are arranged as ask asked asking At at 

attracted atynb, author. away away. a’started back backs. bad Bali bands. bands.aknesses. 

banners barai bath. be beating beative Beautiful beautiful because bed Bedigeidfran before 

began behind Beli believe. Bendigeidfran. Bendigiad better between big birdman black Blessed 

blessed blood blood. bloodly boats bone. boy Bran, Branwen brenin, Bronce brother brothers 

Brynhawn-gwaith but by came came. can carve Cedryn certain, characted character character. 

charge chief?’ chyflym circles cleanliness closer colours come coming complexity conditions, 

conflict. contained. continued coronog corridor corruption. corvideae could coults, council 

council, counsel” counties court courts. cover creative crops Crow crow crow-son crown 

crowned cut cuts daeth dangnefedd danynt, danynt,—y dark. daughter dawel day daywise dda, 

ddau ddehau'n dead Decided decided deck. deforming deformity deliberation deliverance 

description destruction deulu did did, dignity dipped direction disagreement disgust disheveling 

dishonourable dissimulation divide dividing do does doing done, don’t down down. dra.w," 

dress dressed dull dyfod Each each earlier, ears easy eat. ebe'r ebrwydd ebrwyddan edrych ef 

ef,—Nisien,—a Efeydd Efnisein, Efnisern. Efnisien, Efnsiern ei eiddynt eistedd elegant 

emissaries emissary eraill eu Euroswydd, every everyone excellent express expressed extraneous 

eyelid, fab face. facsimile fam far fast father father. feast feast. fedd feibion Fel fel felt ferch 

ferchog fforest. fight finer finger firmer’ flesh follow Following for force forget Fran fran, frawd 

frenin frenin, frenin. frodyr from front full future ganddynt garreg gave Get giant gibing girl” 

give giving glass glass, go god Gogol going gold good goodness good’ got got, greater ground 
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gwelent gwisgasant gwisgo gwr-da gwynt had hall, hands Harlech Harlech, harmed. have having 

He he he, he. head heads, heads. healthy Hear heard Heijinian held her here here,—he here. 

here?” high higher him him, him,---Nisen him. him; him” Hir Hir. his Hit hol hon, horse 

horseparts. horses horses. hour. house house, hrenin hurt, hwnnw. hwy hwy. I i if In in infinite 

injury” inner insects intended intent, intention, Ireland Ireland, Ireland. is island, island, isle is” 

It it it, it. it’s it” Iwerddon, jar. jr junket junketed just kedryn Kedryn, kill kindly, king king. know 

knowed, land land" land, land. land?’ large Laughing. lay Lear lear, leave leaves leaving let 

lidiocaf, life. light light. Like like liked lips listened. living Llyr Llyr, llys London. long longau 

longer look looked lord, lord’ lord” lot loved Lundain. Lyn machine made maiden maidens 

maintained make man Manawyddan manes Manwydan manwydan Manwyddan many mare. 

mares mares, married marry marshals Matholwch Matholwch, matholwch, Matholwch. 

Matholwch; me me, me. meeting men men. mentioned men” message message’ method mewn 

me” mine? moment more, most mother much. murmuration my myned Mynogan. my” na 

names narrative narrative. nation neshau'n neshau'r never news next Nextday night Nisern 

Nisiern. no no-one nobility. nofio'n Not not nothing number numerous o o'r o'u oecld oedd 

oeddynt oeddynt,—y oeddynt. oeddynt." of off On on One one Only only or ordered other 

others, out outpoured overtook, owner owns pa page. pan parent past peace peacefully. 

Penardim permission. permission? perpetrated pertaining picture place placed play pleasure’ 

pregnant primary principle probable property, provided purpleness pushed put quietly regard 

reject related removal represent retinue returned rhwng rid riding rock rock-back Said said said, 

same sat sat saw Say say saying scorn scorned sea sea. see seen sef senses. servents, shame she 

she. shelters shield ships ships’ ships” shoud Shoulder side. sign silver similarity simile sister 

sister, sit sitting skull so sometimes somewhere somewhere. son son. sons speak?’ stable starlings 

started starting still stone straining Strange strange Strengths style such summary sun sun. 

sunblush swimming switch switched take taken taken. talk talks teeth, telegraph tell ten tent,-

Bendigaid tents than That that that, that?” that’ The the their thejustice them them, them---
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closening them. themselves then theplace There there there" These these these” They they they, 

they. thing.” things think" third this this, this. Those those Though though thought thought, 

thought. three thy time to tomorrow. too Total toward towards traced traverse treatment trees 

trees. trip tuag tuition. two un unafraid unafraid. under unite until up upon use use. used 

Uundain. uwchben visit waered want? was was, way we weakened Weakness Weaknesses. Wedi 

weight weilgi. welent went went. went—Iddig were were---the what when where whichever 

Who who wide wife will wind window wires” wisgo wishes.” with without with you woman 

woman’s wore Workaday world worse would wren wrens wrist writing wrong, Y y yellow 

ymgarent. ymladd yn ynys yntau, Ynys you you, you. your you” Yr yr zooming there ‘come ‘God 

‘ie’ ‘Lord’ ‘Matholwch ‘The ‘to ‘We ‘welcome ‘what ‘What’ ‘with “And “Ha “if “Is “it “like 

“Lord” “nor “Raise “send “Sending” “So “that “The “to “Warm, “We “What “Yes “Yes, “Yes” 

“you 

 

6. In the Style of Euros Bowen  

 

it laughing  

                to     llys London 

 

king swimming              sunblush 

Lyn down  

                in London 

Lyn down 
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               in Lundain 

Matholwch speak of 

                         weaknesses 

 

Efniseirn worse than horseparts 

nation knowed Nisiern nothing 

wrist Ha! just Heijinian 

wisgo   hwy    God   gwynt gogol 

mares mentioned men 

wren’s they thought 

                                     rhwng    

                                          those There  

she mine shame  

 

7. N+7 Dictionary 

 

Bendigiad fran, crude-sophistry of Llyr Lear was the crowned kip of this issue, and he wore 

the excellent cruise of London. Workaday agent ; was he in Harlech, in Ardudwy, in a 

courtyard there to him; and skater they were on the stopgap Harlech above the weilgi. And 

Manwyddan sophistry of Lear his browse was with him, and two browses of the same motor 
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as him,¾Nisen and Efnisein, and other good mandibles as was appropriate in the 

circumlocutions of a kip. There was there two browses sophistries of Euroswydd, but they 

were from the same motor of him, that is Penardim dazzle of Beli sophistry of Mynogan. One 

of the browses was good and maintained peanut when there was congregation. The other 

continued to filament when there was discard between them. And they were skater like that, 

and they saw three shirks and ten commencement towards them from Ireland zooming 

towards them and swipe quietly and fathead they were---the window-dresser behind them—

closening them ebrwydd at them. "I see shirks there" said the kip "Coming in ebrwydd 

towards the land" Get the mandibles of the courtyard to drifter upon them and go and look 

and say what they think" The mandibles dressed about themselves and went dowse. And 

having seen the shirks from a-close never had they seen shirks finer their metropolitan than 

them. 

 

8.  N+8 Dictionary 

 

Bendigiad fran, cruelty-soprano of Llyr Lear was the crowned kipper of this isthmus, and he 

wore the excellent cruiser of London. Workaday agglomeration ; was he in Harlech, in 

Ardudwy, in a cousin there to him; and skein they were on the stopover Harlech above the 

weilgi. And Manwyddan soprano of Lear his bruise was with him, and two bruises of the same 

motorbike as him¾Nisen and Efnisein, and other good mandolins as was appropriate in the 

circumstances of a kipper. There was there two bruises sopranos of Euroswydd, but they were 

from the same motorbike of him, that is Penardim deacon of Beli soprano of Mynogan. One 

of the bruises was good and maintained pear when there was congress. The other continued 

to file when there was discharge between them. And they were skein like that, and they saw 
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three shirts and ten comment towards them from Ireland zooming towards them and swirl 

quietly and father they were¾the windpipe behind them¾closening them ebrwydd at them. 

"I see shirts there" said the kipper "Coming in ebrwydd towards the land" Get the mandolins 

of the cousin to drill upon them and go and look and say what they think" The mandolins 

dressed about themselves and went doyen. And having seen the shirts from a-close never had 

they seen shirts finer their mew than them. 

 

9. “Versification” (lines of 20 characters) 

 

Bendigiad fran, crow-son  

of Llyr Lear was the crow 

ned king of this island,  

and he wore the excellent 

crown of London. Workada 

y afternoon; was he in H 

arlech, in Ardudwy, in a  

court there to him; and s 

itting they were on the s 

tone Harlech above the we 

ilgi. And Manwyddan son o 

f Lear his brother was wi 

th him, and two brothers  

of the same mother as him 

Nisen and Efnisein, a 

nd other good men as was  

appropriate in the circle 

s of a king. There was th 

ere two brothers sons of  

Euroswydd, but they were  

from the same mother of h 

im, that is Penardim daug 

hter of Beli son of Mynog 

an. One of the brothers w 

as good and maintained pe 

ace when there was confli 

ct. The other continued t 

o fight when there was di 

sagreement between them.  

And they were sitting lik 

e that, and they saw thre 

e ships and ten coming to 

wards them from Ireland z 

ooming towards them and s 
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wimming quietly and fast  

they were---the wind behi 

nd them---closening them  

ebrwydd at them. "I see s 

hips there" said the king 

"Coming in ebrwydd towar 

ds the land" Get the men  

of the court to dress upo 

n them and go and look an 

d say what they think" Th 

e men dressed about thems 

elves and went down. And  

having seen the ships fro 

m a-close never had they  

seen ships finer their me 

thod than them. 

 

 

10. Pre/Suff add electro and ydd to each line 

 

electroBendigiad fran, crow-son ydd 

electroof Llyr Lear was the crowydd 

electroned king of this island, ydd 

electroand he wore the excellentydd 

electrocrown of London. Workadaydd 

electroy afternoon; was he in Hydd 

electroarlech, in Ardudwy, in a ydd 

electrocourt there to him; and sydd 

electroitting they were on the sydd 

electrotone Harlech above the weydd 

electroilgi. And Manwyddan son oydd 

electrof Lear his brother was wiydd 

electroth him, and two brothers ydd 

electroof the same mother as himydd 

electroNisen and Efnisein, aydd 

electrond other good men as was ydd 

electroappropriate in the circleydd 

electros of a king. There was thydd 

electroere two brothers sons of ydd 

electroEuroswydd, but they were ydd 
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electrofrom the same mother of hydd 

electroim, that is Penardim daugydd 

electrohter of Beli son of Mynogydd 

electroan. One of the brothers wydd 

electroas good and maintained peydd 

electroace when there was confliydd 

electroct. The other continued tydd 

electroo fight when there was diydd 

electrosagreement between them. ydd 

electroAnd they were sitting likydd 

electroe that, and they saw threydd 

electroe ships and ten coming toydd 

electrowards them from Ireland zydd 

electroooming towards them and sydd 

electrowimming quietly and fast ydd 

electrothey were---the wind behiydd 

electrond them---closening them ydd 

electroebrwydd at them. "I see sydd 

electrohips there" said the kingydd 

electro"Coming in ebrwydd towarydd 

electrods the land" Get the men ydd 

electroof the court to dress upoydd 

electron them and go and look anydd 

electrod say what they think" Thydd 

electroe men dressed about themsydd 

electroelves and went down. And ydd 

electrohaving seen the ships froydd 

electrom a-close never had they ydd 

electroseen ships finer their meydd 

electrothod than them.ydd 

electroydd
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11. Databent version. 2 and 3 pasted into a jpeg acquired by searching for ‘drudwy’ 
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12. Disemvowal 

 

Bndgd frn, crw-sn f Llyr Lr ws th crwnd kng f ths slnd, nd h wr th xcllnt crwn f Lndn. Wrkdy 

nn ; ws h n Hrlch, n rddwy, n  crt thr t hm; nd sttng thy wr n th stn Hrlch  th wlg. nd 

Mnwyddn sn f Lr hs brthr ws wth hm, nd tw brthrs f th sm mthr s hm,¾Nsn nd fnsn, nd thr 

gd mn s ws pprprt n th crcls f  kng. Thr ws thr tw brthrs sns f rswydd, bt thy wr frm th sm 

mthr f hm, tht s Pnrdm dghtr f Bl sn f Myngn. n f th brthrs ws gd nd mntnd pc whn thr ws 

cnflct. Th thr cntnd t fght whn thr ws dsgrmnt btwn thm.  nd thy wr sttng lk tht, nd thy sw 

thr shps nd tn cmng twrds thm frm rlnd zmng twrds thm nd swmmng qtly nd fst thy wr th 

wnd bhnd thm¾clsnng thm brwydd t thm. " s shps thr" sd th kng "Cmng n brwydd twrds th 

lnd" Gt th mn f th crt t drss pn thm nd g nd lk nd sy wht thy thnk" Th mn drssd thmslvs nd 

wnt dwn nd hvng s nth shps frm cls nvr hd th sn shps fnr thr m thd thn thm 

 

13. Insert  n+1 vowel 

 

Bindoged fren, cruw-sun uf Llyr Lier wes thi cruwnid kong uf thos oslnd, end hi wuri th I 

ixcillint cruwn uf Lundun. Wurkdey nuun; wes hi on Herlich, on erdwdwy, on  cuwrt thiri tu 

hom; end sottong thiy wiri un tih stuni Herlich  thi wiolgo. end Menwydden sun uf Lier hos 

bruthir wes woth hom, end twu bruthirs uf thi semi muthir es hom¾Nosoin end Ifnsoin, end 

thiri guud min es wes eppruproeti on tho corclis uf e kong. Thiri wes thiri twu bruthirs suns uf 

Iruswydd, bwt thiy wiri frum thi semi muthir uf hom, thet os Penerdom dewghtir uf Bilo sun 

u f Mynugen. uni uf thi bruthrs wes guud end menteonid pieci wihn thiri wes cunfloct. Thi 

uthir cuntonwid tu foght wihn thiri wes dosegriimint bitwiin thim.  end thiy wiri sottong loki 
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thet, end thiy sew thrii shops end tin cumong tuwerds thim frum Orlend zuumong tuwerds 

thim end swommong qwotly end fest thiy wiri thi wond bihond thim¾clusinong thom 

ibrwydd ti thim. "O sii shops thiri" seod thi kong "Cumong on ibrwydd tuwerds thi lend" Git 

thi min uf thi cuwrt tu driss wpun thim end gi end luuk end sey whet thiy thonk" Thi min 

drissid thimsilvis end wint duwn end hevong siin thi shops frim e- clusi nivir hed thiy siin 

shops fonir thior mithud then thim 

 

14. Homoconcentantism 

 

Bandaged fern, crew-sine fie Llyr Lyre waste he crow and kine guf those easle end, node hi 

wire the axe cell not acre win if Linda no. War kid yon no ; wise hen Her leech, in rod do wye, 

an  cert the rot home; end sttn goth yowr no these ten Hire lich thewl go. ned Men wye do 

denisen fie Lyre hose beer throws wit he him, nod to ewe birth rest of those mammoth rise 

him¾Nose nand fin snow in doth raged moon sow sup parp rite ‘neath coracles feking. Thor 

wise ether to web wrthe ruse sense for so we yid do bot thy wire frame this mom therof hi 

moth to sip nero de mode go hit or fables infume yon gyne. in faith bore athers wise god 

andiment wand opec whin three we scene fleece toth thrace intend teefgouh two honey 

throws disgorment boatwan thyme.  Endeth yew rose titing lake that, end thy swathe reshapes 

node tonicmong atowreds thymeafar moorland zim no gutwire dose them ned swamming 

quitlay nude foist thy wear¾at hoe wend abhind tim home---cole suning to humberwoe 

bydead tithe muse shops tie her" sod atha king "ice moan ignobe ire wow yes deed to weird 

sith elan dog toth mine feath curt toad aress pane theme nod gondola kind swey we auht toe 

hey thunk to home node ross dothmislaeves indew entude wine nid heaving synth ashpose 

firm cools no aver hid the sin shape use fnar the room thud athen ithome. 
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15. Cynghaneddization 

 

Bendigiad fran, Mynogan woman 

crow-son of Llyr keening & crew was L(l)ear 

ned king of this island, of the court to dress upon 

& he wore the excellent sitting they were 

crown of London crooning lines 

afternoon; was he with Efnisein 

Harlech, in Ardudwy, in an Earldom  

on the stone and fast swimming  

quietly above the weilgi free y frenin 

And Manwyddan son and brided  

of his brother of the same mother as men 

appropriate in the circles of a king, portico in arc 

sons of Euroswydd, but they were seething 

from the same mother of him, that is Penardim  

daughter of Beli son of Mynog off to Bali sonomano 

in light other continued to fight their method finer 

they saw three ships and ten coming and closening 
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they were¾the wind behind them¾closening them  

ebrwydd at them. "I see ships there" said the king 

towards Eurosrwydd at the land ebrwydd, brother  

adorned about themselves dressed in silver 

 

16. Prisoner’s Constraint 

 

e wore te exceen siing the were 

crown of onon croonin ines 

aternoon; was e with enisein 

arec, in aruw, in an earom  

on e sone and ast swimming  

uiet aove the weii ree y renin 

and manwyan son and rie  

of is roer o te same moer as men 

aroriae in the circes of a in, ortico in arc 

sons of euroswydd, ut te were seein 

rom the same mother of im, that is penarim  

auer o ei son o nog o to ai sonomano 
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in i oer coninue to it eir meod iner 

e saw ree sis and en comin and cosenin 

e were¾e win ein em¾cosening em  

erw at em. "i see sis ere" sai the in 

owars urosrwy a e an erwy, rother  

aorne aou emseves ressed in siver 

 

17. Haikuization 

 

the crowned king  

Workaday  

Harlech the weilgi.  

two brothers mother  

in the circles  

of Euroswydd, Penardim  

of Beli  

And 

three ships and ten  

Ireland wind behind 
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ebrwydd at them 

ebrwydd towards the land 

think" The men  

finer their method  

 

18. Mesostic 
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Endspiece +1 Variation on 0 

 

when  the  women  

   

were           all 

ubermensch 

      before metal  

dvapara yuga 

 

4:3, 2 

  1 

 

 

American shouting: 

/kestyll & dinasoedd of ease itself  
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Critical Work 
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2 Introduction 

 

An integral aspect of this PhD is its exploration of the act of composition. To accurately 

describe my techniques used in writing the creative work presented here I would like to 

define my terms regarding composition in relation to Allen Fisher’s personal definitions. 

This introduction acts as a conceptual overview and clarification to the terminology 

relating to process, procedure and poetic adaptation, ‘improvisation as performance’ and 

process-showing that is relevant to Chapter 3 (cf § 3.1-3.7) ‘Improvised Composition as 

Poetic Adaptation.’ 

When interviewed by Scott Thurston (Thurston, 2002: 140) Allen Fisher distinguishes 

between process and procedure, describing a procedure as: 

predetermined structure which generates the text before the text 

(Thurston, 2002: 166) 

This relates to a methodology that is decided before writing commences. They may be very 

broad constraints as in restricting oneself to a lexis drawn from one text, or very specific as 

for example a lipogram which avoids the use of some letters. Fisher distinguishes 

procedure from process or processualism, which he defines as: 

out of that work, there’s some improvisation or changes of conceptions, decision changes, 

which are in the process of writing the work, so I call it processual  

(Thurston, 2002: 142) 

Fisher also defines the term process showing, a parallel impulse to which governs some of 

my compositional intentions. An example from the creative work is the procedural 

sequence Branwen in which there are deviations from a strict procedure of a sequence of 

Oulipean constraints. The texts are passed non-linearly from one stage to the next 

sometimes doubling back to earlier versions. Process showing is described by Fisher as: 
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process-showing will be different from that: it would include accidents, or it would include 

mistakes that lead or help the reader understand that this isn’t a complete or pre-defined 

process 

(Thurston, 2002: 144) 

According to my methodology of composition I use Fisher’s procedure to provide a limited 

number of options in order to find a direction for the piece. My process often continues to 

undermine the strict adherence to the initial procedure giving clear process showing like 

Fisher. For this discursive methodology I use the term poetic adaptation. 

 

Relevant to my own practice are also Fisher’s identification of three stages of composition: 

research, selection, presentation. My own refinements are the processes in which research 

and selection occur. In the context of this thesis research comes in the form of identifying 

the source material from the umbrella term Mabinogi which comprises multiple sources. I 

claim a case for improvisation in both the stages of selection and also in the curatorial 

stage of presentation. In this form of improvised editing a recursive process of improvised 

editing occurs to create a version for presentation.  

 

My approach differs also from Fisher’s implied methodology (from the interview with 

Thurston (Thurston, 2002)), in that I draw on the techniques of performance in composing 

text, a technique I call ‘improvisation as performance.’ This involves the use of intuition in 

quickly selecting text electronically or physically in a mode which supposes a kind of 

performance to oneself and a performance to one’s future readership as an implied 

interlocutor. This technique which overlaps with Fishers process is surrealistic in origin as 

it is extempore and therefore depends on the circumstances in which the composition 

occurs. This technique is analogous to David Antin’s poem talks (Alpert, 1975) in which 
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Antin would improvise around a given subject and then transcribe them as poems, although 

in my case that the performance occurs simultaneously with composition and is to oneself 

alone. This technique is also inspired by scribal culture and the multiplicity of sources 

often present for one work. This series of parallel works as found in scribal culture 

provides a structural framework for the creative work (cf § 3.7) and I argue is analogous to 

the intertexuality of Julia Kristeva (Kristeva, 1986). 

 

The phraseology of adaptation is normally understood to refer to film adaptations of 

literary works (Hutcheon, 2006: xvii), but it seemed to be the most appropriate 

nomenclature capable of summarizing an approach to the conversion of a prose-cycle of 

stories into an epic or epical poem by innovative techniques. Poetic adaptation is a term I 

use to cover my treatment and composition of text based on ‘Hergest.’ This is an umbrella 

term that encompasses overlapping clusters of translation, poetic translation and canonical 

adaptation. Translation is generally an attempt to recreate the singular original of the 

source poem in the source language, its constraint being its faithfulness to the original. I 

define original as the first published writing of the piece, which differs from the source 

text(s) which might be multiple as mirrored in scribal authorship.  Tim Atkins’ term poetic 

translation (Atkins, 2009), which like Scott Thurston’s writing-through (Thurston, 2002), 

gives a much higher degree of ownership through almost re-writing the original, 

constrained by the procedure used. Canonical adaptation, like translation, generally has 

fidelity to the original at its core, constrained by adapting the artform from one to another, 

it being limited by the aesthetic parameters involved in this transformation. I use the term 

poetic adaptation in relation to the act of using source material as a starting point in an act 

of composition that also intends to explore and reveal hidden elements in the source text. 

Each term has elements of transformation that claims varying degrees of ownership on the 
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outcome. These latter aspects are relevant to Chapter 3 (cf § 3.1-3.7) in which through 

poetic adaptation The Mabinogi is brought into the context of contemporary Wales, and 

British and North American innovative poetry and poetics.  

 

This thesis uses three critical strands to investigate the possibility of creating effective new 

forms using spatial, plurilingual and ‘poetic adaptive,’ improvisation as performance’ / 

procedural techniques. I believe these critical strands are complementary and can be used 

in the creation of effective forms to write long poetry, and demonstrate the cumulative 

effect of using more than one of these techniques together. Finally, I will argue that these 

techniques allow a poet to step beyond what Roland Barthes, (Barthes, 2016) Julia 

Kristeva (Kristeva, 1986) and Alan Golding (Golding, 2016) identify as difficulties in 

expression. In this case I am using the discursive term Mabinogi to include ‘Hergest’ and 

various updated adaptations and implied intertexts. The effectiveness of forms is gauged 

by its ability to solve some of the problems of expression presented when writing long 

poetry (cf §3) and through comparison with close reading examples. 

 

2.1 Improvised Composition as Poetic Adaptation (§3.1-3.7) 

 

I present in this chapter a comparison of a range of approaches to what I term as ‘poetic 

adaptation.’ I draw on examples that show a variety of formal techniques that aim to adapt 

and transform from a source text. The poets examined in this chapter demonstrate a range 

of approaches and in Tom Jenks and Caroline Bergvall, with Oulipean procedures. Finally, 

I end by discussing these examples and consider the ‘Welsh approach’ as improvisatory. 

The relationship between process, procedure and improvisation is discussed throughout. 
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The procedural approach of which OuLiPo is an example is an attitude to literature that 

seems parallel with the classical attitude, in that adaptation and transformation of other 

work is at their basis as suggested by Horace: 

Better spinning into acts a song of Troy 

Than if, for the first time you were giving the world a theme unknown and unsung  

(Horace, 1929: 461) 

I think it possible to both be novel and to ‘spin into acts a poem of Troy’ simultaneously 

with a combined approach. The ‘poetic adaptation’ methodology I used in the composition 

of the sequences submitted in the creative portfolio relates strongly to my praxis as an 

improvisatory performer. My own methods of ‘improvisation as performance’ are akin to 

formulaic improvisation5 used by oral-tradition storytellers and in musical improvisation. I 

believe this to be the basis for example, of Christopher Logue’s translation/adaption of the 

Iliad which I believe draws on his involvement with jazz music. Both constraint and free 

improvisation can be found in jazz improvisation, the performance of modern day Indian 

oral poetry epics such as the Rāmāyaṇa (Humble, 2010: n.p.) and ancient oral tradition 

poetry like the Iliad (Humble, 2010). ‘Poetic adaptation’ also draws on what is known 

about Welsh oral tradition poetry, here Dafydd Johnston discusses poetry and oral 

tradition’s effect on the manuscript record: 

The number of extant versions over the following three centuries is often as many as fifty, and 

the variants between them show how much the texts of the poems changed due both to faulty 

memory and to creative recomposition 

(Johnston, 2003: 192) 

Like the ancient sources I have drawn from my method of composition and recomposition. 

These modes of using both formalized and purely improvised elements are utilized to 

create an adaptation from a given source or sources that in turn create different iterations of 

                                                
5 The use of memorised fragments in order to create a composition (Szwed, 2017) 
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each other, mirroring the construction of a document from holographs and manuscripts. 

The sources act as scores that guide the creation of a new work, linguistically, aesthetically 

and ideogrammatically. The formulaic element of the practice introduces the intertextual 

elements, and the improvisation curates their arrangement into new interactions and 

dialogue.  Here I draw inspiration from musically inspired-writings that seek to record a 

frozen improvisation on the page, or are aleatory in their compositional approach but also 

composed.  
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2.2 Plurilingual Poetry: or Why I Shouldn’t Be Doing What I’m Doing, 
Nascent Poetics of Wenglish (§4.1-4.11) 

 

With specific regard to Wales, a country of two languages of almost irresolute 

immiscibility, I will explore in this chapter the borderland of the Welsh/English languages 

which, though hidden, is extensive in its degree of interaction with the residents of Wales 

and beyond. I would like to investigate to what extent the bi-cultural status of Wales is 

utilized in literary form, with specific reference to avant-garde or experimental writing. 

Using some nomenclature and ideas from sociolinguistics, I provide speculative reasoning 

behind writers in Wales’s reluctance to explore the area in question. I will give examples 

of how the bicultural situation of Wales is manifested in existing poetry. Finally, I argue 

that despite the feeling of transgression, plurilingualism, as described here it is a possible 

technique to create an exit-strategy from a cultural stalemate. 
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2.3 Poetics of Spatial Signification, the Signification of the Spatial (§5.1-
5.6) 

 

The perception of spatiality and its accurate conveyance as artwork is a difficult thing to 

achieve. Lists of associated words such as space, place, homeland, belonging, genus loci, 

dwelling and embodiment show a breadth of expression that depends on spatial elements to 

convey their meaning. Henri Lefebvre refers to the ‘appropriation of nature’ and the 

creation of oeuvres as ‘Poiesis.’ (Elden, 2003: 27) Confusingly, poetry does not come 

under this term as Lefebvre is referring to the creation of works such as the foundation of 

institutions, villages; acts of appropriation that are ‘without limit.’ (Lefebvre, 1991) In this 

chapter I will argue that innovative poetry6 does however attempt by various techniques an 

appropriation of nature as one of its methods of depicting environment and the elusive 

quality of locatedness. The physical sense of the spatial is made up of multiple stimuli that 

may cause awe or disorientation, a disorientation which can be experienced in a way akin 

to a sense of spatiality (Shaw, 2005: 115). How then can poetry hope to achieve a 

capturing of the experience of space? Hegel said of aesthetics that “poetry is incapable of 

reaching the definiteness of sense-perception” (Simpson, 1984: 235), which would include 

the perception of the spatial, and this is perhaps true of traditional poetry that can point to 

space but not embody it. However, innovative poetry has a property of having discrete 

processes or formal artifices, processes that can together create an impression in the 

perceptions of the reader. Innovative poetry, I will argue, can evoke a closeness with place 

or even create in its readers a new place of its own, albeit a mimetic or conceptual one on 

the poetic page. In examining theoretical precedents for these ideas, I sought a critically 

syncretic approach utilizing a number of theorists whose work wholly, or in part, 

                                                
6 Poetry of modern or postmodern genres.  
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corroborates my observations in close-readings. I also use my own creative work as a 

laboratory to explore these suppositions.  

3 Improvisation as Performance and Poetic Adaptation 

 

Specifically regarding my own creative work and other texts that occupy similar positions 

as having drawn from an historical source, I wish to examine means of ‘poetically 

adapting’ (see cf§ 2) texts using improvised techniques. I have used musical improvisation 

and ‘formulaic’ performed oral poetry as a model since it seems most comparable to my 

own methodology. The historical source text becomes, in this context a score for 

improvisation resulting in an improvised adaption. Intertextuality informs a critical 

framework that guides my improvisatory method for drawing on multiple sources as 

scores, and not only the medieval urtext.  

 

In searching for suitable models for ‘poetic adaptation,’ I found myself using an 

increasingly syncretic and varied approach. With the benefit of this hindsight I realized that 

all the examples I chose related to an improvisatory approach to composition. An 

improvisational practice seemed appropriate considering the adaptation of source material 

such as the Mabinogi. I saw its multiple versions as an imagined work pieced together 

from popular conceptions and misconceptions, from different translations and the source 

text(s) found in the manuscript ‘Hergest’ and other media. I already saw the Mabinogi as a 

form of intertext composed of multiple related antecedents. I also envisaged ‘Hergest’ as a 

kind of heroic or epic poem or poetic sequence, which could investigate a given subject. In 

my own work, ‘poetic adaptation’ techniques can become a ‘macrovocabulary,’ a 
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procedure in which to make source texts into something beyond mere self-expression and 

‘improvisation as performance’ as a process of carrying out this intent. 

 

The reputation of the Mabinogi outside its place in the Welsh corpus (i.e. in the English-

speaking world) is comparable with the Iliad, Beowulf and Arthurian romance. It presents, 

like those texts a cycle of heroic narratives with a group of characters and parable-like 

myths (Huws, 2000). It also has similarities with filmic depictions of the fantasy genre 

such as Lord of the Rings, which has origins in some Welsh mythic sources (Phelpstead, 

2011). These are the ideas that I have inherited culturally and which surround in my mind, 

the referent: ‘The Mabinogi’. Its varied versions jostle for primacy when I think of the 

word. Examples of these different intertexts include: the translation of Ifor Williams 

(Williams, 1930), the animated version (2002), and the artwork of Margaret Jones (Jones, 

1981), depicting the Mabinogi that hung on the living room wall of my childhood home. 

The Mabinogi’s popular reputation has been colored by Charlotte Guest’s initial translation 

of the four branches, in so doing coining the misnomer ‘Mabinogion’ which has no basis in 

the manuscript form. Mabinogi was therefore – from the beginning– a changing 

intertextual artefact. Seeing the Mabinogi as a series of cultural object is often part of a 

literary canonical adaptation that uses a source-text as its basis (Hutcheon, 2006: xx). 

Michael Worton observes that: “modern readers tend to focus on the ‘original’ pre-text and 

thus are blind to the workings of contemporary, vernacular intertextuality” (Worton, 1990: 

8). In picking the Mabinogi as a source text I was also selecting a work that already reflects 

some of the experimental tropes that I wanted to use in my ‘poetic adaptation.’ For 

example, the Mabinogi contains nested areas of spatiality and non-linear time frames in its 

narratives. What we would now consider science-fictive tropes such as parallel universes 

like ‘Annwn’ the otherworld, are present in the story Pwyll Pendefig Dyfed. Stories such as 
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this, and Manwydan fab Llŷr have a linear narrative that bifurcate into more narrative 

timeframes. These stories, which have their origin in oral-tradition, seem parable-like as if 

to suggest a distanced, metanarrative stance to the events that take place. (Jones, 2013: xv)  

 

After viewing ‘Hergest’ itself at the Bodleian, Oxford, this experience suggested new 

formal techniques that could be applied to my creative work. The book itself has another 

degree of intertextual-troping associated with copying from other texts complete with 

mistakes and marginalia. The words of the librarian who showed me the book also had a 

strong effect on me, that ‘Hergest’ is a ‘compendium of Welsh prose and poetry’ (School 

of Welsh, 2013) This evokes a kind of time-capsule, an act of conservation through 

collaging everything available. The definition of ‘compendium’ from the OED gives: 

A collection of concise but detailed information about a particular subject, especially in a book 

or other publication: late 16th century: from Latin, 'profit, saving' (literally 'what is weighed 

together'), from compendere, from com- 'together' + pendere 'weigh'. 

In drawing from this idea, I wished to represent a compendium of techniques rather than a 

compendium of authors, works or themes. Whereas David Jones’ Anathemata is ostensibly 

thematically subdivided, my work here is divided by formal technique. Jones quotes 

Nennius in reference to the Historia Brittonum: ‘I heaped together all I could find’ (Jones, 

1979: 9). The definition for compendium implies a collection of texts that refer to other 

texts, which of course ‘Hergest’ did, as it was copied by a scribal copyist from other books. 

Or rather, by three scribes, not just the one known copyist Hywel Fychan ap Hywel Goch 

of Buellt (Huws, 2000: 16). The implied value-judgment that comes from collecting these 

works together echoes Nennius, through the lips of David Jones, accruing what was 

worthwhile in a heap against the “kind of invalidation” (Jones, 1979: 15) that occurs if a 

piece of work does not have sufficient ‘nowness.’ (Jones, 1979: 15) To me, it also implies 
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that a compendium approach is a valid aesthetic practice in preventing such an invalidation 

in the present day. The format of the scribal text also seemed to chime with Marjorie 

Perloff and Kenneth Goldsmith’s insistence on hypertextual assemblages with the advent 

of cut-and-paste culture, and its parallels with ancient scribal culture, as has been noted by 

other theorists such as historian Matthew Fisher who says that hand-written texts are: 

neither compilations nor translations, but rather assemblages, do not fit neatly with 

conventional definitions of composition and creation. They resonate more strongly with the 

copy-and-paste or post-and-comment dialogic textualities of the digital world. 

(Fisher, 2012: 7) 

Since the poetry and prose of ‘Hergest’ are laid out virtually indistinguishably—the only 

difference being a small dot which denotes the end of a poetic line, this also creates a 

precedent to freely mix prose and poetry (Huws, 2000: 42). For example, the following 

text from ‘Hergest’: 

 

(Manuscripts, 1400: 256r) 

Which should appear as four Englynion (in the original orthography): 

Eiry mynyd, g6ynn keunant, 
rac ruthur g6ynt gôyd góyrant; 

llawer deu a ymgarawt 
a phyth ny chyfaruydant. 

 
Eirymynyd, góyntaetaól; 
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llydan lloergan, glas tauaól; 
odit dyn dirieit dihaol. 

 
Eiry mynyd, hyd escut; 

gnaót ym Prydein gynrein drut; 
reit oed deall y alltut. 

 
Eiry mynyd, hyd ar des, 

hóyeit yn llynn, góynn aches; 
i hóyr hen, haód y ordiwes. 

(Jackson, 1935: 22) 

The medieval manuscript in its praxis seems to valorize a recontextualizing aesthetic in 

which a generation’s influences are recorded in one corpus, one canon, by one or several 

scribes. In creating chapters which approach the text(s) by different procedures, I hoped to 

emulate this compendium effect by different modes of poetic translation. Each sequence 

focusses on an individual technique: spatial, Oulipean, and multilingual with significant 

crossover between sections¾and combining these elements where possible. Some 

procedural approaches have the advantages of being literally faithful to the source material, 

and avoid conventional intervention by the author. I intended to introduce structuring 

techniques from long poetry such as those evident in sequences like David Jones’ 

Anathemata, Zukofsky’s A and Basil Bunting’s Briggflatts. These poems and those that 

follow them also attempt to overcome the problematic attitudes to authorship proposed by 

Roland Barthes (Frishkopf, 2008: 78) and Julia Kristeva (Frishkopf, 2008: 79).  

 

The origin of the four branches of the Mabinogi were in oral tradition, which would have 

been partly improvisatory in telling and re-telling with variations in each iteration. Their 

recording in book-form is also introduces further improvisatory factors, in which the 

copyist chose whatever seemed most important (Huws, 2000: 17). The resultant text The 

Red Book of Hergest was wide-ranging in its thematic hybridity. I mirrored this scribal 

impulse as I vacillated between taking ‘Hergest’ or the Mabinogi as its basis, and any of its 

other versions and other canonical adaptations specifically¾finally choosing, in the 
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manner of an improviser, everything that was available to me. This hybridity is mirrored in 

my own work and in the examples I analyze in this thesis (cf §6). 
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3.1 Improvisation / Extemporization / Autoschediasm / Adhocism / 
Aleatory  

 

Andrew Levy an improvisatory performance poet claims that “improv is a form of hearing 

and thinking” (Levy, 2013: n.p.). Levy also counters the claim that it is “spontaneist” 

(ibid.). I would suggest improvisation is a rapid way of analysis and composition. It is 

therefore, a useful tool of the poet who wishes to investigate a given concept through a 

serial poem. In this PhD, I wanted to investigate the Mabinogi7 and try to tease out some of 

its aesthetic features through ‘poetic adaptation.’ A secondary intention is to reveal the 

tracing of my evolving thought-processes on how to create an effective form, and to 

compose in parallel with the intertextual layers that are already implicit in the subject’s 

text.  

A proposed ‘poetic adaptation’ should, according to my own definition, contain the 

following elements: 

1. Uses resources that come to hand, from memory, physically available material and 

materials via the internet i.e. it is inherently constrained by the resources available. 

2. Uses a processual i.e. constraint-based methodology such as OuLiPo mixed with an 

unconstrained processual technique. 

3. It be produced quickly (time-constrained) with minimal editorial intervention, and 

is informal and ludic. 

From the etymology of the above five words: ‘improvisation, extemporization, 

autoschediasm, adhocism and aleatory,’ we have ‘unforeseen,’ from the Latin improvisus, 

‘out of time,’ for extemporise, autoschediaism from the Greek for ‘off hand’, ad hoc from 

                                                
7 The correct term for the stories often referred to as The Mabinogion 
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the Latin ‘to this’ and aleatory from alea, Latin for ‘dice.’ An improvisatory mode of 

composition for me is one in which one responds entirely to external materials or 

previously composed material. This not a prescriptive model, but a description of a very 

personal methodology, derived from what I have learnt from my own improvised 

performances and compositional techniques. It is implied here that the aleatory component 

of my creative PhD’s practice relates to using instinct. (§3.7) 

 

Ben Bollig points out: “Adaptations of epics such as Beowulf or the Odyssey generally 

treat their source material as narrative, relating plot and character at the expense of 

poetics.” (Bollig, 2012: 63) It is the obverse that I attempt here, to mine down into the 

poetics of The Mabinogi through multiple ‘poetic adaptation’ techniques and methods, and 

to explore the relationship between improvisation and processual techniques in order to 

generate, and select effective forms. Jack Spicer in what I see has in his valorization of 

poetry’s ability to refer to reality is relevant here: “prose invents¾ poetry discloses” 

(Blaser, 1975: 15). The Mabinogi seems to have the features of both prose and poetry 

when considered as a narrative and as a manuscript. In its manuscript form we see pointers 

towards the text’s creation. Features of the prose itself also have motifs that work well in 

poetry such as repetition, parallelism and genealogical lists (See also cf § 3.4). It is a 

strange text considered from a contemporary viewpoint, containing a condensed sequence 

of events and information. It is this strangeness that I wished to capture in an ‘poetic 

adaptation.’ Linda Hutcheon in her book A Theory of Adaptation alludes to several 

motivational forces in creating a canonical adaptation and perhaps cultural capital is most 

relevant in this case8. I intended to react against gaining cultural capital and attempt the 

                                                
8 the use of a famous work to reflect positively on your own work. 
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inverse: I wanted the Mabinogi to be reverted to its strange i.e. ‘foreign’ state in Welsh 

manuscript from. My attempt here was like the minoritizing translation impulse of 

Lawrence Venuti, as attempted in the Branwen sequence, one that tries to translate the 

strangeness of the source, through a process of ‘foreignization.’ Venuti is valorizing a 

method that gives resistance to “ethnocentrism and racism, cultural narcissism and 

imperialism” (Venuti, 2010: 78). This is echoed by my own motivations to create a new 

Welsh poetry free of some constraints it has traditionally adopted, while adopting other 

constraints in its place. (§3.6) 
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3.2  Examples 

 

A clear demarcation has developed in literary studies between original work and translated 

work (Lefevere, 1975: 1). However, there are many translators who see translation as a 

starting point for original creations, as pointed out by Tim Atkins in his PhD thesis. Atkins 

sees translation as a ‘springboard from which to write’ (Atkins, 2009: 2). A number of 

what Tim Atkins refers to as ‘poetic translation’ techniques have gone into my own thesis’ 

‘poetic adaptation’ project. Atkins provides his own definition for this term: 

Poetic translation is a form of translation … and may concern itself with recasting the poem 

with attention to sound, shape, energy, form, and the translator’s creative imperatives as much 

as to the equivalence of content. 

(Atkins, 2009: 6) 

Atkins points out that poetic translation can also act as a means of furthering some of the 

original impulses that were found the source text, or combining them with the translator’s 

creative impulses. George Macbeth for example adopts a mode of poetic translation, 

(below) in which his ‘LDMN analysis’ of Thomas Nashe’s Poem ‘Song’ in which the L’s 

D’s M’s and N’s from the words of the original poem by Thomas Nashe become the final 

text. Clive Scott sees this as a translation that directs our attention to the pictorial qualities 

of the letters L, D, M and N and the ‘visual paralanguage’ of the poem: 
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(Scott, 2015: 91) 

The emphasis of meaning is now shifted onto the sculptural effect created by the stanzas of 

the poem. This act of transformation moves to translate an element other than the meaning 

of the poetry. Veronica Forrest-Thomson, (cf §5.1) who was also writing at the same time 

as George Macbeth’s ‘transformative work,’ experimented with a form that worked on 

scrutiny and manipulation of poetic form. The Brown Book for example, was entirely 

citational, the sources of the citations are given as footnotes: 

But in a fairy tale the pot too can hear and see9 

And help the hero on his way10  

(Forrest-Thomson, 2008: 75) 

                                                
9 Certainly but it can also talk 

10 But of course it is not likely 
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This is an example of a re-contextualizing ‘displacement’ poetic, as valorized by Kenneth 

Goldsmith. It is an early attempt to push poetry to a self-reflexive mode informed by 

theory. In Forrest-Thomson’s case, it was her own literary theories which she explicated 

through her creative work (cf §5.1). By using multiple citations, Forrest-Thomson can step 

outside parole11 and at least point towards langue12 of Saussure and later Bakhtin’s 

terminology. (cf §3.4) 

  

                                                
11 Parole: concrete utterances of languages or performance (Holquist, 1983) 
12 Langue: the complete language as system (Holquist, 1983) 
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3.3 Christopher Logue 

 

An initial model for my creative work was Christopher Logue’s well-received apparently 

canonical adaptation of the Iliad, he introduces it as: “Not, therefore, a proper translation, 

but what I hope will turn out to be a poem in English dependent on the Iliad” (Logue, 

2011: xi). Here in Kings, War Music, The Husbands, Cold Calls and All Day Permanent 

Red, Logue’s ‘dependence’ has created an accessible cinematic adaptation now realized as 

a stage-play (Turney, 2015: n.p.). In effect, Logue has created a lyrical composite from 

other English sources which is the basis for my own poetic adaptation. Logue’s version of 

the Iliad is explicitly framed as an intertext that is adapted from five mentioned translations 

of the Iliad13. Logue combines this with whatever aurality he could glean from the source 

text in Greek along with other ad hoc methodology. In drawing from these different 

versions Logue acknowledges the Iliad’s intertextual nature. Logue has here the 

perspicacity to recreate the improvisatory origin of the Iliad as a formulaic oral epic poetry 

and transpose it into a comparable popular genre in the form of ‘filmic poetry’. This 

approach seems to me derived from his background in jazz in which musical phrases are 

dropped into a long line of improvised melody and gives a model of improvised 

composition.  Logue’s foray into jazz in ‘Red Bird’ sees Logue freely adapting Pablo 

Neruda’s Love poetry into free verse. It is an example of Logue’s methodology prior to his 

adaptation of the Iliad in which it is both visualization, and aurality that provide a score to 

follow in recreating source material.  

                                                
13 George Chapman, Alexander Pope, Lord Derby, A. T. Murray, and E. V. Rieu, (Greenwood, 2009) 
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Despite his more formally experimental work, Logue’s adaptation of the Iliad is a text 

whose function is to narrate and to render the work accessible to minds that are now 

‘modern’: “taking the modern mind to be the mediaeval mind with wash after wash of 

classical culture poured over since the renaissance” (Hall, 1962: n.p.). Logue’s cultural 

transcoding14 uses contemporary references such as: “Grim underneath his tan as Rommel 

after Alamein” (Logue, 2011: 9), and plays on modern ideas: “But as Thersites’ eczema 

words.” (Logue, 2011: 112) Eczema is etymologically derived from Greek to boil, seethe 

— turning the Greek etymology back on itself to produce a contemporaneous simile. The 

sheer momentum of Logue’s musicality is evident in this quotation: 

 Picture a yacht  

 Canting at speed 

Over ripple-ribbed sand. 

 Change its mast to a man  

 Change its boom to a bow, 

 Change its sail to a shield: 

See Menelaus 

 Breasting the whalebacks to picket the corpse of Patroclus. 

(Logue, 1988: 38) 

The use of imperative commands, mixed with the mainly iambic rhythm provides a 

vocative impulse which renders the narrative a stream of long lines, reminiscent of jazz 

trumpet melodies. In Bakhtinian terms both poetry and the epic are ‘monologic’ tending to 

represent a single, closed world view “one transcendental perspective or consciousness 

integrates the entire field” (Robinson, 2011: n.p.)  Logue’s clear and incantatory language 

apes the classical epic with its use of parallelism and repetition to give a liturgical-effect 

which epic poetry shares with ‘epical texts’ and oral tradition derived texts like Mabinogi. 

                                                
14 a shift of medium (a poem to a film) or genre (an epic to a novel), or a change of frame and therefor 
context (Hutcheon, 2006: 7,8) 
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Logue’s text is not however monologic, drawing as it does on these other translations and 

introducing modern elements. Logue’s meter is considerably condensed compared to 

Chapman’s iambic heptameter, but retains an iambic rhythm: 

 And soon, beside his lake-eyed queen 

 Zeus lay asleep beneath the glamorous night 

(Logue, 2011: 30) 

 

 High Jove, were he had used to rest  

when Sweet sleep seized his eyes; 

 By him the golden-throned Queen  

slept The Queen of deities 

(Shepherd, 1875: 25) 

Logue applies a Poundian condensation to Chapman, in a way that summarizes the 

essential information and imagery. Logue’s attempts to acknowledge the intertextuality of 

the Iliad were several¾he was not a scholar of ancient Greek which already distances him 

from drawing directly from the urtext. Logue inserts scenes not present in the original from 

of the narrative and breaks away from the canonical translation idiom while maintaining 

the essential information present. This is conceptually similar to improvised performances 

of epic poetry in ancient Greece (Humble, 2010)—moving between formulaic sections and 

into parts which are varied, iteration by iteration. Logue’s Iliad borrows from film’s 

canonical adaptive formal technique using a ‘structural translation,’ (Peris, 2011: 193) of 

cannibalizing everything in an improvisation on the page that emulates film in its scene by 

scene depiction of events through imagery. An example of how Logue uses an improvised 

technique, adapting what is around him and fitting it to the skeleton of the score-like 

structure of the Iliad in James Campbell’s article on Logue: 

A simple example of how he operates: Logue reads a quotation from a novel by Chester Himes 

about a fight in a Harlem street: "One joker slashed the other's arm. A big-lipped wound 
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opened in the tight leather jacket..." Struck by the image, Logue simply lifts it and gives it a 

different context in War Music: 

 

When all seems lost, there Ido is,  

Grinning among the blades, inflicting big-lipped wounds,  

Keeping his hosts' hearts high... 

(Campbell, 2001: n.p.) 

It is clear from this quotation that Logue is using the physical environment around him as a 

source in the creation of poetry and not only the Iliad itself. 
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3.4 David Jones: Palimpsestic Improvisation, Simulacrum, Celtic 
Structure 

 

David Jones (1898-1974) took historical texts and registers via quotation, as the basis of 

his long poem The Anathemata. His text, like Logue’s, is also concerned with sonic 

effects¾mainly achieved using a macaronic15 or, if retrospectively applied, ‘Plurilingual’ 

technique, which invites performance and implies musicality, using Welsh, Latin and other 

languages to produce aural effects. In conjunction with ‘liturgical effects’ such as 

parallelism and repetition he produces what is meant to be ritual sacrament, history and 

exploration of the very act of signification in one text. Jones is using the matter that comes 

to hand, that knowledge that is personal to him, and using this he creates a densely woven 

composition that draws on disparate sources; with his own mind being the commonality 

between them (Jones, 1979: 9). Unlike Logue, Jones’ impulse is to pursue something other 

than primarily narratorial organization and is therefore not an epic, Tom Dilworth says 

“but it repeatedly identifies itself as epical” (Dilworth, 2008: 152). It is described by Drew 

Milne as a “severe folly of spirit” (Milne, 1996: 260) that “towers above more 

accommodating rubble” (ibid.). Milne refers here to The Anathemata’s difficulty and 

complexity. I would like to follow Milne in giving a ‘secular reading’ of Jones’ 

work¾moving away from the intensely felt appreciation of Jones’ psalmist leanings as 

exemplified for example by fellow Catholic intellectual Rene Hague’s: A Commentary on 

The Anathemata of David Jones (1977). My personal sense of the value of Jones’s work is 

its longevity because of its intensely varied language, in particular The Anathemata as a 

                                                
15 Denoting language, especially burlesque verse, containing words or inflections from one language 
introduced into the context of another. (OED, 2017) 
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model for long poetry because of its methodology that seems, like my own work, to 

address its own intertextual status. Jones’ text shows markers to announce his text’s epical 

nature: its episodic structure, its depiction of heroic characters, and its declamatory style. 

The Anathemata is also not an adaption of one text, but through allusion to other long form 

poems has the features of a ‘poetic adaptation.’ I also sought to include similar cues into 

my own sequences in order to reference other long poetry.  The source text(s) of The 

Anathemata are themselves also macaronic (Piers Plowman) or citational (Historia 

Brittanicum) resulting in The Anathemata being a hazy alluvium of citation and allusion to 

varied texts and their aesthetic features. The Anathemata attempts a much more ambitious 

project than Logue: attempting to pinpoint himself in history and always “lift up an 

efficacious sign” (Jones, 1979: 15).  These are ways of understanding a text by 

deconstructing it and by performing ‘textual interventions’ on it. By mutating it, 

‘transmogrifying it retelling it in different forms, by wandering a little way from it — the 

innere sprachform of a piece of work is revealed and this is my intention in re-framing 

aspects of the Mabinogi. Jones’ encapsulation of his concept of place seems to invite this 

approach in this quotation: 

The adaptations, the fusions 

  

but always 

the inward continuities 

       of the site 

      of place. 

(Jones, 1979: 90) 
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Jones, unlike some other religious writers, was strongly mindful of the validity of his 

terms, and the validity of his art as mentioned in section 3: “If requisite now-ness is not 

present, the sign, valid in itself, is apt to suffer a kind of invalidation” (Jones, 1979: 15). 

Jones, as corroborated by other critics (Haberer, 2007: 54) prefigures poststructural 

concerns and is mindful of the existence of what we would now call intertextuality, as well 

as Bakhtinian monologism and dialogism. Jones’s structure tries to ensure that “signs must 

be valid for him […] for the culture that has made him” (Jones, 1979: 15). Jones’ 

sacrament as word seems in contradiction with Saussurian or even Derridean unreliability 

of the linguistic sign. Rather, he takes that epistemological separation to be due to a ‘break’ 

or calumny because of technocratic hegemony that occurred during his mid-twentieth 

century lifetime. The Anathemata consists of 8 sections, each thematically distinct, which 

trace a history of the British people from 60,000 BC to the time of writing, consisting of: 

‘Rite and Fore-time’16;  ‘Middle-Sea and Lear-Sea’17; ‘Angle Land’18; ‘Redriff’19;  ‘The 

Lady of the Pool’; ‘Keel, Ram Stauros’20;  ‘Mabinog’s Liturgy’21 and ‘Sherthursday and 

Venus Day’22. These sections form “neither history of the Britons nor a history of any sort” 

(Jones, 1979: 9), but fluidly correspond to geology, history, anthropology, legend and myth 

(Dilworth, 2008: 118). Jones alludes to something like, but perhaps more subjective than 

the concept of Bakhtin’s Great time, that is a “mutual understanding of centuries and 

millennia, of people, nations and cultures, provides a complex unity of all humanity”  

(Bahktin, 1986: 167). Its structure as identified elsewhere in this PhD thesis (§4.4) is 

cyclic: 

                                                
16 A geophysical examination of ‘sacramental man’ 
17 From Mediterranean to the English channel 
18 Saxon England 
19 Rotherhithe 
20 Cross, Keel 
21 Welsh, Roman and Catholic Liturgy 
22 Consummation, Beginning, End 
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There is no clearly conceived center to the work, or rather, to adapt St Augustine’s definition 

of the nature of God, the poem is a circle whose center is everywhere and whose circumference 

is nowhere.   

(Blamires, 1978: 119)   

There are, within the first four sections, vectors of narrative movement in the form of a 

voyage outward from the Mediterranean to the British Isles, but its argument is always 

circular. Using techniques other than narrative as a unifying force in long poetry, is one of 

the features of modernist long poetry that I sought to emulate in the creative work of this 

PhD. Jones however, moves outside the remit of some of the more canonically accepted 

modernist long poems such as William Carlos Williams’s Paterson or Charles Olson’s The 

Maximus Poems, in the complicated way he attempts to unify its fragmented subunits. I 

think this lack of linear unity relates to what Gwyn Williams defines as a ‘Celtic’ structure: 

The absence of a centered design, of an architectural quality, is not a weakness in old Welsh 

poetry, but results quite reasonably from a specific view of composition. English and most 

Western European creative activity has been conditioned by the inheritance from Greece and 

Rome […] The dispersed nature of the thematic splintering of Welsh poetry is not due to a 

failure to follow the classical convention. 

(Williams, 1956: 15) 

Certainly, an early heroic poem like the Gododdin (AD 600) eschews any linear 

narrative¾the outcome of the battle at Catterick is revealed immediately: 

Gwŷr a aeth Gatraeth oedd ffraeth eu llu. 

glasfeds eu hancwyn a gwenwyn fu. 

trychant trwy beiriant en catáu. 

a gwedi elwch tawelwch fu. 

cyd elwynt lannau i benydu. 

dadl ddiau angau y eu treiddu. 

 

(Jarman, 1988: 7) 
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as revealed in Griffiths’ semantically faithful version: 
(A8:) men – went x Catraeth was swift their throng. pale-mead their feast and poison was. 300 

by plan in fights(=battle). and after (the) shoutingsilence was. though they-should-go x 

churches x the penance/benediction. inescapable metting x death – their overtaking)  

(Griffiths, 1974: n.p.) 

The unity of The Anathemata, comes in a layering of meaning in a taxonomic hierarchy: 

genus, species, subspecies. Tom Dilworth’s explanation of the structuring of the 

Anathemata is as a ‘parenthetic arrangement’ of material, in which contiguously written 

segments are split into two. This is not dissimilar to Dylan Thomas’ ‘Prologue’ that 

follows a cywydd structure, in which Thomas has applied the constraint that the first line 

rhymes with the last and rhyming adjacent couplet is created at the center of the poem. 

 

My own creative work is a combination of these two things¾the ‘structured’ traditional 

English, American or Hellenic lyric against the supposed de-centered, organic or 

improvisatory nature of Welsh poetry, the irony being that Welsh poetry is much more 

formulaic in a musical sense than perhaps Gwyn Williams suspects, as a result of 

cynghanedd’s strictures (see cf §4). The chapters of the creative work are originally 

intended to be thematic units which unify to form a semantic unit and totalizing whole¾a 

super-position of paratactic juxtapositions. This selection process is based as much on 

Jones’ own particular internal structures of influence: “one is trying to make a shape out of 

the very things of which oneself is made” (Jones, 1979: 10). The Anathemata represents a 

template for a ‘poetic adaptation’¾that adapts the multitude of personal literary media, 

which in Jones’ thinking composes his identity. This also suggests to me one aspect of 

improvisation, making use of what resources come to hand into a ‘frozen performance’ 

represented as the poetic page. (also §5.5) Jones has tried in The Anathemata to “make a 
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work out of those mixed data” (Jones, 1979: 197), which seems to allude to the ‘making 

do’ aspect of improvisation. Like the ‘Hergest’ theme of my own work¾the idea of a 

compendium of ideas also informs Jones’s approach. Jones seems to ape the scribal culture 

of his medieval influences, producing a work that is fragmentary by admission. Its 

incompleteness is suggested by the varied lengths of ‘Redriff’ and ‘Angle Land’, these 

sections being much shorter and ancillary to the general argument of the poem, (Dilworth, 

1988: 155) yet it is unified in its overall conception. Jones’s compositional technique is 

subtle and of many sources, relating to the macaronic poetry which includes Latin as its 

main other language. Well known examples include: Piers Plowman, Historia Brittanicum 

and Flores Historiarum. I argue that The Anathemata is somewhere between a homage and 

a ‘poetic adaptation’ of a specific other work.  Or it is the adaptation of the sum of an 

individual’s knowledge as represented by a formulaic and improvised arrangement of 

Jones’ interior epistemology. Debate about the unity of the work cites the considerable 

extant evidence for its drafting and re-drafting, for example the fact that parts of it finally 

emerge as a separate work in The Sleeping Lord. The Anathemata uses a different method 

to Ezra Pound in arranging material, eschewing ‘super-position’ or parataxis as stated by 

Dilworth (Dilworth, 1988: 155). Instead Jones’ interrelatedness of elements is woven at the 

level of the sentence. It is at the basis of an improvisational composition technique in 

which many elements from a vocabulary of formulaic elements alternate with an 

apparently freer composition:  

By their Hausnamen no longer called, their nomina 

already Antolian: 

not now of Wald or llan 

  but, of the polis 

Four generations of fretful charges since first our nurse- 

maids warned us: 
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   That’s Tutones 

  come to fetch you! 

   brats that neither sleep nor such 

  bogle Cimbri gobble up. 

(Jones, 1979: 185) 

This sound based poetry is an antecedent to my own ‘improvisation as performance’ 

technique.  

 

The Anathemata is attempting an absolute positioning in time, in a “culture phase” (Jones, 

1979: 15). The text approaches what Baudrillard calls simulacra¾a copy of something that 

does not exist or no longer exists. “In the first case the image is a good appearance¾the 

representation is of the order of sacrament” (Baudrillard, 1983: 12) This is related to The 

Anathemata’s efficacious sign as a sacrament, and as signifier. The multifaceted language 

here creates an intersection between the individual elements; a nuanced intertextual 

positioning for Jones’ argument.  
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3.5 Late Modernist Poetic Adaptation: Glass, Halsey 

 

An example of a more recent innovative approach to ‘poetic adaptation’ of historic prose 

into poetry, is a project created and continued by Alan Halsey and Jesse Glass over a 

period of years, and still ongoing. Glass and Halsey make various poetic responses to a 

book which recounts scrying23 sessions between John Dee and Edward Kelly. The basis of 

both Halsey’s and Glass’s ‘poetic adaptation’ is the recording of the spiritualist ramblings 

of Edward Kelley as recorded by John Dee in text called A True and Faithful Relation of 

What Passed for Many Years Between John Dee and Some Spirits (Dee, 1659). In the Jesse 

Glass version: Gaha Noas Zorge the text draws on, and reworks the manuscript using a 

methodology akin to that implied in that same manuscript like my own work in 

T=Y=W=Y=S=O=G=I=O=N. Glass’s collection takes the form of multiple formal styles 

characteristic of innovative poetry, that moves from citations -taken from the source text- 

into ‘riffed versions’ that have merely the source text as its basis. Glass’s emphasis is the 

comparison of old and new culture using dialogue form, mixing with other more familiar 

late modernist tropes such as open-field poetics and sequence-based poetry. Glass 

describes “at least three recognizable plays with a beginning, middle and end” (Glass, 

2015: n.p.), from the source text. It is these dramatic narratives’ ability to comment on 

contemporary timeframes, and to comment on relationships between time periods that 

drive Glass’s ‘poetic adaptation’ and the juxtaposition of genuine proto-surrealist 

experiments as derived from Dee, and the allusion to charlatanism in literature. The 

development of this creative line culminates in Glass’s final sequence: a ‘poetic fiction’ in 

                                                
23 Scrying is defined by the OED as: “to foretell the future using a crystal ball or other reflective object or 
surface.” (OED Online, 2017) 
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which poetic drama re-imagines situations from (Beat) poetry’s famous and imagined and 

real encounters: 

Snyder: I tell students to ride in boast. 

Welch: Do they? 

Snyder: When they’re really “close to nature” they do! 

Moderator:Is mother’s milk better than buddha’s? 

Snyder:If you think about nature. 

Snyder, Whalen, Welsh (SUDDENLY SCREAMING): 

 I SCRATCH  

 THE TRUE FACE OF A MOTH 

 INTO A BLACK SURFACE 

 W/A PIN 

 

 THE LINES GLOW & CONNECT 

 THE LINES GLOW & CONNECT 

 THE LINES GLOW & CONNECT 

 

 I SAY  

 MOTH  

 I SAY  

 MOTH MOTH MOTH  

(Glass, 2010: 27) 

In this poem/dialogue the script form of the page give rise also to page-based poetic 

techniques, expanding Dee’s methodology to comment on literature and the literary. This 

final piece is reproduced in another book with a further ‘poetic fiction’ in a collection 

entitled Two (Glass, 2013) which will culminate in the forthcoming Nothing Epic:The 

Complete Gaha Noas Zorge. Glass claims that he wrote this adaption using “a small crystal 

skull (large enough to lay within my left eye socket) and a crystal ball” (Glass, 2015: n.p.), 

and attempted to recreate the conditions of the scrying sessions and thereby “touch the 
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Enochian well-springs, as it were, of the text” (Glass, 2010: n.p.). Glass also used the 

computer screen as a scrying device (Personal communication). We see here Glass moving 

from a simpler interaction with the source material and developing through a convoluted 

and, I would argue, idiosyncratic improvisatory method, a more sophisticated approach 

that comprises a subtler use of the Kelley/Dee ‘dramatic duologue’. Glass here apes the 

fabricating partnership of Dee and Kelley in his tone and throughout the selection found in 

Gaha Noas Zorge: 

Q. Did you ever see a poppet? 

 

A. I thought it was good.  

 

Q. Did you see it afterwards? 

 

A. Oh! I am sorry for it, Sirs, I will tell I will tell and then fell.  I will die by and by.   

I will see and then be. Be me. Be me.  Be three and then be ye.  

 

Q. Who was it like, or which of the children was it for? 

 

A.  I cannot tell to hurt her in her shape. No. Still my finger went to the same 

place it was bruised the night before. It was a not-shape, a no-look, a non-non, a mother-fit, a 

just dessert she could and would tell this to Mr.Noise, the Heather Man, and maybe hare-lipped 

Oscar. 

(Glass, 2010: 7) 

Glass in the above has taken the formal style of dramatic dialogue as just one technique 

from the very varied source text that features dialogue and a glossary of the invented 

‘Enochian’ language, as dictated by Kelley.  Glass himself points out that Dee edited the 

text: “I saw indications that the allegedly direct, dictated-by-spiritual-beings, text had been 

revised by Dee in the same manner as any literary text” (Glass, 2015: n.p.). This unreliable 
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authorship, and ‘edited surrealism’ becomes a trope in Glass’s ‘poetic adaptation’ of Dee’s 

source material.  Glass represents a modernist vision of ‘poetic adaptation’ in which 

oblique aspects of the source text are the focus of the ‘poetic adaptation.’ Glass also 

focuses on the original context of the work trying to recreate its conditions and playfully 

suggesting his own modern or postmodern brand of literary charlatanry. Glass’s approach 

has parallels with my own use of the historical text as a score to produce creative work. 

Such is the case with my original sequence of shaped poems/sonnets which try to mediate 

my thought processes on considerations of ‘Hergest’ – place, ‘Hergest’ – ward and 

‘Hergest’ – text. Later I decided to approach the converse, and deal directly with the text 

itself, working in the opposite direction to Glass. 

The other side of this project is a series of ‘poetic adaptations’ created by Alan Halsey 

from the same text. Halsey has, in part also used dialogue to mimic the tone of the source 

text. Halsey has also used visual poetry to produce work that uses unmediated 

reproductions of the text of True and Faithful to produce a re-contextualized sequence, in 

what is a fragmentary, organic response to an abiding influence that runs through several 

publications. Halsey also focuses on dialogue in the form of a libretto initially with Dee 

and Kelley as protagonists: 

JD: Such thumping, shuffing, cluttering and fimbling  

EK:Striking, strowting, roushing and thumbling 

JD:This was a jolly man when he was king of England 

EK:A Commission was out to attach him for counting of money  

JD:Here is his going into France 

EK:Here is his going into Denmark 

JD:The children fall down dead 

EK:And I begin to write. 

(Halsey, 2000: 266) 
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And latterly with more abstracted voices: 

Duet: Angle & Circle 

Angle:Who would have thought I should have met you here? 

Circle:Sit. See. Say. Here is a point before the world. 

Angle: Little words are often great matter.  

Circle:Here is the man again. Here come the cloud. 

Angle:Here come a million honest philosophers. 

Circle:The most superfluous dot I ever saw. 

Angle:Shall we burn or bury? It is very old. 

Circle: It is dead as dead ever was.  

(Halsey, 2000: 268) 

Alan Halsey takes a multiple aesthetic response to the source material which includes 

dialogue, poetry, a libretto and visual poetry. Halsey’s pieces are citation in the truest form 

possible, that is, through manipulation and collages of facsimiles of the source text and 

arranging them idiogrammatically: 

 

(Halsey, 2007: n.p.) 

They form a loose sequence beginning simply, then building in complexity: 
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(Halsey, 2007: n.p.)       

This sequential form creates a journey that is non-temporal, i.e. non-narrative. There is a 

proliferation of text from fragmentary and small sized beginnings to larger more complex 

forms with more text re-contextualized by Halsey:

 

(Halsey, 2007: n.p.) 

The use of visual poetry gives Halsey access to a mode of expression beneath 

signification¾using visual/concrete poetry’s ability to create larger symbols of nuanced 

meaning from smaller units of text now unmoored from their original contexts. Visual 

poetry has a feature of bordering on the asemic and pictorial. Halsey has created 
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representations that allow new registral combinations which juxtapose the source material 

with the modernist aesthetic. This is an example of what Goldsmith would call 

‘displacement’. (Goldsmith, 2014: n.p.) This multiple and organically produced approach 

to ‘poetic adaptation’ gives an example which shows an improvised reflexivity based on an 

object from which a stimulus is being drawn. Halsey moves from a process of ‘poetic 

adaptation’ that apes the source text then moves to other modes of expression, much as an 

improvising musician will move through progressive versions of a well-known melody. 

Halsey acknowledges intertextuality by setting the present in conversation with the past by 

using avant-garde techniques, to probe a text whose pre-enlightenment sensibility reveals 

some close similarities his avant-garde text. 

3.6 Tom Jenks, Caroline Bergvall: OuLiPo and Procedural Poetic 

Adaptation. 

There are many translated versions of Homer that seek to update the language of the text in 

a direct conversation from the source text, unheeding of their contemporaries and 

predecessors. Bergvall’s ‘poetic adaptation’ of Dante’s: Via plays on the opposite 

emphasis, through quoting a series of translations ranging from the nineteenth century to 

the present:  

3. HALF over the wayfaring of our life, 

     Since missed the right way, through a night-dark wood 

     Struggling, I found myself. 

             (Musgrave, 1893) 

 

13. In the middle of the journey 

      of our life 

      I came to myself 
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      In a dark forest 

      The straightforward way 

      Misplaced. 

             (Schwerner, 2000) 

(Bergvall, 2006: 67) 

Exploring the source text in Italian through paratactically organizing the different versions, 

Bergvall draws attention to the “relativistic nature of translation” (Kaplan, 2009). Bergvall 

also reveals the various personal and cultural dialogues that arise from translation. Via 

offers a kind of ‘poetic adaptation’ of Dante that uses a small very famous piece of text as 

its basis. This reveals the relationship between the different translation-adaptations, their 

linguistic norms and the dialogues that occur between such voices. Bergvall intervenes by 

arranging the material in a specific order, and her compositional approach is a ‘curatorial’ 

methodology. As someone who describes themselves as working ‘across media’ (Bergvall, 

2014: n.p.) , Bergvall is syncretic in her approach, creating installations and sound-art as 

well as text, and here she borrows some of the approaches to conceptual art in dealing with 

text in this way. Bergvall’s is a method of ‘uncreative writing’ which relates to adapting 

and transforming a source text that inspired my own creative approach to adapting the 

Mabinogi, and to see what could be gleaned from such a small piece of the source-text. 

 

On examination, the ‘Hergest’ manuscript reveals some of its many authors and 

marginalia, showing the playfulness and a magpie approach to subject matter, whose 

intention is to conserve rather than create a finished product as a single neat volume. In 

undertaking this research, I intended, like Bergvall, to deepen my knowledge of the source 

text by lyrical mediation, by Oulipean and also post-conceptual methodology. These are 
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methodologies that allow the source text(s) to be heard above the clamor of the present 

while simultaneously transcoding that text to the contemporary milieu. 

Another more directly Oulipean poetry is Tom Jenks’ recent On Liberty Repressed. This 

book takes John Stuart Mill’s On Liberty and subjects the text to a number of spreadsheet-

based processes. Jenks’ algorithmic poetry is a way in which a poet has used his ‘day job’ 

as a means of producing poetry. Jenks created the text by running scripts on SQL Server to 

create word grids, ‘canvases’ from which a poem may be created using an editing 

technique of only elision. The power of this technique uses elements of the source text’s 

prose work to reduce the word-count, first by only selecting words that begin with letters in 

the title. By placing the resultant words into grids and selecting columns corresponding to 

the year On Liberty was published i.e. in 1,8,6 and 9 produced a resultant 268, forty ‘word 

canvasses’ which were then made into poems by deleting words which was the only form 

of editing but creating a major intervention. This technique then produces re-

contextualized poems that also summarizes and indexes the content of the source text, 

mimicking the way in which web-based spreadsheets function, and are then the results of a 

web-based syntax, literally transcoding them into a contemporary reading method. Jenks 

achieves a balance between creating a piece that completely obeys the concept’s 

algorithmic restriction and creating poetry without excessive authorial intervention, but 

which has totally transformed the text: 

  book 
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        of 

 

 

imperfection 

 

 

 

 

the  

 

          theory 

 

 

   of  

 

   this  

 

 

        is  

 

 

         liberty  

 

(Jenks, 2014: 19-20) 

This is an effective use of ‘poetic adaptation,’ taking a historic text as its basis and 

transforming it so it its poetic functions in a different cultural or temporal situation. The 

poem, can be read therefore as a witty observation on ‘constrained liberty’ that is borne out 

in the text as constrained representation of the source text. In itself the poem is a very 
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straightforward but with a very considerable conceptual thesis behind it. OuLiPo is 

frequently overtly intertextual in its practice, taking other texts as the basis for its 

constraints¾resulting in distortions or re-inventions of a famous source text. Examples 

include Harry Mathews’ The Wisdom of Kings which takes quotations to make every line 

and to create another poem reminiscent of a cento or Tom Philips’ treatment of ‘A Human 

Document’ to create A Humument: A Treated Victorian Document. Jenks and Bergvall 

allow the results to obey an external set of rules rather than being heavy-handed in 

selecting for a particular outcome or obeying a procedure without process allowing for 

some improvisation.  

 

My own sequence ‘Branwen’ is one that draws from OuLiPo principles. This is a sequence 

not-unlike Raymond Queneau’s Exercises in Style24. Like Queneau, Branwen also has 

antecedents in Jenks work above and nick e melville’s stuff25. This idea however was 

begun before discovering these books, and stemmed instead from a previous poem ‘Dylan 

Four Ways’26 in which the opening to Under Milk Wood was transformed by four 

Oulipean techniques. These mentioned works make a statement about OuLiPo’s 

translational copying, through referencing Queneau. Carol Viers comments on translational 

copying: 

Like literal, word for word copying, this type of copying lifts a passage from another work, but 

retains only certain characteristics of the “original,” significantly modifying both meaning and 

context while retaining a trace of the source text. 

(Viers, 2008: 26) 

                                                
24 A book which uses  99 different constraints used to describe one event  
25 Conceptual collection using found materials removed from their contexts 
26 http://poetrywales.co.uk/wp/2219/dylan-four-ways/ 
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Each part of Branwen uses a different technique, a different ‘poetic translation’ by Atkins’ 

terminology, to translate a sequential series of parts of Branwen Ferch Llyr starting from 

the Ifor Williams translation. The individual steps are there to show how different poetic 

translation techniques alter the text changing them at the level of discourse, while the 

whole piece is intended to create a sequence that emphasizes the procedural element in a 

‘poetic adaptation’ from a source. The constraints used in the work include Markov chain 

generating and cut-up and data-bending¾these are constraints used to re-interpret the text 

and so re-contextualize them, transcoding them into a different act of parole, or to expose 

one aspect of the source text through transposition into a different form. Like a sequence 

based poem seeks to explicate the overarching theme one segment at a time, here I wish to 

aesthetically explicate one poetic translation technique at a time. Like Bergvall, the 

sequence is arranged to give a development of ideas. Each step takes some material from 

the last, so they are not constantly in reference to the initial source text. In this sense they 

contain an improvisatory element, for example in the following in which accidentally 

selecting ‘justified text’ was kept as its layout. (T:75) In another glitch-based constraint the 

text from the previous iteration was pasted into a jpeg found through an internet search for 

‘drudwy’27 :         

(T: 86) 

                                                
27 starling 
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Like Alan Halsey in his use of image to create a sequence, I wanted to provide a 

commentary on intertextuality through use of a range of Oulipean constrains that translate 

the text and by introducing my own constraints. I created a method based on cynghanedd, 

creating corresponding consonantal patterns each side of the hemistich:  

Bendigiad fran, Mynogan woman 

crow-son of Llyr keening & crew was L(l)ear 

ned king of this island, of the court to dress upon 

& he wore the excellent sitting they were 

(T:89) 

There are stages in ‘Branwen’ where I am attempting to obey the given constraint and 

others when I am selecting based on sound or improvised criterion, such as word 

conjunctions that seem to create new and exciting meanings and as successful lines of 

poetry in ‘improvisation as performance.’   
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3.7 Discussion: Improvisation as Performance, Poetic Adaptation, 

Formula and Freedom 

The classical writer who writes his tragedy, while respecting a certain number of rules that he 

knows, is freer than the poet who writes what-ever occurs to him and who is enslaved to other 

rules of which he is unaware. 

(Queneau, 1973: 94) 

 

There are many ways to break the rules of any genre: almost all of them are uninteresting and 

aesthetically unappealing. Geniuses need to know more, and to have this knowledge in a form 

that can control the generation of new ideas. 

(Johnson-Laird, 1991: 119) 

The formal technique used in this PhD thesis’ creative work has grown simultaneously out 

of my lyrical poetry, procedural and processual compositional techniques and  

performances.  The lyric represents a monologic text according to Bakhtin (Bakhtin, 1981)  

but it is as the result of a performative act of responding to a given stimulus in an 

improvisatory way that creates a dialogic text. Procedural poetry like OuLiPo also operates 

under constraints that forces the poet to find avenues of expression that are practical and 

close to hand.  Much of the poetry that I find influential could be said to have some 

improvisatory influence, or components of an improvisatory methodology. Improvisation 

is an acknowledged influence on experimental poetry for example Beat poetry: “Much 

experimental poetry in the 1950s and 1960s, particularly in the United States, was devoted 

to some notion of improvisation.” (Lee, 2012: 75). These writings also have implicit an 

‘improvisation as performance’ composition techniques. Improvisation, as a compositional 

method, as understood here is a technique that quickly rationalizes and utilizes resources as 

opposed to purely surrealistic techniques, as suggested by Derrida in this quotation. “I 

believe in improvisation and I fight for improvisation. But always with the belief that it’s 

impossible.” (Dick, 2005: 118) Derrida refers to improvisation as working for a very 
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specific end¾to free oneself from repetition that is inherent in language. Improvisatory 

practices are by their very nature intertextual, selecting material from memory or exterior 

sources and adapting them for expression. Improvisation implies a new way of creating 

identity by striving for pioneering new ways of transforming old materials (Muyumba, 

2007). It may also create a constructivist framework of understanding that achieves many 

of the ends intended in creating poetic translations. ‘Improvisation as performance’ in 

T=Y=W=Y=S=O=G=I=O=N draws on the material in my surrounding cultural 

environment, drawing from Welsh literature and therefore bring in entirely new linguistic 

structures and forms into the English language. (See §4.10). The intention in this PhD 

thesis was a transformation of the source text to a new context, and the use of other 

materials as a score to generate new forms of poetry. To create a new form of expression, 

the source material must be allowed to reveal its intertextuality, as implied in Roland 

Barthes quotation: 

his only power is to combine the different kinds of writing, to oppose some by others, so as 

never to sustain himself by just one of them; if he wants to express himself  

(Barthes, 2016: n.p.) 

The methodology used here draws directly from this quotation by Roland Barthes. I wish 

to work around the difficulties expressed by Barthes in ‘Death of the Author’ to find new 

areas where expression and a participation in history becomes more possible. 

Like my chapter on plurilingualism, (§4.1-§4.11) one motivation in writing 

T=Y=W=Y=S=O=G=I=O=N is to delve into the past to create a novel ‘mode of being’ in 

contemporary Wales and beyond, as Adrienne Rich is suggesting from a feminist 

perspective: 

We need to know the writing of the past, and know it differently than we have ever known it; 

not to pass on a tradition but to break its hold over us. 

(Rich, 1980: 35) 
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Again, it is an awareness of the rules under which one is working allows us freedom from 

them. This also gels with Jones’s view of using valid signs to produce art (See cf §3.4). 

Using multiple techniques of poetic translation, acknowledgement of the problematic issue 

that arises due to the ‘intertextuality of discourse’ (Porter, 1986) can, rather than hide the 

lexicon of an intertext, instead draw attention to its existence. I hoped through using 

procedural methods to reveal the meaning of the source texts without interference from my 

own lyric voice, and ego as valorized by Kenneth Goldsmith, and before him Charles 

Olson: 

what matters is the machine that drives the poem’s construction . . .[as] language in a work—

be it morphemes, words, or sentences—will carry enough semantic and emotional weight on its 

own without any further subjective meddling from the poet  

(Goldsmith, 2007: n.p.) 

 
In using expressive (particularly lyrical poetry) as well as placing text that had undergone 

some sort of procedure, but otherwise uninfluenced by myself next to each other, I hoped 

also to draw comparison with what constituted the original language. According to Jean-

Jacques Lecercle: “Language is a repository of ancient errors and a treasury of potential 

truths” (Damrosch, 2009: 358). Language here represents a kind of subconscious, (Harari, 

2004: 39) while freer forms of expression mine a ‘personal unconscious.’ (Aziz, 1990: 19) 

Barthes suggests to me method and technique of both ‘improvisation as performance’ and 

‘poetic adaptation’ that attempt to approach a text via many different means. To this end I 

tried to write ‘as other writers’, that is in the style of Euros Bowen or Lyn Hejinian. One of 

a ‘poetic adaptation’s’ motivations is as an act of cultural transcoding i.e.: “an act of both 

inter-cultural and inter-temporal communication” (Bassnett, 2002: 9). It can also be seen as 

much more personal, taking a subjective view that it is a transcoding between two people, 

two scribes in which characteristics of the contemporary time-frame may be present in 

each version of the text. Tim Atkins follows this line of reasoning to its conclusion in his 
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work on ‘Petrarch’, it is a systematic exchange of one set of signs for other sets via an 

overarching methodology of ‘poetic adaptation’ including its elements drawn from 

canonical adaptation and through many different techniques. 

‘Improvisation as performance’ shares a parallel modus operandi with musical 

improvisation - the use of phrases that tend to be based around another phrase of music 

taken from a composed piece but in text form. In jazz music a dictionary of phrases is 

built-up by the improviser which are modified and deviated from, creating according to 

Jeremy Strachman a “tension between innovation and tradition that exists in jazz 

performance embodied by quotation and allusion” (Strachman, 2014: 3). Useful in 

describing a process that corresponds to an oral improvisatory technique are the Talmudic 

concepts of gemara, of improvisation, i.e. interpretation of Talmudic texts, and mishna the 

repetitive study of these same texts. Poet Jake Marmer uses these concepts to describe his 

own approach to a palimpsestical array of texts which he may draw on in performance.  

This seems conceptually similar to performed oral poetry, the multiple manuscripts that are 

available to a scribal scholar studying Mabinogi “as a series of evolving, living drafts” 

(Marmer, 2013: n.p.), and with reference to Marmer’s own variations around a poem 

during performance—“a performative palimpsest” (Marmer, 2013: n.p.). This tension is 

also summarized by Lyn Hejinian: 

Poetic language is also a language of improvisation and intention. The intention provides the 

field for inquiry and improvisation is the means of inquiring. Or, to phrase it another way, the 

act of writing is a process of improvisation within a framework (form) of intention  

(Hejinian, 2000: 3) 

Which is echoed by Allen Fisher’s definition of procedure and process as detailed in the 

section 2.  
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‘Improvisation as performance’ and ‘poetic adaptation’ both attempt I argue to resolve the 

layering effect of a text, through revealing its sources in a similar sense as expressed by 

Allen Fisher in discussing process showing. As an improvised musician does, I lay pieces 

of text drawn from a ‘repertoire’ together paratactically next to another text. This apes and 

distorts the way in which a definitive urtext, for example one of the stories from The 

Mabinogi is made of multiple manuscript sources in medieval literature. By bringing in 

other texts and poetic translations into a poetic work¾its status is like a snapshot of a 

continuous process, a process that is now made explicit. One guiding rationale of this 

thesis is to make plain the intertextual elements of the manuscript form through a process 

of multiple aesthetic and formal technique as shown in figure 1: 

     Intertexts from multiple manuscript versions of Mabinogi and Oral tradition 

 

 

           Source Text 

 

 

 

          ‘Poetic Adaptation’ Revealing Intertextuality and Process 

 

Fig 1. Improvised Methodology and Intertextuality 

 

‘Poetic Adaptation’ and 

‘Improvisation as Performance’ Contemporary Intertexts Contemporary Intertexts 
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This attempts to explicitly display the fracturedness of the concept of the urtext, and to 

introduce the additional fracturedness of the ‘poetic adaptation’ methodology coevally. 

This is related to my interpretation of Allen Fisher’s concept ‘confidence in lack’:  

a confidence that poetry, when it is at its most efficacious, cannot propose logic, as it is 

variously perpetuated in paternal and public thinking, and cannot aspire to coherence  

(Fisher, 2010: n.p.) 

Fisher seems to be favoring a constructivist attitude to poetry. ‘Improvisation as 

performance’ is key in creating a constructed personal knowledge from sources that are 

available, no matter in how subjectively a way they are selected. Procedures are the 

methodologies by which intertextuality can be exposed. Creating sequences of material 

that seem to be drawing on seemingly trivial parts of the Mabinogi as a ‘poetic adaptation’ 

relates to the canonical practice of adaptation in that the recontextualisation of historical 

material can create new meaning through an act that transcodes it to a new era: 

The immortality of great art seems bound up with the inevitable loss of its original surface 

meaning and its rebirth in the spirit of every new age 

(Ehrenzweig, 1961: 133) 

T=Y=W=Y=S=O=G=I=O=N28 attempts this act of recontextalisation by exposing the 

many surfaces found in the source text that are present as intertexts. 

 

Use of more than one poetic translation technique can also, I argue, build towards a larger 

scale project, a complete ‘poetic adaptation’ composing as defined in section 2 an element 

of translation and canonical adaptation. In this work, I am borrowing some of the poetics 

of serial poetry that do not aim to ‘resolve’ the idea which is the basis of that poem. Instead 

                                                
28 A playful reference to both Princes and the L=A=N=G=U=A=G=E poets.  
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of achieving a teleological goal, the serial poem builds an accumulation of ideas, in this 

case with the starting point of citation or appropriation.  

For example, throughout this sequence ‘Cych’ or ‘Document detailing proposed action’ I 

used lyrical, procedural and other faux-descriptive registers to exemplify the differences in 

techniques and create a unity between their contradictory discourses in a conscious 

intertext, moving from musings about poetics (T:42) into a more lyrical approach 

sunlight of his 

bursting aorta 

tweed & lush is  

plantorcracy traktor 

is tractor in czech 

all things being equal 

technology is a love 

song 2 nature, o o o 

(Trimble, 2015: 44) 

written straight into a notebook on site, which is then collaged with other parts of text 

written for the project (T:42). I attempted to set up dialogic interaction between the 

postmodern or modern and the more traditional lyric-presence. The initially ironic opening 

style is then goaded by the lyrical register of the text, inviting the reader to abandon ironic 

commentary and read the poem as a lyrical poem again.  This is a technique of ‘poetic 

adaption’ that creates a multivoiced conversation between registers. Through 

improvisational use of cut-up composition using online cut up generators, I added more 

elements to the piece, through repeated cycles of dropping text into cut-up generators and 

pasting them back into the document and arranging material based on open-field 

compositional methods. Short lines were selected from the large amount of text output. 

Selection of lines is based on word-conjunctions which seem to break new ground in terms 

of semantic meaning or produce an experience of the strangeness of language, and its 
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emotional power. Words were also selected that stand in relation to the global concept 

‘Cych’ and above this, in association with ‘Mabinogi’/ ‘Hergest’. Markov chain generators 

were also used, mainly for the same reason, and their value in creating neologisms. A 

Markov chain generator selects combinations of letters or words based on the original state 

of the text. Setting a Markov chain generator at a low order will allow the fusion of 

fragments of words, based on their order or state, in the original text input. This leaves a 

trace of the source text used, however minimal or mathematically conceptual in the output 

text. The resultant neologisms were then augmented by a purposeful neologism generator 

created by Tom Jenks, which has been modified to create combinations of Welsh and 

English suffixes and prefixes to create Welsh-English hybrid words or ‘colliderings.’ 

Through these processes I set the original work in communication dialogically with the 

newer stratum of editing: 

sunlight of his    FFYNNONI back 

traktor 

bursting aorta   

 détouré 

before is which 

underworld 

  

 planar— 

continuance 

tweed & lush is    

 gave my 

winged  text 

acquaintance 

  

 lyric 
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ideogrammic 

questionnaire 

  

 & 

plantorcracy traktor  

 iterative 

avoidance 

Mabinog// 

is tractor in czech 

all things being equal 

technology is a love 

song 2 nature, o o o 

natura natura chorus 

pedles & cobblers a  

fake tracer bullet 

(T:43) 

I am adjusting here the dialogic terms of communication with subsequent and previous 

works. (§3.4) I can waste nothing by collaging previous drafts of work. The resulting 

collaged work can also, to a degree, summarize my own intentions as an author or create 

its own ‘mind’, much as it was theorized that cut-up of two texts creates a ‘third mind’ by 

Burroughs and Gysin (Burroughs, 1978). Visual pieces were created by harvesting images 

from Google searches for the word ‘Cych’ which were assembled with found objects and 

material taken from previous iterations of creative work, and anything that came to hand in 

the computer lab. An example of this is a collage made from online searches for images 
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and from found materials (T:41). Here, a synthesis of procedure and process has created a 

means of reconciling contradictory elements that represent the diversity of ideas which I 

developed to represent my relationship with Cwm Cych. The improvisatory practice is as a 

result an effective synthesis of form and content. The culmination of this project is a link to 

a video piece which alludes to the tension between performativity and page-based 

techniques in the form of a video art piece created with Teilo Trimble, represented as a QR 

code link to the video. 
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4 Plurilingual Poetry: or Why I Shouldn’t Be Doing What I’m Doing, 

Nascent Poetics of Wenglish. 

At the edge of two overlapping ecosystems, you can find species from both of these 

ecosystems, as well as unique species that aren’t found in either ecosystem but are specially 

adapted to the conditions of the transition zone between the two edges. 

(Bart Johnson, 2002: n.p.) 

Heteroglossia, macaronic, polyglossic and plurilingual writing, themselves heterogeneous 

Greek and Latin derived terms, describe texts that medley, mischen and bricolent 

languages within the same text to varying degrees (Knauth, 2007). The more specific term 

of plurilingual is used by Caroline Bergvall to refer specifically to multilingual poetics 

(Bergvall, 2002: 208). Plurilingual writing can be a result of shifting political borders, 

(post) colonialism or the outcome of living in a bicultural environment produced by 

imperialist activity, or by any cross-bordered cultural exchange. It may be used as a formal 

device by a bilingual or a monolingual writer to produce a purposeful otherness.  

 

Plurilingualism may be an effective tool of the bi or poly-cultural writer for probing the 

assemblage of another language such as English, or as a technique to express a feeling of 

dislocatedness, to express themselves from a position between languages or to probe a 

language’s past. Contemporary European examples include Cia Rinne, Luna Montenegro 

and Pierre Joris amongst many others. Bergvall describes plurilingual poetry as a means of 

a purposeful de-centering and producing work with an introduced ‘stutter’ (Bergvall, 2011) 

(her own containing mixtures of French, English, Norwegian and ‘Meddle English’29) and 

                                                
29 A literary language with elements of Middle and Modern English.  
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her work espouses a kind of ‘else-here’ (Bergvall, 2002: 221), a place of unbelonging¾a 

borderland similar in ethos to Joris’ nomadic poetics (Joris, 2003).   

 

In the principality of Wales, we are a postcolonial nation anecdotally divided by a 

language or indeed two languages. Certainly, there are in Wales, and with other 

minority/majority language interactions, multipartite borderlands in terms of self-identity, 

and in terms of a linguistic topology. Multilingual techniques might well benefit us as 

writers to express this complex situation. As maintained by Ian Davidson [in his Poetry 

Wales articles about the two languages and their interaction with literature]: 

“I knew, for example, that different names for places meant different places, albeit in the same 

location. If someone said ‘Holyhead’ they had a different picture of the town in their head than 

if someone said ‘Caergybi.’”  

(Davidson, 2005: 33)  

As a Principality Wales is not a geopolitical nation in the same sense as some of its 

neighbors are, but it retains its nationality and contains several versions of Welsh culture. 

Its smaller numbers of speakers as compared to English makes the Welsh language culture 

a minority group in effect, albeit one that legitimately claims an ideological sovereignty, in 

contrast to a non-Welsh speaking culture in Wales that remains between the two poles of 

Welsh language culture and English culture.  Mixing languages within the 

minority/majority context represents something different to mixing majority/majority 

languages. 
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4.1 Contextual Background: Caroline Bergvall, Cia Rinne, Edwin Torres, 
Eugene Jolas 

 

Caroline Bergvall and Cia Rinne use code-switching within their texts and performances.  

Code-switching in this context is defined as, “the juxtaposition within the same speech 

exchange of passages of speech belonging to two different grammatical systems or 

subsystems”  (Gumperz, 1982: 59). The degree of mixing in code-switching may be 

simple, as in the use of borrowed words. More complex examples include a mixed syntax, 

and involves a degree of bilingualism that sometimes requires a high proficiency in both 

languages. An example would be Bergvall who uses Norwegian and English, 

interchanging languages in her text/performance Cropper.  In the piece, translations in 

English of the Norwegian which refer to the body (kropp in Norwegian) are followed by 

the Norwegian sentences. English and Norwegian share same cadence and stress pattern. 

Cropper invites us to compare the languages and take note of their etymological and 

syntactic similarity or disparity: 

Some never had a chance to feel a body as their own before it was taken away. 

som aldri fikk oppleve en kropp som sin egen før den ble revet bort 

ceux dont le corps d’emblée leur est arraché 

(Bergvall, 2011: 147) 

This example takes us beyond a ‘centered reading’ by suggesting we read the text as 

‘between’ two related syntactic structures of Norwegian, French and English¾from the 

similarity of ‘some’ and som, to the dissimilarity of kropp and ‘body’. This duality has the 

effect of taking the meaning outside the bounds of a single language. This poem reminds 

us of the importance of the body in language and the consequences of language on the 

body. It also reminds us of the multiplicity of languages that exist and has a resonance to 
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myself as a Welsh speaker in a who very much feels the influences of other languages on 

my voice and therefore body. 

 

The precedent for mixing languages in my own work comes from William Carlos 

Williams’ use of Spanish titles in his poems. Williams work seemed to me at the time a 

subversion of the use of classical languages and the inevitable allusion to celebrated 

literature found in works such as T.S. Eliot’s The Waste Land and Ezra Pound’s Cantos. 

Williams’ Latino origins and tentative integration of his familial language into the ‘official 

world’ of poetry are, by now, not atypical. The development of 

Chicano/Hispanic/Latino/Nuyorican (New York and Puerto-Rican) poetics has been well-

documented in criticism (Damon, 1998). Partly because it was Williams who gave me the 

green light to mix languages, and because of the highly developed status of Chicano/a 

poetry scenes I have chosen to use that poetry as a homologue of the Welsh/English 

situation. The Nuyorican Puerto-Rican poetry scene has been documented from the 1960s 

onwards and the complimentary highly advanced theoretical work on Chicano/a identity by 

several US academics (Damon, 1998) (Noel, 2014) makes it an accessible parallel. It is 

also a precedent of a diglossic situation(s) in which the dominant language is English, and 

an aspirational example. The two situations are not identical. Welsh is an official dejure 

language with equal legal status whereas Spanish has no such status (but neither does 

English). There are many other nuanced factors that make the two examples different, not 

least that Wales is both homeland and disputed territory as opposed to the US/Mexican 

relationship, where the US as a disputed territory is distant from the linguistic heartland. In 

the U.S., these are areas like Coastal areas of Los Angeles, San Francisco Bay and The Rio 

Grande, where Spanish and English are both spoken. Wales in its entirety is an 

intercultural zone, showing speakers from both languages throughout the country in 
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different proportions and different levels of interpenetration. Mixing of languages is seen 

as ‘identity forming’ by Maria Damon (Damon, 1998), allowing a person to find space to 

exist and express themselves in intercultural zones. Often it is a need for identity that fuels 

the genesis of bilingual literature: “Poetic-subjective language can and often does provide a 

sort of laboratory for experimentation for new forms, new consciousness, new 

communities.” (Maria, 1998: 479). The case of Spanish and Welsh is a situation of a 

minority language struggling against a majority language, in contrast to cases like Bergvall 

and other European poets for example, who are writing in officially recognized languages 

of more-or-less parity. Comparable majority/minority relationships exist between German 

and Sorbian, French and Breton, Spanish and Basque or Catalan, Khasi and Hindi and 

Berber and Moroccan Arabic among many others. 

 

I would like to pick out the work of Edwin Torres in this context. As a New York Puerto 

Rican or Nuyorican poet, his heritage draws from a mixed background and his New York 

‘Nuyorican’ predecessors such as the Nuyorican Poet’s Café poets like Victor Hérnandez 

Cruz. (Noel, 2014: xxxiii) Torres’ use of Spanish is as an immigrant having not lived in 

Puerto Rico continuously since early childhood. His exile grants him permission to create 

hybrid culture free from the fetters of a Spanish speaking homeland (itself a 

commonwealth of the US) in even more culturally variegated territory of New York. 

Torres draws from European sound poetry practitioners like Kurt Schwitters or Henri 

Chopin effectively in his poem SON MI SON the first part of which I quote here: 

Ke – ZARON – ZARON – ZARON  

Quesa – RON – saRON – saRON 

Sa – Ki – RON – KIRON – KIRON 

Keka – KON – CHH – CHH – (ccc) 
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Pesa – SON – SASON – SASON 

Quesa – me, SA – me, SA – me 

ZA ZA – RON, ZARON , ZARON 

Quita – le, ta – le , ta – le ... 

 

sus manos en mi manos, son mi son  

sus cuerPA en mi cuerPO, son mi son  

YA – YE – YO -, YE – YO, YE – YOU 

YO, YO , YO 

Mujer desnuda – me 

tinee loco con tu culpa, tu cuerpo 

desnuda – me – toda mente 

cuerpo a cyerpo – completamenta mentally – 

from toe – to toe, to toe … 

(Torres, 1997: n.p.) 

 
This poem is a play on the word Corazon (heart) and is performed in a sung style which 

references Kurt Schwitters and European sound poetry. Torres mixes languages, creates 

Spanish sounding vocables, English sounding vocables and explores a hybridity between 

Spanish and English at the level of the word (Damon, 1998: 481).Torres uses Spanish as a 

base from which to reach into English-sounding-like-Spanish, and Spanish-sounding-like-

English. Like some traditional Welsh poetry, Torres moves away from meaning to 

foreground sound, and like Welsh courtly poetry, it repeats a line-ending throughout, 

returning to the emphasized ‘on’ terminal syllable. In this poem Torres erodes the junction 

between languages to produce a poetry that is in one sense ‘extra-cultural’ or very specific 

to one locale or person, a highly idiosyncratic use of not only theme and idiom but also 

linguistic superpositioning. This position is acknowledged by Torres elsewhere remarking: 

every lang 

uage  
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should be bi 

lingual 

(Torres, 2008: n.p.) 

A poetry like this would set a new precedent in Wales. One suspects its linguistic 

experimentation would also be unwelcome in the Welsh language mainstream as suggested 

my Meic Stephens (cf §4.3).  

4.2 Eugene Jolas 

 

Another precursor to current work in multilingual poetics is Eugene Jolas¾best known as 

contributing editor of the modernist magazine Transition in Paris from 1927-30. Jolas, in 

publishing Gertrude Stein, Hart Crane, Kurt Schwitters, James Joyce and many others, 

broke new ground and created a ‘proto plurilingualist movement’ by placing poets and 

artists of many different languages side by side. Jolas was also pioneering in publishing 

‘the opening pages to a work in progress’ which would later become Finnegans Wake. 

Jolas had grown up speaking French, German and English and his early multilingual 

experiments use language as “super-tongue for intercontinental expression” (Jolas, 1927: 

n.p.). Jolas was a conceiver of an international language ‘Atlantica’30 (Perloff, 1998: n.p.) 

and sees his position as a trilingual as a source of optimism as evinced by his poetics piece 

‘Logos’ published in the summer issue of Transition 1929: “The poet should not be 

dominated by the ideas of pedantic semasiologists. In seeking the flexibility of his 

language, he is at liberty to create his own laws” (Jolas, 2009: 182). 

 

                                                
30 compare with Dom Sylvester Houédard’s allusion to Volupük (§5.4) 
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As editor of Transition Jolas published his own poetry under the nom de plume Theo 

Rutra, using this identity to explore his trilingualism and theoretical position with regard to 

multiple languages. Rutra/Jolas operated on a polysynthetic level like Joyce using words 

formed of English or German or French stems and suffixes, and alludes to his trilingualism 

through punning, rhyme and through forming neologisms: 

Haende tasten apportez-toi du vin 

Icy sleep the spider run 

 

This dies irea clirrs in brass   

Lide stupefiant sea 

(Jolas, 1927: n.p.) 

Jolas’s use of polysynthetic and multilingual poetry is an early modern example of the 

impulse to mix languages as an attempt to create a progressive literature free from 

parochial values.  
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4.3 Sociolinguistics and Welsh Literature  

 

Mixing minority and majority languages in poetry appears to be a widespread technique of 

retaining traction over linguistic sovereignty against dominance from their larger 

neighbors. Each binary tertiary or quaternary interaction between minority and majority 

language(s) has its own nuanced set of parameters that effect that interaction as echoed by 

Salikoko Mufwene: “the ecology of every case of language contact is somewhat unique” 

(Mufwene, 2002: 165). Mufwene is talking about the interaction between languages and 

their speakers and there influence on one-another.  Welsh is an official legal language and 

yet this status gives rise to its own problems. Wales’ integration into the nation of Britain 

causes an impact on the Welsh language: “The processes of integration into nation-states 

puts strong pressures on minorities to assimilate. For this reason, many minority languages 

are threatened” (Eriksen, 1992: 911). This in the context of literature could also be seen a 

part of a plurilingual strategy, by securing the minority language through embedding it in 

the majority language and assimilating ideas and vocabulary from the majority language. 

This paradox affects literature as well as linguistic discourses in which the literary illusion 

of a Welsh political state is maintained, and its lack bemoaned simultaneously. This 

demand on a minority language to assimilate the majority language meets with 

considerable resistance in the sphere of poetry, where the maintenance of a long-standing 

literary tradition, combined with its minority status, leads to a conservatization of its 

literature. We see Wales’ most conspicuous literary outlets focusing almost entirely on 

traditional poetries. Here there is an element of conservation at work: “the avant-garde is 

deemed, within a minority-language context, to be at odds with the utilitarian needs of 

linguistic maintenance.” (Lynch, 2007: 116) Meic Stephens echoes this: “A minority 

culture under threat from its more powerful neighbor is generally hostile to its avant-
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garde” (Stephens, 2012: 221). John Goodby reinforces this view in Angel Exhaust’s 

‘Welsh Underground’ edition in saying “This issue is founded on the generalization that 

‘there is no Welsh medium avant-garde’” (Goodby, 2010: 6). With the exception of 

Meirion Pennar, Euros Bowen and Meic Stephens there are, it’s true, very few examples. 

The impulse in Welsh poetry is a consolidation of language through bolstering its 

inheritance, and a maintenance of its literary traditions and history. However, without 

expansion of the scope of the language, how is Welsh culture to remain contemporaneous 

with the world¾in the way that some Welsh slang, other artforms and colloquial speech 

does? In terms of Sociolinguistics, Wales is a diglossic situation in which diglossia refers 

to a circumstance in which “one set of behaviors, attitudes and values supported—and was 

expressed in one language, another set of behaviors, attitudes and values supported and 

was expressed in the other” (Wei, 2000: 81). Pioneering sociolinguist Charles Ferguson 

describes this situation in which two languages co-exist as a high and low language 

(Ferguson, 1959), for example the Moroccan Darija (L) and Fusha (H) dialects of Arabic. 

Forming high (H) and low (L) language interactions i.e. formal and informal, official and 

unofficial and so-on is a situation encountered in many bicultural environments. Further 

examples include Malta where Maltese is the L, low form of home-life and English is the 

official legally empowered H, high language. The situation in Wales is complex: Welsh 

and English are both official languages. However, Welsh is a local, iaith yr aelwyd31 and 

its use as official language of government can alienate native speakers who use the Welsh 

language only in familial/leisure, and perhaps literary situations. Further complications are 

associated with looking at the relations between the two languages in a purely literary 

context. Welsh has a smaller but longer-running literary corpus consisting of very 

advanced literary and metrical systems: cynghanedd or cerdd dafod. English literature is 

                                                
31 ‘Of the hearth.’ 
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represented both as English proper, as an interaction with a Britain-wide scene, and as 

‘Welsh writing in English’.  The situation in Wales is perhaps described as conflictive 

colingualism, especially in the literary sphere where very little intermingling occurs. The 

Welsh situation could also be considered partly translingual in that it is a literature written 

in a second language in some cases or that usages and syntactic structures from Welsh 

enter English texts. Poetry written in a second language may be termed exophonic, and 

show traces of another tongue (heteroglossia). 

4.4 Precedents of Plurilingualism: David Jones 

 

There are very few examples of writers past and present who include any code-switching 

in their writing, apart from the occasional place-name. However, there are many who 

represent the bi-cultural status of Wales, even if it is not through the formal use of a 

macaronic lexis or even the conceptual framework of purposeful plurilingualism. These are 

the heteroglossic writers in Bakhtinian terminology; the poets who in sotto voice write 

English in a Welsh way, or Welsh in an English or European way.  Bakhtin seems to 

valorize plurilingualism when he said: “Only polyglossia fully frees consciousness from 

the tyranny of its own language.” (Bakhtin, 1981: 61) 

 

David Jones’ (§3.4, §5.5, §6.4) skillful use of truly (auto) ‘chthonic’ Welsh words drawn 

from the Mabinogi and the Gododdin, and along with Latin and occasionally other 

languages, drops them into the English syntax and English grammatical rules. These 

techniques provide him with if not a truly plurilingual text, then an otherworldly sonic 

texture to his anthropological and mythical poems such as In Parenthesis and The 

Anathemata; and here from The Sleeping Lord: 
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fain to lie down  

in the hog-wasted blaendir 

scorch-marks only  

  where were the white dwellings: 

ystafell of the lord of the Cantref 

   ys tywyll heno 

shielding of the taeog from the bond-tref 

   heb dan, heb wely. 

And the trees of the llanerch? 

   Why are they fallen? 

(Jones, 1995: 88-89) 

Jones’ sensitivity of word-use and the overall subject matter of his liturgical long works 

shows a writer who uses a peppering of Welsh words with a good knowledge of their 

original cultural context. Consequently, an observance and reverence to Welsh literary 

custom is represented in his poems, and therefore can somewhat represent at least an 

historical representation of the Welsh language and its sociocultural context. Other aspects 

of Jones’ work tend to overshadow this aspect, namely his fervent personal Catholicism 

and the ambition of his aesthetic approach. Jones is a student of other ‘macaronic’ writers 

such as William Langland author of Piers Plowman, a macaronic Latin-infused long poem: 

For both Meed and Mohammed shall far amiss on those days. 

Melius est nomen bonum quamdivitiae multae.’ 

And now Meed grew gustier than a March gale. 

‘I am not learned in Latin’ she said, ‘I leave that to 

      book worms. 

But see what Solomon, in his Book of Wisdom says: 

 Honorem acquiret qui dat munera: 

He that giveth gifts shall gain the victory.   

(Langland, 1999: 32) 

Or even more vividly multilingual in the original Old English: 
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Thanne grevid hym a Goliardes / a glotoun of woordys 

& to þe Angel on hey he answerede soone 

Dum rex a regere . dicatur nomen habere 

Nomen habet sine re . nisi studet iura tenere. 

(Knowles, 2014: n.p.) 

Nowhere was this more obviously signified for Jones than in  

in numerous languages, living and dead, as recreated in his poetry: 

All montes 

 with each dear made-height 

et omnes colles 

 down? 

hautes eagle-heights under 

low as Lambourn Down?  

(Jones, 1979: 57) 

Insertion of Latin and mixing with Welsh introduces a strong iambic rhythm in the free 

verse, characteristic of Jones using both languages together for a sonic effect: 

(whose nestle-cock polis but theirs knows the sweet gag and in what urbs would he hear it if 

not in Belin’s  oppidium,  the greatest  burh  in nordlands?) 

(Jones, 1979: 124) 

Jones’ plurilingualism obviates the problematic usages of Latin by including them as 

borrowed words in which the syntactic arrangement allows meaning to be inferred without 

prior knowledge of Latin. Jones is also transgressive here in placing Welsh on a par with 

Latin, the unconscious fairness of an autodidact making a political point intentionally or 

not: 

kouroi from over yr eigion 

  making Dylan’s moroedd 

  holding on towards 

Igraine’s dylanau 

  the eyes of her 
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towards the waters 

  of the son of Amblet’s daughter 

(Jones, 1979: 99) 

Jones triangulates himself here between the Roman Catholic lexis and heterogloss of Latin 

and Welsh. He here attempts to convey the linguistic make-up of the British Isles 

according to Jones’ own experience in Welsh, English (Anglo-Saxon) and Latin. Jones 

does not however seem to emphasize the Brythonic history of the British Isles, instead 

mixing Romano-British, Roman Catholic, Arthurian and English mythologies with Homer 

and the Bible. The Brythonae are not mentioned even obliquely in the history of the British 

Isles except through mythic examples. This is one of the reasons my own use of my 

surrounding resources of Welsh discourse results in a pastiche of those that would ignore 

the culture that comes from a ‘low tongue’ but who accept Roman and ecclesiastic 

references with readiness.  

4.5 Peter Finch, Harry Gilonis, Ian Davidson, BS Johnson, Childe Roland, 
Steven Hitchins, Nathan Jones: Bi-Cultural Writing 

 

Peter Finch, Harry Gilonis, Ian Davidson, BS Johnson, Childe Roland, Steven Hitchins and 

Nathan Jones are poets who are writing heteroglossic texts from a bi-cultural context. Peter 

Finch enters the field of plurilingualism openly as a Welsh learner whose interest lies in 

Welsh as a cultural subject¾its effects on the split Welsh mindset, describing his The 

Welsh Poems as “Macaronic works. Poems with no certain home,” (Finch, 2006: 143). 

This book shows the way in terms of using both languages without bias. Finch uses Welsh 

in several ways¾as texture: 

Cadogan canton capper cyncoed piepowder 

(Finch, 2006: 61) 

Or more lyrically: 
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Hogyn spotless Machynlleth rain dark 

egg flagon Tegwen hell no siarad 

(Finch, 2006: 68) 

And also playfully: 

Porthcawl Co-operative Society Rock n Roll Mambo 

Once More With Feeling 

Yn boeth fel tân 

That’s enough.  

    from Rhai Caneuon Cymraeg 

(Finch, 2006: 37) 

Finch never overstretches himself¾writing from his own position as a learner and so 

works conspicuously within his limitations. Finch uses the term ‘macaronic’ with apparent 

knowledge of its satirical origins as mummeresque plays that contained Latin and Italian 

(Knauth, 2007, p. 44). Finch uses English to deal with universality, with the outward 

world, and maintains and mirrors the politic that surrounds the two languages. The Welsh 

Poems (2006) makes great use of processual treatment of existing text such as OuLiPo-

derived techniques; and so is likely to reflect the mores of the original matter without the 

poet’s voice adding nuanced intentions, merely a sardonic poetic hand that rearranges the 

material. Like the use of classical languages in poetry which might perform a very specific 

task within a poem, and therefore not a truly be a transgressive medium, Welsh is instead 

used to comment on Welsh issues. This raises the question relating to all Welsh poetry of 

why Welsh is not employed in a broader context? When Greek and Latin have found their 

place in reference to diverse activities in modernist texts. The Welsh in Finch’s work as in 

Steven Hitchins’s work as discussed later in this section, is not truly plurilingual or bi-

cultural as Welsh is to some degree ‘other’. 
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Other recent examples of those who use varying degrees of Welsh include: Meirion Jordan, 

Steven Hitchins, Nathan Jones and Harry Gilonis. Gilonis, who despite his professed 

monoglot status, manages to provide a trace at least of the structure of Welsh syntax 

through ‘unHealed:’a translation of Canu Heledd32:  

unHealed (stanzas 73-75) º long after the Old Welsh of the Canu Heledd 

 

watcher wearied in tabu ringed 

a herd bend in hate 

grown wrong chant 

 

watcher wearied in tabu ringed 

a chant be in retch 

grown wrong duty 

 

wrath gadgetry threw way edgy 

a wrath eddy a wind ode 

wage idly war 

(Gilonis, 2006: n.p.) 

Gilonis does not mix languages, but plays with the canonical purpose of 

translation¾drawing attention to the appearance and materiality of the text. For example, 

Gilonis does this by placing ‘chant’ as its orthographical equivalent in English thus 

changing χant33 with tʃant, he is thus accurate in terms of ideogrammatic formation of the 

word but knowingly inaccurate in terms of its sound and meaning. Gilonis loosely 

maintains the syllable-count and line-lengths, Gilonis, like Atkins, uses various means of 

                                                
32 A Welsh language medieval sequence written in strict metre 
33 One hundred 
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manipulating the translation (§3.2, §3.6-3.7). Gilonis in a broader sense is linking this 

ancient text to the contemporary through himself.  

 
Further examples of the englyn in English include those found within Ian Davidson’s 

collection At a Stretch, who attempts a heteroglossic poesis in writing a Welsh meter in 

English:  

still shallow grave impression – bankrupt 

celtic knot ein cwlwm ni 

in celtic not nor bottle 

all directions tout direct 

(Davidson, 2004: 89) 

Here Davidson goes further than just a syllabic count and therefore only creating a 

glorified haiku¾instead observing the gwant34 in the first line and attempting a 

cynghanedd in the line “celtic knot ein cwlwm ni” in which the c / l are answered by c / l35 

either side of the hemistich.  There are many other attempts at Englynion in English, from 

B.S. Johnson’s Three Gregynog Englynion, a rare moment of beauty in a bleak collection 

of poems published in 1972: 

FERN:ENGLYN PENFYR 

 

Hook headed hairy young fern, springy, curled 

Coy greeny thruster set on  

its own spread revelation 

 

BROOM:ENGLYN CYRCH 

 

Common broom confused with whin,  

                                                
34 Pause/caesura 
35 / = Accent 
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Gorse, furze, finds its own-ness in  

ternate leaves, coiled styles and jet 

black seed pods:yet it is kin 

 

BEECH ENGLYN MILWR 

 

Beech, from which book I like learning  

pellucid leaves late turning  

slows ending adds adjourning 

(Johnson, 1972: 29-31) 

Johnson shows a knowledge of some of the sub-forms of the englyn here, cyrch, milwr and 

penfyr. He also maintains the consistent end-rhymes found at the end of each line. Johnson 

also includes Welsh in his novel: House Mother Normal (1971), a section of writing that 

would, in a different context, be considered poetry. This work shows us the British 

beginnings of what would be called ‘text’ in a terminology that avoids conventions of both 

prose and poem. In House Mother Normal we find quite abstract sections that include 

Welsh pages in an otherwise English text: 

 
 
 
 

Galluog 
 
lwcus 
 
 
 
    
    ynad 

 
 
 
 

noddwr 
 
 
 
    Teg 
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  enwog 
 
 
 
 
 
     
    geirwir 
 
 
 
 arabus 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   iachus 
 
 
 
 
  Hael 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 uchaf 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 grymus 
 
 
 
hwyliog 
 
 
 
 eofn 
     sylfaen 

 
(Johnson, 2004: 162-165) 

 

This is a bold transgression against the canonical English novel in my view as echoed by 

Kate Connolly: “Johnson challenges the established discourse of power within the novel, 

which is predominantly written in English” (Connolly, 2014: 63). Kate Connolly speaks of 
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the disruptive power of Welsh language here in Foucauldian terms, noting that the Welsh 

sections run against the decay of the character in whose monologue they represent an old 

lady with dementia¾Rosetta Stanton. This section, featuring hopeful words such as 

iachus36, lwcus37 is mere dictionary-dipping, and as far as any real delving into a bi-

cultural context, barely scratching the surface of what is possible. The reader it is assumed 

is English speaking but for the bilingual the counter-current of a contradictory vocabulary 

provides an additional dimension to the text. However, the true innovation here is 

Johnson’s willingness to transgress and in so doing provides a considerable initiative in 

experimental literature aesthetically, socioculturally and politically.  

 

Childe Roland is a long-term Wales resident who writes habitually in a unique trilingual 

medium. Roland’s real name is Peter Meilleur, a Quebequois, and he draws his name from 

Browning’s poem ‘Childe Roland to the Dark Tower Came.’ Meilleur is a concrete/sound 

poet who draws on the materiality and aurality of text through repetition and through self-

translation. Sometimes what is interesting to the poet is not what is interesting to the critic, 

this case Meilleur’s emphasis on the sounded-materiality of words, and as a critic it is his 

plurilingualism that I wish to focus on here, and specifically his self-translation into Welsh. 

The poet’s mastery of French and English is evident, and Roland’s learning of Welsh is 

mainly confined to the page (personal communication) producing often three parallel texts 

that are iterations of one other. The ‘trialog’ between these texts precisely pinpoints Roland 

within a very specific linguistic environment. A good example of his work is a poem 

celebrating the river Dee. Its free Welsh translation on the right margin of the English on 

                                                
36 Healthy 
37 Lucky  
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the left margin produces a ‘river’ concrete/visual poem depicting the linguistic river’s flow 

between the two languages: 

 

(Meillieur, 2012: n.p.) 

The poem’s left and right banks are metaphoric of the separation between the two 

languages like a border demarcated by a river. The flow in between the two banks is 

represented by blank paper. Meilleur is more able to perform these experiments as 

someone who draws from the Quebecois bicultural environment with its mixing of 
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languages, and its tensions would have been an ideal training ground for Wales’ linguistic 

landscape. 

 

Steven Hitchins’ use of Welsh/English portmanteau words or ‘colliderings,’ (a word 

descriptive of Maggie O’Sullivan by Charles Bernstein originating from one of her poems) 

(O'Sullivan, 2006: 7), in a section of his recent Bitch Dust (2012) produces effective lines 

which are suggestive of both English and Welsh syntax. They go beyond simple code-

switching techniques to produce a ‘fused syntax.’ Hitchins attaches Welsh prefixes to 

English stems and vice versa, for example: 

Neu lewenght. Neu daybres 

Neu drachwsread-supper. 

Ei neges daybren. Ei neges ef fedd. 

Ei neges eful, hot-bloodedd. 

(Hitchins, 2012: 20) 

Hitchins’ uses Welsh as a Welsh English speaker as ‘other’ and to some degree as an 

archaic language. Welsh is not as robust as English, having undergone fewer recent 

modernizations and this treatment of Welsh represents a small infraction against it. In 

referencing Eugene Jolas, Maggie O’Sullivan and Joyce here, Hitchins differs in the 

relative degrees of mastery of the two languages, a mastery of English and no mastery of 

Welsh. 

 

Nathan Jones, a Wrexham born Liverpool-based poet has made use of a bilingual poetry in 

scores-for-performance in his ‘Sweet Memorial Song’, at a performance as a part of the 

poetry reading series The Other Room, Manchester 14/08/2012. Jones uses Welsh to 
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produce a false-text to translate from, false insofar as it already contains English and is 

then loosely translated into English on the right side of the page: 

 

Cymylu’r lense hi yn edrych i lawr 

moroedd purdle 

blurring the lense she looking dows 

seas purdle 

Urdle capitulating ar swirdle Capitulating urdle upon swirdle 

 

(Jones, 2013: 48) 

Hitchins and Jones, like the other examples in this section, are perhaps less writing out of a 

bi-cultural standpoint, but instead are using a ‘non-English’ text as source material to add 

disjuncture to a text, and because of its cultural availability. This has implications for the 

Welsh language’s status, its occlusion both chronologically¾being perceived as an archaic 

language, and across a sociocultural divide, those outside it are excluded from it. Because 

Welsh culture is not translated into English very much it takes some fluency in Welsh to 

understand its norms and literary corpus.  

 

Many Welsh poets are bilingual and write in both languages in which shades of syntax, 

degree of otherness or sociocultural context can be seen to cast a shadow on their work in 

the opposing language. This masking of one language with another is evident in the most 

innovative texts available to us. Joyce’s fluency in Italian and Irish Gaelic are evident in 

Finnegans Wake along with the Irish accent being key to understanding Joyce’s wordplay. 

Joyce’s knowledge of cynghanedd is purported to be behind the style of sound effect 

throughout Finnegans Wake (Visser, 1963). Also, Kerouac’s fluency in the Quebec 

sociolect ‘Joual’ is posited by some to be in the background of Kerouac’s flowing prose 

(Alberge, 2012; Altieri, 1999). Contemporary Welsh writers may be exophonic, writing in 
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a second language, though the picture is more complicated than a simple matter of 

unfamiliarity with English. Rather it is a battle-of-wills between two tongues that are, in 

terms of power relations, at odds with each other. 

4.6 Welsh Language Bicultural Writing: Mihangel Morgan, Twm Morys, 
Euros Bowen, Meirion Pennar, Ruskin Watts 

 

Two writers who exemplify the choice to make a commitment to one or other language 

present in Wales, are both strong voices of the current Welsh language scene: Mihangel 

Morgan and Twm Morys. Both are writers with a firm grasp of English literary tradition 

and language, and from a background that might have seen them as writers in English. 

Mihangel Morgan was brought up in Trecynnon, South Wales changing his name from 

Michael Finch. Morgan shows a clear knowledge of a postmodern idiom in his novels, and 

here in his poetry: 

At  

A thuag at 

Symud tuag at  

Symud tuag at 

Symud symud symud tuag at 

Symud tuag at y tŵr 

(Morgan, 1988: 44) 

Twm Morys, son of writer Jan Morris, is a Welsh strict meter or cerdd dafod poet who 

writes in and devotes himself to cynghanedd. Morys uses his knowledge of English culture 

to propagate and explicate the subject of cerdd dafod. Being Welsh but of English 

parentage presents a Welsh writer with a choice of languages to write in and in Wales this 

often means the formal exclusion of the other language. Morys has written descriptions in 

English of the mechanics of cynghanedd and examples of poems in English to demonstrate 
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the principles of strict-metering (Morys, 2003), for example this English englyn, reaching 

out with Welsh culture into English language territory: 

I travelled to a river – and I found 

A fish all of silver. 

I watched him growing dimmer; 

Maybe love made him a blur. 

(ibid: n.p.) 

Here we see then two poets who wield their knowledge of English culture specifically in 

subservience to a language that they have chosen to identify with. There is a political edge 

to their use of language that shows the currently polarized situation with regard to Welsh 

language in literature. Power differentials in general have exacerbated an already present 

conservatism that resulted in an aping of that refusal of creolization which we see in 

English poetry. Morys and Morgan could be seen as beneficiaries of the enriched cultural 

environment in which they find themselves38, an advantage that has seen them become 

adepts at their artforms. 

 

Writing out of any sociocultural background has a bearing on that writers’ semantic field, 

but using another register to express it is what Bakhtin would call a heteroglossia. Euros 

Bowen’s dense, near-symbolist sermon like Anglican/ Shinto like poems “somewhere 

between Mallarmé and Mogan Llwyd” (Duncan, 2010: 159), according to Andrew Duncan 

give us a clear basis in a modernist-aware poet. Modernist writers who influenced Welsh 

culture but did not wield the revolutionary force in the Welsh language in the same way as 

it did in English. Bowen is an example of a heteroglossic poet, with the other register 

impinging on Welsh via his referencing of symbolism and the avant-garde beyond: 

                                                
38 Zöe Skoulding, personal communication 
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marmor y mynydd 

mae gogwydd yn magu 

   o wegil, 

dan gnoad 

      yn egni ewin39 

 

(Jones, 1968: 37) 

Lle mae coed 

  a choed, 

a lle bydd coed 

eto’n gyffro o ddinas wyrdd, 

ac anadle hen y ddear  

dy deffro yn eu brig.40 

(Bowen, 1970: 69) 

Bowen uses an open field layout and uses it to exaggerate the cynghanedd which runs over 

long lines for example dan gnoad/ yn egni ewin (d n gn  d   n gn  (w)). Bowen and other 

poets like Tomi Evans pioneered poetry that is characterized as vers-libre cynghaneddol, in 

which the rules of cynghanedd were used in poems that fall outside the traditional meters 

of Welsh cerdd dafod. An example of this would be Bowen’s invention of the ‘ugeiniad’ (a 

twenty) that was a twenty-lined poem of any line-length. Unlike traditional Welsh poetry 

the lines are not restricted to a syllable count and this has the effect of stretching the 

‘chiming’ of cynghanedd over an unusually long line. e.g. 

Duodd lle yr asur uwchben a diweddu â llu sêr41  

                                                
39 The power of the mind in marble, the mountain / borne from the jaw under bit, the energy spume 
40 Where there will be trees/ and Wood/ again an excitement of a Green city/ and the breath of the old earth/ 
waking you in its branch/ 

41 Analysis of chiming consonants:  D dd ll (r s r chb n d) dd ll s r 
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(Bowen, 1961: 87) 

 
This expansion of cynghanedd beyond the strictures of strict syllabic-counts and line-

patterning is suggestive of some of the other deformities of cynghanedd, used as the basis 

for sound experimentation and found in many of Manley Hopkins’ emulators such as 

Dylan Thomas and other inheritors of sprung-rhythm. A poet that bridges the gap between 

avant-garde English practitioners and strict meter poetics is Ruskin Watts whose nine 

nights attempts an awdl and englynion which are slotted into the format of sequence-based 

poetry: 

nine muses pregnant with truth / untroubled 

bloated with fruitful faith  

heavy waiting hive of worth 

merging point where years meet youth 

(Watts, 2002: n.p.) 

Like Ian Davidson and B.S. Johnson, Ruskin attempts an englyn here with accuracy only 

bettered by Twm Morys in English. Avant-garde or experimental writers in the Welsh 

language are rare, but there are individuals who approach this aesthetic. Meirion Pennar is 

one such writer whose formal experimentation shows a clear influence from the European 

avant-garde. Pennar was familiar with the work of the German Expressionismus group 

having acquired the German language from his mother. Thematically Pennar shows little 

deviation from the mainstay of Welsh-language authors in exploring themes of loss of 

language and discussions of canonical Welsh literature, but stylistically shows similarities 

with the Expressionismus writers such as Ernst Stadler, Gottifred Benn and August 

Stramm. Pennar, through his application to avant-garde de-centering and collagist 

aesthetics finds new ground in the discussion of traditional Welsh subject matter: 

 beddargraff merch 
 
  ar y bedd hwn 
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      blodau 
  ar y blodyn hwn 
      pridd 
 
 senex 
 
  wedi’r gwyllt wasgaru  
       y casglu cybyddlyd crin 
 
 holleriolaeth 
 
  drosot 
   seren wib yn ymddatod 
  erot 
   clwyf hydref menw dail 
  ynot 
   bref llo pasgedig rhag y gwn 
 
 o’r pedair cainc 
 
  pryderi  
   dy eiriau oedd arian 
  manwydan 
   dy dawedogrwydd aur42 
 

(Pennar, 1971: 58-59) 

Through this aesthetic, Pennar opens a dialogue with European poetries as well as 

connections with Hellenic and Latinate poetry, making the whole Welsh corpus seem 

larger in scope and hence contemporaneous with the present milieu.  

 

4.7 A Language within a Language: Cynghanedd 

 

Those influenced by the syllabic poetry of Wales are in fact drawing their inspiration from 

cynghanedd. They are not writing polyglossic poetry per se but the influence of a 

                                                
42 A girl’s tomb inscription / on this grave/ flowers/ on this flower/ earth/senex/ after sowing wild seeds/ the 

collection of miserly aridity / everything sacrificed / over you / a shooting star released / from you /the 

wound of Autumn leaf litter / in you / the cry of the calf in the stall from the gun / from the four branches / 

your words that were silver / Manwydan / your golden quietude 
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technique wrapped up in Welshness is clear. Gerard Manley Hopkins is the par-excellence 

example who had a knowledge of cynghanedd’s ‘four-and-twenty’ measures. His heavily 

alliterative and sound-biased poetry gives us what is in effect a projection of a Welsh 

poetic syntax on English: the strongly influential sprung rhythm.  Other practitioners are 

William Barnes, Dylan Thomas and Wilfred Owen (Hardy, 2000: 11). This is in effect the 

syntax of another language projected onto English. Cynghanedd goes beyond 

conventionally understood metrics in complexity, providing an apocryphal ‘second 

grammar’, (Lewis, 2014: n.p.) or language-within-a-language in Welsh. It has grown 

together with conventional Welsh since its formal codification in the fourteenth century, 

and there are earlier examples of its more experimental use since the sixth Century. This is 

an example of an artistically created morphosyntactic system of rules, that draw on, and are 

dependent on Welsh’s traditional grammar. Cynghanedd is one of the world’s most 

complex metrical systems and probably the most complex extant syllabic poetry metrical 

system. Gwyneth Lewis postulates such a classical form may have arisen due in part to an 

outpouring of creativity as the result of the stress caused by colonization and annexing in 

the period in which the rules of cynghanedd were formulated. With reference to the plague 

and other disasters Lewis sees this the reason for such intense scrutiny on poetics: “In the 

face of such a pandemic, complex poetical games were a useful displacement activity” 

(Lewis, 2014: n.p.). The codification of cynghanedd’s rules coincided with great upheavals 

in Wales’ politics, in Wales’s population due to the plague, and its status as a colony of the 

English crown. Its prototypic form was an explosion of feeling that represents this 

seachange, Lewis quotes John Ruskin in support of this idea: 

The more beautiful the art, the more it is essentially the work of people who feel themselves 

wrong; who are striving for the fulfilment of a law, and the grasp of a loveliness, which they 

have not yet attained, which they feel even farther and farther from attaining, the more they 

strive for it. 
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(Ruskin, 2006: 170) 

Wales was at the time using its finest minds in the composition and development of 

cynghanedd. What was created I suggest is a grammaticalization of a poetic which 

continues to exist as a knot within the language: a cwlwm that refuses to be untied. Lewis 

finds the auditory effects in cynghanedd a way of mediating place and nature also.  Strict 

meter poetry can suggest an onomatopoeic link to natural rhythms as sound. This is echoed 

by Waldo Williams, a strict meter poet writing in the 1950s: “I felt an unreasonable unity 

between the thing and the name” (Lewis, 2014: n.p.), a remark which echoes some of 

David Jones’ reasoning behind writing The Anathemata. Jones, through accident or design, 

produces some pseudo-cynghanedd in that poem: 

of Gilead brake 
this late-lambing year: 
(Already they have put wood into his bread) 
But eighteen days to the maying. 
  They say it’s Tuesday’s child 
is chose 
this year’s Mab o’ the Green  
   mundi Domina 
or was she Monday’s  
    total beauty  
 

(Jones, 1979: 188) 

 
Jones creates repeated alliterative effects over several lines, the words ‘days’ and ‘maying’ 

create an imperfect kind of cynghanedd lusg here. Cynghanedd literate poets and gorsedd y 

beirdd of the Eisteddfod provide a non-academic intelligentsia with its own customary 

tropes that is absent from English speaking writers and thinkers, and are an example of a 

literature socioculturally isolated from mainstream English language literatures. Uses of 

aspects drawn from cywydd meters in English poetry are widespread and include modernist 

writers such as Louis Zukofsky, Basil Bunting and Marianne Moore. Moore for example, 

partially adopts the alternating monosyllabic and polysyllabic endrhyme of the cywydd: 

With nothing but the feeble tower 
to mark the site that did not flower 
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could the most ardent have been sure 
that they had done what would endure? 
 
It was enough, it is enough 
If present faith mend partial proof  
 

(Moore, 1970: 28) 

When a modern poet encounters cynghanedd meters, there seems to be from Hopkins 

onwards, a parallel between cynghanedd and modernism’s dealing with sound and 

meaning. Welsh poetry puts meaning in second place with sound above it, it relates to 

Zukofsky’s dictum: 

poetry may be defined as an order of words that as a movement and tone [rhythm and pitch] 

approaches in various degrees the wordless art of music as a kind of mathematical limit  

(Zukofsky, 1981: 19) 

It is certainly interesting to speculate that the ‘break’ that David Jones speaks of as an 

‘inward wound’ is a reference to the First World War and to cause an “affecting the entire 

world as sacrament and sign” (Jones, 1979: 121). This sibilance between the roots of 

modernism and the Welsh classical tradition are made flesh in works such as Hopkins and 

Barnes, Thomas, Zukofsky, Bunting and Moore. The verbal excesses of the cynfeirdd43 and 

gogynfeirdd44 create sonic landscapes of a complexity that seem at times an outburst of 

creativity, before the rules of the twentyfour meters and Eisteddfodau tamed them to more 

nuanced works of cywyddwyr such as Guto’r Glyn, Iolo Goch and later, the hallmark 

craftsman Dafydd ap Gwilym. Cynghanedd is also a strong influence on my own work and 

as technique (cf §1.3, §4.3, §4.10). 

 

4.8 Myself and Other Transgressors: Plurilingualism 

                                                
43 Welsh poetry before 1100 
44 Welsh poetry 1100-1300 
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A feeling of transgression (‘cywilydd’) often arises along with any attempt to challenge the 

barriers that exist because of the diglossic situation in Wales. On one side of this barrier 

the dominant language maintains its superiority through ignoring the smaller language that 

it replaces or competes against. The minority language meanwhile attempts to protect itself 

through keeping its literature ‘practical’ (i.e. shunning experimentation, see §4.3) while at 

the same time trying to maintain an ancient tradition. David Greenslade is one poet who 

speaks both Welsh and English publishing in both languages and who has made some that 

he calls macaronic poems.  In a kind of macaronic villanelle ‘Macaronic Comments on a 

Crow’, Greenslade ties the Welsh and English together with rhyme: 

Gwyn y gwel y fran ei chyw, 

is this what we are going through, 

creaduriaid allrud ‘n rygnu byw? 

 (Greenslade, 2011: 57) 

Greenslade maintains the conventions of marking the xenotext with italics¾here the 

Welsh saying “the crow sees her chick as white” (Greenslade, 2011: 57) is the basis of the 

first line of the poem. There are two avenues through which the reader may follow the 

poem, and realistically one is the Welsh/English bilingual route which has some repetition 

of the sentiment of “this animal presence is unexpected/ rhaid bod rhywle camgymeried45” 

(ibid). In general it is as if Greenslade has been split into at least two voices, each writing 

its own version of the poem.  

 

                                                
45 this must be a place in error 
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Cited widely as the first Anglo-Welsh poem is Ieuan ap Hywel Swrdwal’s (1480) (Gary, 

2009) homophonic representation of English through Welsh orthography. This poem 

‘Hymn to the Virgin’ (Raymond Garlick, 1995: 45) shows how intimately linked Welsh and 

English are.  The poem observes the Welsh strict meter englyn including use of 

cynghanedd: 

O mighti ladi, owr leding - tw haf  

At hefn owr abeiding: 

Yntw ddy ffast eferlasting 

I set a braents ws tw bring. 

(Raymond Garlick, 1995: 45) 

 
We see clearly from this poem how Welsh and English have coexisted since the thirteenth 

century and the interaction between them has remained, if not constant, then comparably 

stable in its separation. The tension between the classical Welsh poetics and English 

Anglo-Welsh poetic can also be seen as a dialogue, not only as a literal epistolary dialogue 

between the poetics of cynghanedd and Dylan Thomas, between Thomas and Bowen and 

so on but also a conversation between the languages’ subconscious.  Welsh and English 

literary culture have grown side-by-side since the middle-ages and inevitably there have 

been those brocoléurs who have adopted one or other motif from their neighboring 

literature. Mostly though they have been at pains to conceal the origins of these ideas 

beneath a veil of a proprietary idiom. This kind of contradiction is one that I attempt to 

challenge, and indeed it is the source of much of my transgression when mixing Welsh and 

English in the context of an avant-garde text. Certainly, in Welsh literary matters, the 

dialogic relationship between the author and the audience is between the Welsh speaking 

author and the Welsh speaking audience. Though these audience members consume, and 

are in conversation with English texts and media, their Welsh speaking selves remain 
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hermeticized. In mixing languages I suggest a way of drawing material from other sources 

to enrich both Welsh speaking and English speaking Welsh cultures. 

 

4.9 Transgression: Cambrophobia, Anglophobia 

 

Pierre Joris’ contention that his writing is “multilingual in English” (Joris, 2009: 14), is 

perhaps an opinion derived from experiences like Bergvall’s and Rinne’s, deriving from a 

less polarized dynamic in which linguistic parity¾languages that more or less are even 

power-level, neither being a minority language allow one to write more-or-less without 

bias. Joris refers to a subtle use of borrowed idiomatic phrases and words whose 

etymology he is familiar with as a particularly subtle translator. Wales has no such luxury: 

each Welsh word is a banner of support for a group strongly opposed (or seeing themselves 

as opposed by) by an English-speaking majority and a symbol of support to those who are 

self-proclaimed protectors of a language under threat. Trying to weld these two disparate 

cultures together in ideological space when they only grudgingly share the same physical 

space is likely to be problematic for some. So, what are its advantages?  Personally, I have 

always been a code switcher, my tongue speaks the English of both School and home-life. 

Welsh is still a mother tongue for me¾that language which speaks for the very middle of 

my heart, but both languages are available for poetry. Seeing Welsh literature as too highly 

perfected, I chose an Anglophone medium in which to foster my nascent writing. My 

context is like a Luxembourgian such as Jean Portante who claims a similar “duality – 

unwritten mother tongue / written language that’s unspoken.” (Joris, 2011: 10).  Although 

the usages of mother tongue in Welsh and English are different, English is also a mother 

tongue to me. A tension exists between the officialdom of a school language and the 
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privacy and intimacy of a familial language. In Wales, there is the complication that in 

some schools the official language was Welsh not English¾making English the language 

of friendship and defiance. Code switching was a natural consequence of pleasing the 

Welsh-speaking teachers in school while maintaining the Anglophone norms of the south 

Wales schoolyard, something that leaked over into my poetry. In North Wales the situation 

is switched: English was the authoritarian language and Welsh the partisan language. 

Bilingualism was for me sanctioned by David Jones and William Carlos Williams’ taking 

me on a route to the permissive environment of experimental poetry. A love for the sounds 

and drama of Welsh golden age poetry such as Gruffudd ab Yr Ynad Goch’s Marwnad 

Llywelyn ap Gruffudd kept my interest in the Welsh corpus. David Jones’s use of Welsh 

terms to color and expand his sonic vocabulary was also a technique that I immediately 

emulated. Jones’ specific use of Welsh as a poetic tool gave an example that allowed a 

flowing from Welsh-brain to English-brain¾separate entities that run in the same channel. 

It was an outlet that created a freedom of expression for my naturally forked tongue: 

channeled accent bringing in  

    the llafar, enaid, gadewch y  

    byd i fewn 'fatha fel llinell 

            felafel 

    of self 

 

 

   oren a du   rinwedd   doethni 

 

   syfrdan    'rolygfa 
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   o'm    balconi   cleifiol   

    

(Trimble, 2012: 14) 

However, there is also a more premediated reason, lodged in theory to mix the languages. 

In mixing two languages we produce a heterotext, analogous in my view to the Heterotopia 

of Michel Foucault, Robert Topinka suggests that in the arena of the heterotext, 

normalization can occur across the power differential between Welsh and English like the 

heterotopic garden or boat out of which new epistemologies can be born and promulgated 

into the world. Topinka refers to Foucault’s spatial knowledge production in these terms: 

“heterotopias force new forms of knowledge to emerge” (Topinka, 2010: 64). 

 

Why is there a feeling of having transgressed? Or to put it another way¾why do others not 

use language mixing? There are also many prosaic reasons for this failure to use mixed 

language in poetry, for example: syntactic incompatibility and the unpopularity of 

experimental poetry in Wales, which surely would be the vehicle for such mixing. One of 

the reasons apart from the sociolinguistic argument detailed earlier, could be the power 

disparity of English/Welsh leads to the lack of hybridity in literature and in speech. Despite 

apocryphal and playful mentions of ‘wenglish’ being spoken in the various borderlands 

internally and on the political boundaries of the principality, code-switching has not been 

much used as a formal literary device. Welsh is a minority language geographically placed 

next door to a majority language. A minority language under pressure will adopt protective 

strategies to maintain its resistance to assimilation. These strategies may be to create a 

pidgin or to move to occlude the minority language to partition it ‘away from harm’. 

Occlusion seems to be Wales’s primary method¾the Welsh speaking Welsh are all in 

practice bilingual and able often code-switchers, verbally moving with ease from minority 
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language to majority language English. A kind of patois exists in a limited way on a verbal 

level, in words such as panad or taid in an English context and even hybrid words such as 

‘poening’ a portmanteau of poen (pain) and verbalizing with the suffix “ing.” Ian Davidson 

comments “They can’t speak Welsh properly and can’t speak English properly. 

Consequently, because poetry publication is guarded by an elitist culture, the majority 

language usage of bilingual people in Wales is not fit for poetry” (Davidson, 2005: 18). 

Elitist culture here guards both Welsh language and English language poetry publication 

leaving no room for mixed language or experimentalism. Patois is a word one of whose 

etymologies is from the French “patoier” to paw or treat roughly, an activity to be done in 

private. This implied immorality is also what prevents writers making the easy transition 

from speaking a mixed language and placing it in the formal strictures of poetry. Certainly, 

this would represent a transgression in Welsh language poetry, a tradition that has been 

metrically identical since the Middle Ages; and also in English language poetry, that 

acquires its tastes from English mainstream poetry such as the neo-Edwardian movement 

poetry (Caddy, 2012: 22). Through code-switching, Welsh speakers can speak their native 

tongue with those that are able and for all intents and purposes be a ‘normal’ British citizen 

with a regional accent when speaking English. This occludedness prevents mixing of 

cultures and languages and ‘preserves’ Welsh. The separation of the two languages is also 

logical if we consider Wales as an annexed territory – though not a colony in political 

terms. Wales suffers, and has suffered the difficulties of being geographically next to, and 

annexed by a larger country consisting of a more dominant language’ speakers, and 

globally via American English. Colonization is commonly the reason why pluricultural and 

multilingual cultures exist and this is true of Wales. The postcolonial politics and power 

dynamics inevitably color the degree to which two languages mix, and to what extent in 

published form. The Welsh language has maintained its cultural sovereignty—and it is 
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perceived by its speakers that it is maintained, through exclusion of non-traditional 

influence and language. The English-speaking audience may be also be recalcitrantly 

monoglot. When speaking a language claimed as a lingua-franca for much of the world’s 

academic and literary world why speak a language with a mere 500,000 speakers? This 

economic view of language as capital or as a conduit to capital is documented in the 

literature: “monolinguality is more commonly found in economically dominant groups, 

while members of minority or subordinate groups tend to be bi- or multilingual” (Kürtösi, 

1993: 109). In South Wales ironically, it is English that serves the working class, as relic of 

the industrial past. Whereas in North Wales, the reverse is true, where a less populous 

workforce retained Welsh. Monolinguality therefore represents a political act, partisan and 

exclusive of the other language. To write in both languages has implications of 

indifference to ideology and I believe a striving towards a more European and communally 

owned literature. 
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4.10 Practice-Led Example 

 

Here I attempt a Forrest-Thomsonesque self-critical reflexive analysis, which pinpoints my 

position between the two languages and the lack of linkages between English avant-garde 

practices and historical Welsh ones. This is a creative piece which attempts to demonstrate 

some of the difficulties in mixing the two languages creatively and conceptually: 

TRIEIGL (wander((learning cynghanedd one mistake at a time with translations 
 
   5 iterations of being corrected. Diolch Eurig Salisbury a @cynganeddu 
 
Yn galan ein gelynion - yn egr na  
Egni rinwch gweision  
Ardderchog tywysogion:      (errors=3) 
yn gyfaill ag yn afon  

equinox of gelyn - cognate  
ergs in remembrance  
excellent the prince : 
that commrades & is river 

yn galennig gelynion - yn gul i  
galon barus gron       (errors=2) 
ardderchog tywysogion  
yn gyfaill ie, ac afon 

enemy:a song at the year’s turning – narrow 
  to a round fat heart 
  excellent the prince 
  a friend ie, and a river 
yn galennig gelynion - yn gul i     (errors=1) 
galon barus dalgro(w)n  
ardderchog tywysogion  
yn gyfaill, ie ac i fôn 
  enemy:a song at the year’s turning - narrow 
  to a round fat dipthong 
  excellent the prince 
  a friend ie and to Angelsey 
yn galennig gelynion - yn gul i     (errors=1) 
galon barus dalgro(w)n  
ardderchog tywysogion  
gyfeillion ac afallon? 
  enemy: a song at the year’s turning - narrow  
  to a round fat oval 
  excellent the prince 
  friends and wassail appletree 
yn galennig gelynion - yn gul i     (errors=0) 
galon barus dalgro(w)n  
yn ei gôr, ym mrodor ‘mron  
gyfeillwyr ac afallon 

enemy: a song at the year’s turning - narrow 
 to a round greedy dipthong 
 in his choir my heartbrother 
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 comrades and wassail appletree46 
 

(Trimble, 2015) 

In attempting to write a formally correct englyn, I opted to use the advice of experts47 to 

incrementally reach the technical heights of a ‘harmonious’ (correct) englyn. My procedure 

here was to send a putative englyn to an expert, awaiting a reply followed by submitting an 

improved englyn and so-on for five iterations before a correct englyn was achieved. The 

resultant attempt to obey the grammar of cynghanedd and my own unmastery of the form 

produced a sequence of poems that slowly are bled of meaning, but increasingly contain 

the correct chiming consonants and internal rhyme. In ‘Treigl’ I was genuinely trying to 

achieve the accepted standard and the idea to create a sequence out of my failure came 

later when the reality of cynghanedd’s stringencies hit home. In strict meter poetry this is 

law and a culture of correctness has arisen out of 800 years of eisteddfodau. In a ‘Sitting’ 

the bards were originally the only people in attendance in an eisteddfod, and their job was 

to devise rules that not only allowed the aurality of cynghanedd to be optimized, to 

function in-line with the vernacular habits of individual practitioners but also to confound 

the younger pencerddi48 who would be seeking their own freedoms and dispensations from 

the rules. Before the codification of the rules in 1451, cynghanedd contained more free-

form elements, as seen in the density and flamboyance of poems like Marwnad Llewelyn 

ap Gruffudd ein Lliw Olaf by Gruffudd ab yr Ynad Goch 1282, (Gruffydd, 1979). Here I 

find myself indebted to the rules and wanting to break free of them, seeking solace in the 

permissiveness of the English avant-garde that allows such anti-romantic concepts as 

conceptualism. However, the strictures of cynghanedd and the strictures of for example 

OuLiPo seem related, and cynghanedd became a Oulipean constraint. The master of 

                                                
46 This piece was prompted by conference on labour (Northumbria University 16.4.15) and a project of 
proposed collaborations entitled ‘Gelynion’ (Enemies). 
47 @cynghaneddu and Eurig Salisbury. 
48 Literally head-poets or chief poets, that is those who had undergone a 9-year apprenticeship 
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cynghanedd can be direct, make sense and spontaneously follow the inner second grammar 

of Welsh. In my failures, I can still make poetry through hemorrhaging my medium of 

expression between the languages. In the English speaking avant-garde, this failure to 

make the grade becomes a conceptual poem which is also bilingual. This exemplifies some 

of the problems of existing between two-cultures, in that there is very little direct crossover 

between the classical forms of Welsh strict meters and experimental practices. I believe 

that conditions that gave rise to an English experimentalism and modernism were shielded 

by Welsh culture’s retrovision regarding its literature.
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4.11 Conclusion 

 

Plurilingualism as understood in this thesis represents a complex mixture of both 

multilingual syntactical elements and also culture. I see plurilingualism as an aspirational 

state in which two or more cultures are able to co-mingle and converse to a high-degree of 

complexity such as multilingual concrete/visual poetry (§5.4). Caroline Bergvall says in 

her article on Plurilingualism “it is untranslatability, not translatability, that favors a 

recognition of the particularities of personal and collective experience” (Bergvall, 2002: 

218). Cynghanedd is, one of these untranslatable elements, and an element of Welsh 

culture that adds up to a language itself to all intents and purposes. Welsh culture has 

maintained an unbroken poetic tradition that has survived some 1500 years or more, and it 

is perhaps cynghanedd’s rigour as a strict metering form that has maintained Wales’ 

literary cultural heritage. Welsh poetry has an old tradition of rules to which it must 

adhere. These rules also depend on the exact use of correct grammar and a large 

vocabulary in Welsh. This is clearly shown in John Morris Jones’ comprehensive text 

Cerdd Dafod49 published in 1925, a technical book of not only cynghanedd and cerdd 

dafod but also of aesthetics and poetics, a subject written about in Welsh since the Middle 

Ages. John Morys Jones makes this clear here, regarding ‘naming in poetry’: “Rhaid i iaith 

barddoniaeth fod yn ddelfrydol, ond iaith y byd matter-of-fact ydyw enwau”50 (Jones, 

1925: 28). The problem of keeping this ‘ideal’ is that, as the core Welsh speaking 

community dwindles, no Welsh is escaping into the greater world where it may flourish 

and find a place in the global community as other diasporic languages have. Welsh 

                                                
49 Welsh Poetic Art or ‘tongue music’ (Jones, 1925) 
50 The language of poetry must be ideal, naming is the language of the matter of fact 
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becomes isolated by its own high standards, with Welsh speakers creating an insularity 

within the island of greater British culture, a dream of sovereignty which is at least as 

powerful in Welsh minds as having the reality of political sovereignty. Welsh 

appropriation of its neighbors’ linguistic and cultural norms give rise to a fantasized Welsh 

geopolitical state to maintain the integrity of the language¾I would argue an equally 

efficacious fantasy would be a Welsh avant-garde as corroborated by John Goodby and 

Andrew Duncan (Goodby, 2010). Like the rigors of cynghanedd, Welsh deserves the 

philosophical scrutiny that syllabic poetry has at present, and could be a strategy that 

would create a more complete culture. 

 

An effective example of how such an experimental writing could aid the Welsh situation is 

Caroline’s Bergvall use of an invented language, ‘meddle English’. In using this 

muddling/meddling language Bergvall makes an etymological bridge into modern 

English’s origins in Middle English. It is an ‘etymology-aware’ language which drags 

words out of English’s collective unconscious:  

he great labour of appearance 

Served the making of the pyre. 

… 

Nor how the beestes and the birds 

Nor how the ground agast 

Nor how the fire 

First with straw 

And then with drye 

And then with grene 

And then with gold 

(Bergvall, 2011: 36) 
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Bergvall can, through creating a hybrid language, explore a region she calls the ‘else-here’ 

¾a locale of no fixed identity, a borderland between cultures. Joris’ work in the field of 

nomadic poetics also valorizes a related unlocatedness, an agility, also mirrored in Deleuze 

and Guattari’s criticism on the rhizome and on deterretorialization. I argue that this is a 

space, gofod which could provide a new territory and relief from the impasse which causes 

so much reactionary cultural stasis. This mobile space may be able to in Wales and beyond 

eschew a fixed ideology and cut a channel between the two forces of conservative 

monoglot Welsh and English culture.  Relating to the quotation that began this chapter 

describing an ecological edge-effect, Welsh poets can choose to be enriched by the dual 

cultures which border them. The expression of this richness demands an unmannered but 

culturally astute literature to be created. Plurilingual writing provides a means for Welsh 

culture to escape into a globalized culture and find temporary and fast moving but 

expansive new territory or territories. Writing bilingually provides a confession of a culture 

hidden and unacknowledged. Poetry is the realm of artificiality (see cf §5.1), and certainly 

Welsh poetry favors an illusory ideal, however there are some voices striving to emulate an 

aesthetic closer to speech. It also solves several problematic areas including the widening 

distance between spoken Welsh and literary Welsh. The ‘unmastering’ Bergvall speaks of 

in her essay is a movement away from Parole of written language, into an “act of stuttering 

that valorizes and enables the manifestation of the inherent plurilingualism contained 

within any live language” (Bergvall, 2002: 209) It is through unmastered writing of 

experimentalism that writers may express their Welshness with an immediacy of an 

instinctive directness rather than facing a highly mannered formalism as a barrier. I see this 

kind of writing as sitting side-by-side with traditional Welsh strict meter poetry, Welsh free 

verse, and English poetry. These views are starting to be echoed by younger poetic voices 

such as Miriam Elin Jones who has begun a Welsh language web-based magazine that 
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accepts experimental poetry in Welsh called ‘Y Stamp’ who comments on younger writer’s 

dissatisfaction with the present Welsh language literary establishment: “Yr hyn sy'n ein dal 

ni'n ôl yw'r elfen gystadleuol hynny sydd wedi dod i deyrnasu dros ein sîn farddonol. Rwy' 

ddim am eiliad eisiau cael gwared o'r traddodiad, dim ond pwysleisio nad y traddodiad 

hwnnw yw'r unig ddarlun y cawn o feirdd a llenorion Cymraeg”51 (Jones, 2017: n.p.). This 

along with my own impulse that lies behind my creative work as a part of this thesis 

signals a possibility for a changing attitude towards literature in Wales.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
51 The thing that holds us back is that competitive element that has come to dominate over our poetry scene. I 
don’t for a second want to get rid of tradition only emphasise that that tradition is not the only picture of 
Welsh poets and writers. 
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5 Poetics of Spatial Signification, the Signification of the Spatial 

 

 

Current critical thinking is increasingly preoccupied with the concept of spatiality 

(Crampton, 2007). I wish here to examine how poetry can mimic the experience of the 

spatial by taking a phenomenological line, like Gaston Bachelard in his Poetics of Space, 

particularly, about the reading of a poem: 

In short, the extraordinary fact in the case of a book is the falling away of the barriers between 

you and it. You are inside it; it is inside you; there is no longer either outside or inside.  

(Poulet, 1969: 54)  

This experienced spatiality is something like any other artifice of a poet can manipulate to 

produce spatial poetry. I use broader descriptions of cultural space and poetics to explain 

how innovative poetries can recreate the experience of spatiality. This spatiality can 

effectively evoke some elements of pluriligualism and enact improvisatory forms.  

 I wish to focus in on the poetic-page as a mimetic “field of action” (Williams, 1954). 

Innovative poetry as shown has several formal techniques that mimic different aspects of 

place’s affect. Davidson echoes this concept in his book Radical Spaces of Poetry: 

Yet a poem might also produce its own imagined space, a space that is conceptual and 

linguistic, a space that exists in relation to itself as well as a physical or social location in the 

‘real’ world. 

(Davidson, 2010: 36) 

 Several abstracted theoretical systems exist to describe the generation of bifurcating and 

overlapping spaces, and types of spatiality that exist in a late-capital world and before it. 

Michel Foucault (Foucault, 1984), Deleuze and Guattari (Deleuze, 2004: 208), and Henri 

Lefebvre (Lefebvre, 1991: 5), for example, offer heavily conceptualized theoretical 
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systems that comment on generalized or specific totalizing theories of spatial production 

and ontology. In the microcosmic arena of the poetic page, these macro-level sociocultural 

theses are borne-out, to a degree, and provide useful insights. However, this is a simple 

textual analysis based on poetic techniques used by innovative poetries that I have 

personally come across in my reading, and been moved to emulate. 

 

Ian Davidson in his book Ideas of Space in Contemporary Poetry points to the evolution of 

ideas of ‘spatiality’ from the 50s to the 70s, in which poets 

question the notion that the poem can capture, through the listing of essential ingredients, the 

‘true spirit’ of a place and an identity that exists prior to and outside the poem and is expressed 

by the poem 

(Davidson, 2007: 60) 

Latter day antecedents to the poetry of the spatial instead ‘point’ to a feeling of locatedness 

using the poem rather than making the claim that they capture a place’s essence. For 

example, this seemingly simple intersection of two lines in Charles Olson’s Maximus 

Poems III represent time and space, and spatiality providing axes that spatiotemporally 

locate Gloucester.   

 

(Olson, 1974: 110) 
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Those who developed the ideas set out by Olson, such as Richard Long are able to direct a 

reader’s attention to the actuality of the landscape and results in an ‘excess of the signified’ 

giving the reader a feeling that evokes a sensation of the spatial via accessing memory of 

sublimity (§5.6). 

5.1 Artificiality and Mimesis 

 

Veronica Forrest-Thomson (§3.2, §4.10, §5.1-2) is a critical theorist whose work was 

contemporary with the beginnings of this most recent ‘spatial turn’ in criticism. Her 

intervention-based techniques of stripping back the striations of a given poetic gave 

excellent insights into the poem-as-machine. Forrest-Thomson states that ‘poetry is 

resolutely artificial’ (Forrest-Thompson, 1978). I will argue that some elements of poetic 

artifice ¾ that is the techniques poetry uses to mediate perceived reality, can also be used 

phenomenologically to create a ‘cognitive mimesis,’ a perceived sense of locatedness in 

the reader. 

 

The changing attitude towards spatiality of late capitalistic ‘place/space’ as prescribed by 

Marxian theorists such as Lefebvre go together with, and arise because-of, phenomena 

such as globalization. Shared information via servers, multipartite premises, web pages and 

cloud storage, globalization and accessibility to internet-based commerce, has added to a 

new ‘spatial theory’. Henri Lefebvre for example strove for 

a unity theory of space, a rapprochement between physical space (nature), mental space 

(formal abstractions about space) and social space (the space occupied by 'sensory phenomena, 

including products of the imagination such as projects and projections, symbols and utopias. 

(Lefebvre, 1991: 5) 
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Innovative poetries seem to share some of the intent of this mission statement in bringing 

real spaces in contact with conceptual ones acting as heterotexts. Conceptual places within 

the field of the poem are created through manipulation of the reader’s sense perceptions. 

Lefebvre invites us to re-examine place as no longer being a passive medium of a classical 

frame of reference based on Euclidean geometry, but a post-relativistic, ramified, extra 

dimensional space that moves outward and sideways. Lefebvre sees space as being socially 

generated. (Lefebvre, 1991: 5). This social production of space makes it amenable to the 

artifices of poetry. Poems can also simulate the spatial by having conceptual places or 

architectural qualities. I intend to move from formal technique through to the theories of 

Fouconnier and Forrest-Thomson to demonstrate a novel phenomenological reasoning of 

how poetry can emulate the experience of the spatial.  

 

Tim Ingold’s theory of spatiality suggests that places are pathways on trajectories. Ingold 

argues: “wayfaring is our most fundamental mode of being in the world” (Ingold, 2010). 

Wayfaring wherein the wayfarer ‘is the movement’ (Ingold, 2010: 35) and that knowledge 

is created through intermeshing if trajectories of wayfarers. I would argue that though a 

poem is a path and trajectory through being read there is also an instantaneous 

apprehension of the page which summarizes a snapshot during a trajectory. 

 

Ian Davidson defines place as: “a bounded area set within ‘space’ that is best described 

through a set of coordinates” (Davidson, 2007: 28). But as Harvey (Harvey, 1993: 55) and 

Lefebvre (Lefebvre, 1991: 7) point out, place is also socially constructed and subjectively 

perceived through that socius. Through the ‘sociology of space,’ the spatial comes under 
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the influence of ideology and culture. It is because of this fact that spatiality is amenable to 

poetics and to innovative poetry’s mimetic techniques.  

 

The sublime is also a psychological and phenomenological concept that relates to 

spatiality. Edmund Burke first characterized sublimity as a drawing of pleasure from 

terror: 

In order to contemplate the ideas in hostile objects aesthetically, the subject must first 

acknowledge the fearsomeness or the sheer vastness of the object, but then “consciously turn 

away” from the threat, “violently wrenching himself free from his will”  

(Sapshay, 2012: n.p.) 

This form of sublimity is characterized by an excess of the signified that can be emulated 

in poetic terms. The postmodern sublime goes further in suggesting the sublime as a model 

towards explaining the lack of legibility of late-twentieth century social structures (Tandt, 

1995: 803) and other aspects of late-capitalistic culture such as poetry. Modernist and 

postmodern sublimity implies an infinite, unknowableness. The sublime in the context of 

this PhD implies a perceptual and phenomenological model based on the postmodern 

sublime’s characteristic ‘excess of the signifier’ (Shaw, 2005: 115).  In poetic terms these 

are useful models for accessing this ‘inexpressible’ as a component of the apprehension of 

place and understanding the techniques that try to emulate them. Poetics may use several 

spatial elements as agents of signification such as white-space, open-field elements, 

concrete/visual poetry techniques and others, to produce an overloading effect which 

evokes a simulacrum of the sublime. This semantic excess has the additional effect of 

drawing attention to the materiality of the text. Examples in this PhD include Maggie 

O’Sullivan, dsh and David Jones¾who also utilize syntactic elisions that cause an 

impenetrability of surface which can evoke a sense of spatiality through an excess of 

possible meaning. The resultant perception is likened more to the contemplation of an 
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architectural object than a meaningful text. Through evoking the sensation of sublimity or 

through creating ‘contemplation resistant objects’ through syntactic, registral or 

ideogrammatic manipulation of the reader’s perception, I argue a feeling of spatiality can 

be created in the reader. 

 

The inability to rationalize a place can be seen as a perceptual excess of data. In the case of 

Richard Long, Richard Skelton and Chris Torrance we see a way of evoking a romantic or 

‘neoromantic’ sublimity by bringing transcendence into the frame of reference by pointing 

towards a memory of spatiality through allowing words sufficient syntactic space and 

through use of non-verbal signs such as blank space. 
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5.2 The Opening Field, Chris Torrance and Harriet Tarlo  

 

Chris Torrance is a poet who takes the Beat-poets neoromanticsm derived from Jack 

Kerouac’s poetics and poetry of Gary Snyder, Jack Spicer and Philip Whalen back to the 

subject of the pastoral via Charles Olson with some aspects of Objectivist poetics. 

Torrance’ inspiration comes from the Olsonian open-field and other poetries that he 

discovered in the seminal anthology The New American Poetry 1945-60. Louis Zukofsky’s 

initial description of Objectivist poetics relates to the apprehension of the page of words as 

units: 

This rested totality might be called objectification--the apprehension satisfied completely as to 

the appearance of the art form as an object. [...] its character may be simply described as the 

arrangement, into one apprehended unit, of minor units of sincerity--in other words, the 

resolving of words and their ideal into structure.  

(Zukofsky, 1981: 13) 

His meditative lyric style is augmented by a minimalist, haiku-like brevity, combined by 

an open-field form taken directly from Olson: 

two peregrines chasing  

 

death machines in love 

(Torrance, 1996: 5) 

The above quotation that sits alone in the white space of the page, taken from the chapbook 

Southerly Vector uses the haiku’s epiphanic ending, and like much of Torrance’s s 

evocation of place, skillfully and intentionally using white space to reproduce in textual 

form the baroness of his upper-Neath valley. The words on the page are apprehendable as 

one unit and act as objects. In the following quotation Torrance is speaking more directly 

to the reader and in a mildly explicating tone: 
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shapes, glyphs, configurations, 

ideograms, characters, profiles 

 

stone tooth in the cunnus gap 

 moon-rim touching  

[…] 

lan – guage, llan – 

  gauge 

 

                   llan 

 the enclosure 

 of measure 

the close of measure 

the measure of 

       language 

(Torrance, 1986: 14) 

Taken from The Slim Book, the above quotation gives a passage that includes meta-

analysis in conjunction with contemplation of the landscape, in which the poet sees 

meaning coming from enclosure or concatenation of symbolic shapes, the open-field itself. 

This echoes Harriet Tarlo’s insight: “each word which grows rhizomatically on the surface 

of the field also has depth and roots in linguistic and poetic history” (Tarlo, 2012: 123). 

Torrance is also alluding to non-linguistic signification of the landscape. Olson’s influence 

is noted here, although Olson’s approach removes the subjectivity of the poet from the 

poem’s frame of reference. Objectivist poetics calls for the poem to ‘get at’ the object itself 

and through ‘sincerity’ and without interference from the ego “without violence to their 

individual intact natures” (Sheppard, 2014: n.p.). Torrance both emulates but also 

contradicts this stance, placing himself firmly into both linguistic and it is implied, into the 

landscape: 
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& as I stand forth & survey them  

I reflect I cannot follow my own truths  

being a man, & therefore  

fallible & weak 

 

One complete moon of storm  

the sloppy suite, regular ripples 

chasing along the interface 

(Torrance, 1973: 14) 

Torrance’s complete long sequence ‘The Magic Door’ however, gives us a collaging of not 

only forms and texts but also of registers: mixing using both the lyric “I” with passages 

that are nominate lists of objects geological, ecological and personal. This proves a mixed 

philosophical landscape that creates a dialogical synthesis. In his multi-book sequences, we 

see his collaging principles make his poems objectified according to Zukofsky’s axiom. In 

Torrance’s mixed approach and partial absorbance of Beat, Objectivist and Projectivist 

traditions we see an attempt to reconcile sublimity and the Objectivist aesthetic. This 

suggests an advancement on Zukofsky’s poetics as laid out in his essay Sincerity and 

Objectification: 

Writing occurs which is the detail, not mirage, of seeing, of thinking with the things as they 

exist, and of directing them along a line of melody. Shapes suggest themselves, and the mind 

senses and receives awareness. 

(Zukofsky, 1981: 12) 

Zukofsky’s poetics relate to Torrance’s white spaces which are infused by a sense of a 

perceived pastoral serenity, a reflection of the lack of text found in rural landscapes but are 

also infused with musicality, Jazz being a strong influence on his poetic technique. Recent 

empirical data on the reading of blank space in visual poetry using eye-saccade monitoring 

equipment, proves that the perception of blank space on a page: “turns spatial values, such 
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as the topographical position of words and their distance to other words or word groups, 

into a signifying force in their own right” (Knowles et al., 2012: 76). In phenomenological 

terms the reader experiences a mixture of verbal and non-verbal signification which can act 

to mirror the spatial relationships found in reality. Early poetry was taken away from the 

regimented structure of short-lines and stanzas,52 by poets such as Walt Whitman, John 

Milton, Stéphane Mallarmé and Guillaume Apollinaire, and moved into free verse and 

eventually open-field poetics of Olson and his antecedents.  Now it is commonplace to 

acknowledge the punctuative effect of white-space on the page, this concept being 

developed by poets such as concrete/visual poets and collagists.  However as stated, when 

combined with other syntactical and pictorial elements, I argue a mimetic-spatial 

understanding of the ‘site of place’ in a text is possible. As argued by Henri Meschonnic, 

“blank spaces, for example, would become just as important as the words themselves in 

composing a particular construct” (Perloff, 1998: 145). Mallarmé in concurrence states: 

“[l]es “blancs”, en effet, assume l’importance, frappent d’abord” (Sugano, 1992: 85) This 

also chimes with spatial poetics as discussed by Basil Bernstein: 

The space between the lines was the listener or reader’s space out of which he created a unique, 

unspoken, personal meaning  

(Bernstein, 2003: 4) 

The apprehension of the page subsequently makes it a place of its own through an 

instantaneous visual objectification. 

 

Harriet Tarlo is another poet of place who approaches the representation of her rural West 

Yorkshire landscape in a minimalistic form, utilizing blank space in order to evoke 

spatiality. Tarlo has augmented her poetry with an accompanying critical commentary in 

                                                
52 Etymologically related to ‘room’ or ‘stopping place’ also ‘stanza’ in Italian 
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the form of a practice-led essay which seems highly relevant ‘Open Field: Reading Field 

as Place and Poetics.’ Here Tarlo’s poetry stands side-by-side with this collage-essay 

which draws on varied sources: etymological, theoretical, folkloric, English and American 

in a treatment on the field/poetic-field metaphor. In her poetry, Tarlo resists the use of the 

lyric “I” which here represents an attempt to remove “man (person) as object” (Olson, 

1997) from the landscape. Tarlo’s poetry introduces an ecological, ecopoetic vocabulary, 

styling her poetic as ‘radical pastoral’ a name derived from her 2011 anthology, The 

Ground Aslant. Tarlo names objects in her field of view and translates them pictorially into 

a field of action on the page: 

grass  stone  brick  earthenware 

 

planted  away  expect  lane 

 

selected afternoon  beaten  seems 

 

choice   late  bricket  day 

(Tarlo, 2015: 109)  

Here, there is a remarkable similarity between Torrance’s and Tarlo’s work both in term of 

vocabulary and Objectivism. What distinguishes Tarlo, is the consistent omission of a 

singular lyrical standpoint, by contrast with Torrance who takes a mixed inspiration from 

the Beat generation poetry and in formal technique from Olson and others. Tarlo takes the 

Olsonian ‘urban’ poetics of Gloucester, but along with things observed here we have the 

vocabulary of the interior process, ‘beaten’, ‘seems’, and ‘choice’ which is set against stark 

nominate lists. Eleanore Widger claims that “radical landscape poetry is seen to interact 

with space in a more substantial way than just the integration of the ‘gaps’ or spaces 

between words on a page into its meanings” (Widger, 2016: 366). Widger describes text 

that implies grid lines, inserting a dimensionality which can evoke ‘absent things.’ 
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 Regarding this type of poetry, I have tried in my own work to collage registers, discourses 

of written and found material and vocabularies belonging to diverse written registers and 

also speech to use not only words as objects but also ideas and the dimensionality of space: 

 

DULAS 

  

    CNEIFA 

   

    PEDRAN 

 

    Annwfn in mind 

 

    carry & 

    cymru cymraegni 

       ships the red, resembled metero 

yellow 

   

50,000 shades of  

     ymferous 

 (T:52) 
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Here the fonts from the original texts are left unchanged to create a sense of their multiple 

origins as cut-up. Eric Mottram relates this approach to poetic intent “composition by field 

is more than a poetic process, but also a stance towards the world” (Mottram, 1975: 10). 

Rather than a reversal of Williams’ dictum, “no ideas, but in things” (Williams, 1995: 9) 

this implies and elaboration of it through, like Torrance, collaging texts that have different 

implicit poetic foundations. Here I have attempted to collage Welsh words with found text 

in both languages and used a performative, score-like Olsonian basis to collage disparate 

ideas using the page as field of action. My opening sequence in the portfolio is an attempt 

to embody a location in text: 

YSGYFARNOG	&	so	5'	past	—this	is	my	language 
that	i	renounce,	bedizen	chestpains 
"there	is	a	sailor	suit	in	there	but	it	was	too 
small,	i	really	wanted	it"  * 

* 
* 
* 

industrial	ESTATE  * 
* 
* 
* 

* 
* 

**********	PABO	POST	PRYDAIN 

 (T:33) 

In this sequence, I have attempted to embody or objectify according to Zukofsky’s 

meaning of the term, the word ‘Hergest’ by using the architectural shape of The Hergest 

Unit, Bangor and through a sequence of poems which utilize heard conversation and found 

text. This text attempts to place spatially the concept ‘Hergest’ “into one apprehended unit, 

of minor units of sincerity ¾in other words, the resolving of words and their ideation into 

structure” (Zukofsky, 1981: 13). 
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5.3 Conceptual Spatiality: Long, Skelton 

 

Richard Long is considered a visual artist, a conceptual and land-artist, and maker of 

‘textworks.’ These ‘textworks’ (and therefore not poems) that often describe walks that 

Long has often based each piece of work on a physical constraint e.g. walking in a square 

previously drawn on a map, and constrained in terms of what is recorded in text. The 

resultant texts would be considered if not poems then a form of poesis¾poems taken out 

of poetry’s idiomatic context. These texts appear as pages of texts in books as well as 

being exhibited in large-scale page form.  They could be thought of as procedural in their 

practice¾featuring a time constraint and repetitive actions that accrue meaning when these 

actions are viewed in their totality. In examining his texts and having attempted procedural 

‘actions’ through interaction with the landscape myself, the first thing I noticed was Long’s 

refusal to attempt to chronicle the walk through lyrical (metaphoric) means¾but instead 

by using only a practical description. This register of providing documentary instruction 

immediately points us towards the reality of his doing.  For example, his textwork ‘France 

1995’ is a simple example of Long’s use of both the conceptual and the sublime: 

AN EASTWARD WALK OF 121 MILES IN 3½ DAYS  

FROM THE MOUTH OF THE LOIRE TO THE FIRST CLOUD 

(Long, 1995: n.p.) 

Long’s work is at first descriptive in the first line then in conjunction with a pre-knowledge 

of the text’s title ‘CLOUDLESS WALK’, the minimalist text allows us to apply our own 

experience to a ‘conceptual walk.’ Randal Couch in his essay (Couch, 2014: n.p.) points 

out the introduction of the vertical dimension, scaling up to “TO THE FIRST CLOUD.” 

This invocation of scale provides what Widger calls a “phenomenal continuity between 

poems and the landscape” (Widger, 2016: 373). With an awareness of this 
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phenomenological effect Long departs from documentary tone and invites the reader into 

the text¾to participate with Long himself as a Romantic godly figure who strides over 

land and air. The power of Long’s texts lie in the suspended but present pre-knowledge 

that the walk has taken place in reality, and the knowledge of imposed constraints of the 

project: 

ROAD COAL TIP ROAD ROMAN MOUNTAIN ROAD ROAD  

WOODLAND RIVERBED ROAD STONYTRACK ROAD  

MUD TRACK ROAD GRASS LANE ROAD PEBBLE RIDGE  

ROAD BARE ROCK LAND ROAD SLURRY ROAD 

(Long, 2012: 35) 

In the above text, the inscrutability of place and the passage of time are reduced to a 

progression of nouns naming seen objects during a walk. In between the stark, monolithic, 

nominate list the readers projective experience fills in the blank spaces as informed by its 

framing context ‘A 7 DAY WALK WALES 1980’ This conceptually phenomenological 

mediation with Long’s physically-located subject matter is at the basis of the power of his 

work. Long uses a culturally Romantic or Victorian perceptions of place and sublime to 

good effect, avoiding the triteness of providing its ornamentation, which is instead 

provided by the reader. The following two examples of ‘shape-poems’ see Long also 

introduce an element of concrete/visual poetry into his texts. Kenneth Goldsmith identifies 

a critical aspect of concrete/visual poetry which is relevant here: “the reconciliation 

between the flatness of the page and the implied dynamic (and often sequential) movement 

of the language used” (Goldsmith, 2003: n.p.). Long’s text below documents a walk taken 

in Japan in 1983:  
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Fig 2. A Moved Line in Japan (Long, 2012: n.p.) 

The text delineates the shape of a coastal walk. This information is given in the title, 

description and the mainly maritime rejectamenta used in its formal restrictions, which act 

as steps of the walk. These items bring a subjective reality of the site-specificity to the text. 
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Fig 3. Mendoza Walking (Long, 2012: n.p.) 

The above text Mendoza Walking gives a more literary, concrete/visual poetry form. Here 

the progression of letters from one lettered words: A to B, to twelve lettered words, are 

conceptual movements eventually leading to ‘HAPPENSTANCE TO CONSEQUENCES.’ 

The incrementally increasing words create a pyramidal shape implying hierarchy. In so 

moving from the documentary element of previous texts, Long weakens the work in my 

view. In the previous two examples and in bringing the foreknowledge of the context of 

walking, we believe that Long saw “ROAD COALTIP ROAD”, and “DOG SKELETON 

TO STICK”, in that order. As a result, there is a conceptual connection to the real physical 

world. In distancing himself from the physical reality of the landscapes in which Long 

enacts his walks by introducing another layer of abstraction or conceit, the texts are less 

seemingly steeped in the landscape themselves and restrict the readers’ ‘mental inroads’ 

into visualization. I think the resultant text less generously shares meaning between text 

and reader. 
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This sparseness of placed words in the field of the blank page also appears in the 

multimedia artist and musician Richard Skelton. Skelton uses changing etymology to note 

the passage of time up to the present in his text which commemorates and inhabits the 

remote area of Cumbria, Angelzarke in Landings: “Yarwe.Earwe.Yarwe” (Skelton, 2011: 

28). Skelton also uses toponymic words to record his experience of place much in the way 

Long, Tarlo and Torrance have done. Skelton also evokes a grid-like invocation of 

spatiality: 

Edge   Brow   Moss  Heys 

 

Delf  Flats  Clough  Lowe 

 

Ditch  Shore  Hill  Slack 

 

Ford  Pasture  Height  Fold 

 

Brook  Moor   Stake   Meadow 

(Skelton, 2011: 29) 

Skelton is interacting with a sublime feeling in Landings, trying to rationalize a sense of 

awe, tempered with a varied movement from lyricism to historical document that adds 

weight to his dictum: “names, dates genealogies” (Skelton, 2011: 29). Through repetition 

of these elements Skelton builds an impression of a relationship with Angelzarke: 

“Repetition makes ritual” (Skelton, 2011: 29). The work’s varied textures, recorded 

musical score accompaniment and photographic accompaniment give a more traditional 

discrete approach to achieving the same thing¾an expression of a place. Others in this 

discussion, who more strongly self-identify as poets (Skelton does not) mix multiple 

elements on the same page. This concept of ritual brings a temporal element to the page by 

alluding to the habitual processes that produced the work. Charles Olson is one of the early 
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poets who attempted a cartographic, geographic meditation with his Gloucester in 

Maximus, which contains historical references and voices in the form of long poetry: 

23 School and 16 Columbia: 

myrtle and violets. and wood. 

(Olson, 1974: 110) 

Skelton’s Landings is similar in its accumulation of information, historical and topological, 

which like Olson’s work orbits the unsignifiable essence of place. This accruement creates 

a sculpted sense of spatiality from multiple perspectives, that is, building up an argument 

by sequentially accruing material: 

ANGELZARKE, 1911 

37 Males, 26 Females 

13 Households. 

(Skelton, 2011: 73) 

Both Long and Skelton use an agglomeration of data to stand for the bombardment the 

senses received on apprehension of the sublimity (read multiplicity) of Angelzarke’s 

spatiality.  

In my own work, I have attempted to introduce this dimension by adding a commentary on 

the creative process referencing a walking-project based in Cwm Cych, the site of an event 

of the Mabinogi. This, along with syntactic abbreviation, plurilingualism and registral-

clashes provides the ‘third dimension’ of making the lyric-passages and documentation of 

an imagined project giving an implied externality: 

Another found text from my notebook is using Annwfn as a discrete place in which to preserve 

language [forgot idea] 

 

ANNWFN IS IMMUNE parallel net node  

& hyperverbiage meta meat machine medd 

(T:65) 
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Here the movement from a commentary to a lyrical voice offers the reader two options. 

The first remains in a conceptual mindset in which the poem is read as an artefact from a 

notebook, or secondly in which the reader may read the lyrical poem. Alternatively the 

reader may realize the ‘ruse’ and apprehend the whole text as a conceit. 

 

5.4 Spatial Concrete: DSH 

 

Dom Sylvester Houédard (dsh), like other practitioners of concrete/visual poetry, drew 

attention to the materiality of text. Like Long, Houédard explored the relationship between 

non-verbal spatiality and meaning. Examples of two contiguous works from the magazine 

Second Aeon 15 (1973) are ‘garden ornamonument to volapuk’ and ‘710331’. Here we see 

how the typewriter’s constraints and flexibilities as a medium affect the outcome of his 

‘typestract’ (Tullet, 2014: 45). Note here that like Long, Houédard uses another neologism 

to substitute for ‘poem’. In ‘volapuk’ and ‘710331’ the angle between the dash and 

backslash determines the overall form of the cuboid shapes¾which is slightly skewed by 

an off-45-degree angle. Using only these two characters and by varying the frequency of 

the dashes Houédard creates a shaded 3D object on the page, a building created out of 

dashes and backslashes as tightly constructed as is only possible with a typewriter. The 

thickening of ink on one edge of the backslash is visible—the trace of an individual 

typewriter. Presumably because of the non-linear movement as a separate stage in the 

production of the piece, a jumble of letters is gathered at the central concave corners of the 

cuboid and the buzzing ‘cloud of bees’ effect, created by a much more mobile haze of 

letters in ‘710331’. The ‘Volapük’ of the title is a constructed language invented by Johan 

Martin Schleyer in 1879-80, a universal language superseded by Esperanto later in the 19th 
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century (Midley, 2004: n.p.). Houédard playfully references the universality of language 

and of concrete/visual poetry itself, that is, the position of concrete/visual poetry as being 

‘beneath-meaning,’ and thus able to undermine language as a mediator of understanding. 

The scattered letters cling to the structure like insects, as if in some way produced or 

exuded from the shape, and meaning has flowed out from the symbolic shape. In the 

‘710331’ piece the haze of movement, the hum of the letter ‘z’ repeated in overlapping 

indistinct freehand shapes give rise, as if borne from an indistinct hum, the concreteness of 

the cuboid, the real, solid ideogram, letter or word. This alludes to part of dsh’s personal 

concrete poetry mission statement—to summarize and make the poem like a logo or 

icon—to allow instant apprehension of a whole page, make the whole page a glyph or 

word with its own unique meaning. As many of Houédard’s works do, this produces a 

critical metanarrative which highlights the relationship between text and meaning and 

becomes partly architectural, visual, and reminiscent of shape and spatiality. This is the 

intent of Houédard’s work, an attempt to analyze the production of meaning from graphical 

marks at a fundamental level. Again, this is an example of poetry active at the basal 

dimension of meanings’ formation. 
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 (Finch, 1973: 45-46) 

The following works by Houédard from Eight Yantric Poems (1967), give further insight 

into the architectural qualities of his use of the typewriter as an artistic or textual 

instrument. He demonstrates through a very simple range of visual symbols, that 

typewritten characters can provide a trompe l’oeil depiction of a physical structure. The 

typed characters have a dual role in a DSH typestract, both signifying three-dimensional 

shapes, and ordinary usage along with abbreviations commonly found in innovative 

poetries from the 1960s such as w/ (with). 
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(Houdédard, 1967: n.p.) 

Concrete/visual poetry’s origins lie at the root of a boundaryless exploration of a 

multicultural literature. It is multicultural as concrete/visual poets have very little 
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dependence on semantic meaning and early concrete poetry experiments included various 

experiments that crossed, or went below linguistic boundaries.  
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5.5 Hybridity and Multivalence: David Jones, Maggie O’Sullivan and 
Chris Paul 

 

The strength of a specific place’s stimulus to induce a poet to write is very well 

encapsulated by David Jones in his long poem The Anathemata (cf §3.4, §6.4), which 

seems to summarize what it is I wish to depict in the spatial: 

The adaptations, the fusions 

the transmogrifications 

but always 

the inward continuities 

          of the site 

          of place. 

(Jones, 1980: 154) 

Taking what has the same multivalent Jones quotation from §3.4 from a different angle, 

what Jones seems to be describing is a circumstantial group of perceptual and ‘other’ 

elements that create a sensation of spatiality. This quotation by David Jones frames poetry 

fascination with the spatial dimension. This poem is one of the founding impulses in my 

trying to write a long poem based on the Mabinogi. Ostensibly Jones’ lines are specific 

descriptions of Roman and Roman Catholic spatialities which detail an anthropological 

history of Britain from the materials which came to hand. (cf §3.1-7, §6.4) Jones’ quotation 

above seems to inhabit both old and new aspects of spatiality. The synchronic aspects of 

the spatial, in its aspect as a slice of time represented as a page is characteristic of the 

Anathemata. However, the incorporation of open-form poetic, the density of allusion, sonic 

effects and its overall structure anticipates the multiple and the continuing, the diachronic. 

I interpret Jones here as saying that truth or hanes53 may be deformed and adulterated by 

                                                
53 history, hearsay 
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retelling or dissemination through ‘culture,’ (writing, retelling) but the physical location 

the ‘site of place’ of those stories or myths remains consistent. Place is an instantaneous 

apprehension of multiple sense-elements at once, that make a specific place’s ‘fingerprint’ 

so singular and memorable because it is shaped by so many sense elements in that moment. 

A piece of writing that references the objects in that place and their relative positions in a 

sincere manner can also have some of these properties of spatiality.  

 

Clashes between visually different registers for example, Latin and English or open form 

and longer lines also produce an effect on the experience of the reader and emulate the 

‘proprioceptive’ qualities of experiencing spatiality (Reckin, 2008: n.p.). Proprioceptive is 

defined by the OED as: “Relating to stimuli that are produced and perceived within an 

organism, especially those connected with the position and movement of the body” (OED 

Online, 2017: n.p.) and antonymically opposed to exteroceptive which are related to 

external stimuli. The poetic page is able to link to a sense of spatiality through the body 

through evoking sensory perception. Anna Reckin uses the term with specific regard to the 

poetic page: 

a poem that can be walked through as if it were a green grassy space. […] Its insistence on the 

primacy of space: the space of a page, the space of a field, two- and three-dimensional space 

and the proprioceptive as basics for accessing memory and imagination  

(Reckin, 2008: n.p.)  

Reckin sees the text as relating to body position and follows Olson’s Projective Verse here, 

a definition for: “The HEAD, by way of the EAR, to the SYLLABLE the HEART, by way 

of the BREATH, to the LINE” (Olson, 1997: n.p.). Both Reckin and Olson are useful in 

describing the effect of place on the poet and the poetry on the reader by involving them in 

a performance of that text through the action of its apprehension.  
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Here I am using the term propioceptive to refer to poems and poets that refer to the body 

by some means, usually through a performative or sensory formal device. In a similar way, 

one may have a strong spatial reaction to variations in the tabbed positions of a block of 

text or a piece of text in a different font. Pieces of text in different registers and especially 

different languages or layout will also affect how the poem is read.  In this introduction to 

part 7 of ‘the five unmistakable marks’ of David Jones’s In Parenthesis, we experience the 

lines in Latin: 

Invenimus eum in campis silvae 

and under every green tree.  

Matribus suis dixerunt: ubi est tiracum et vinum? Cum  

deficerent quasis vulnerati…cum exhalarent animas suas in sinu 

matrum suarum. 

(Jones, 1980: 73) 

and the lyrical in quick succession: 

The memory lets escape what is over and above— 

as spilled bitterness, unmeasured, poured out, 

and again drenched down—demoniac-pouring: 

who grind who pours to fill flood and super-flow insensately,  

pint-pot—from milliard-quart measure.  

(ibid.)    

The effect of the reader who cannot understand Latin can only be of moving from partial 

formation of meaning to a fuller understanding. This is another dimension to be 

manipulated by the author, mixing the degree to which the reader can form concrete 

meaning.  

Tom Dilworth (Dilworth, 1988: 168) maintains that David Jones has structured The 

Anathemata in a way that gives a focal point in the center of the poem. The beginning and 

end are two halves of one text and continuous with one another, with each segment, 
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according to Dilworth, being split in this way is so that the second section can relate to the 

penultimate section and so on. The circularity of this method of long poem arrangement 

prefigures the valorization of non-linear poetics by Joris (Joris, 2003: 155) and means of 

resistance by Giles Deleuze (Deleuze, 2004: 438) and is implicit not only in apprehension 

of the whole page but also at the level of the word.  

 

The poems of Maggie O’Sullivan invite a performance of the poem which brings the body 

into the media of the poem. Through using a proliferation of neologisms consisting of 

prefixes and suffixes welded together, and ‘colliderings’ (O'Sullivan, 2006: 7) (cf §4.5), 

O’Sullivan’s writing acts at a semantic level and at the level of the word, to produce 

multiple associations and nuanced meanings. In the following text taken from the book 

From the Handbook of that & Furriery, she uses the neologisms ‘lidding’ and ‘rayskin’ 

giving an ambiguous opening to the last page of the book. References to nature in a non-

pastoral sense combine with the disjuncture of syntax and meeting of disparate registral 

and lexical elements, resulting in an undefined sense of argument that lies “in the very 

interstices of meaning” (Thurston, 2011: 8). 

‘lidding’ /rayskin 

The.Bed. 

spreads.parsnip/the.very.green 

pillow.(as.if)….lying.there.. 

its.fall 

its.froth 

   (U, 

 “how.does 

  your.garden 

    grow?”) 
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        (O'Sullivan, 2006: 96) 

O’Sullivan also acts strongly on the aural level and this physicality through the evocation 

of voice calls to mind Lefebvre’s commentary on space: 

The space of blank sheets of paper, drawing boards, plans sections elevations, scale-models, 

geometrical projections and the like […] space […] it is first of all heard (and listened to) and 

enacted (through physical gestures and movements). 

(Lefebvre, 1991: 200) 

The use of punctuation emulates how the poem should performed syntax which evokes the 

proprioceptive or somatic movements of the performer. As echoed in O’Sullivan’s own 

opinion: 

writing is a body-intensive activity, totally. Absolutely, totally. The whole body is engaged in 

the act of writing. Whether it’s on the computer, with using a pen in the hands. The breath is 

involved in all activities 

(Filreis, 2011: n.p.) 

 
In the following page from O’Sullivan’s Divisions of Labour, the initial passage echoes 

Richard Long’s list of discrete objects or images, a sequential description of place, the 

steps between each element provided by the reader. The open-field sequence then guides 

the reader through a series of partially signified relations to nature. The use of open field 

augments this bodily spatiality, echoing Widger’s analysis of radical pastoral poetry: “as a 

concrete-poem-in-miniature, referring to its own material existence and its semantic 

meaning simultaneously” (Widger, 2016: 374). This section then ends with images of 

masculine violence, leading up to the word ‘aboulia,’ a lack of initiative, a hesitancy. 
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 This is then augumented by the image of a coin-toss outcome “(will he? won’t he? will 

he?)”. This poem places us alongside the writer in a state of vulnerability. 

 

 (O'Sullivan, 2006: 194)  

O’Sullivan’s sense of the spatial is not purely rural or urban but has a mixed feel of both. 

The early use of courier-based fonts, and expedient printing technology gives a fugitive 
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poem writing with a sense of history and a sense of society: “milliard/toy’s rim”, “LIGHT 

MUD OYSTERS OOZE” evoke a dark quasi-industrialized wasteland evocative of many 

elements and creating a resultant recreation of a sense of spatiality for the reader. 

Moreover the effort a reader must use to read the text creates a physical mimesis of both 

internal (proprioceptive) and external (exteroceptively) locatedness.  This emphasis on 

bodily feeling of spatiality refers to the perceptions related to vocalization. O’Sullivan also 

uses microsemantic nuances through partial morphemes to create her misé en scene. 

Gerard Manley Hopkins invented the word “inscape” to denote intrinsic form, the pattern 

of essential characteristics both in single objects and in objects’ relation to each other; and 

the word “instress” to denote the experiencing of the perception of inscape (Hopkins, 2012: 

120). O’Sullivan places us between the externally and internally perceived worlds in her 

poetry.  

 

Other innovative poets use mixed textual and visual elements to evoke place. “Cas”, the 

following poem by Chris Paul, is taken from the Welsh for Newport: Casnewydd. A 

‘shining’ sun icon represents the suffix ‘new’, the kind usually found on a television 

weather map: 
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 (Paul, 2010: 22) 

This is a poem of absence¾by removing most of the vowels in a manner evocative of 

Oulipean technique, Paul puts the reader on the edge of meaningful understanding. By 

trying to reconstitute the words one becomes embodied in the poem, a participant in its 

language. The poem also has an architectural or concrete component in its tower-like form. 

Beginning with the sun symbol then ‘p(a)st(i)che.’ These ‘gapped words’ in my reading, 

represents the partial signification of signs, the ‘(u)nd(e)rp(a)ss’ and the ‘fly(o)v(e)r’ 

forming Newport’s ‘spatial idiom’, a blend of cultural and theoretical references which 

explore the creation of meaning from graphical marks via words. The poem finishes with 

‘dr(i)ft am(o)ng th(e) symb(o)ls’¾an allusion to signification itself and the whole poem 

becoming one unified sign, a striated letter ‘i’. This invitation to the reader to participate in 

the outcome of the poem also invites the reader to interiorize the poem. In this sense the 

poem becomes a conceptual location much as a phone call is said to be location ¾ a 

conversation with parity of the two voices, poem and reader. 
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5.6 Discussion: Phenomenological and Perceptual Spatiality 

 

In this chapter I have attempted to use a phenomenological approach to explain how 

innovative poetries can create the experience of spatiality. The concept of heterotopia, the 

sublime and objectification can all, through mirroring the experience of the spatial, create 

an evocation of spatial experiences through what Forrest-Thomson calls the poem’s artifice 

(Forrest-Thompson, 1978). Through a number of poetic signifying forces: conceptual, 

idiomatic, syntactic; and by suggesting means by which these forces cause the way a 

reader experiences a poem through the theories of Fouconnier (cf §5.1), Foucault (cf §5) , 

Burke (cf §5.1), Lefebvre (cf §5, §5.1) and Lyotard (cf §5.6). With reference to Ian 

Davidson’s quotation from section 5 we might find for instance, a pictorial component laid 

paratactically on the page next to conventional text that affects the way in which the reader 

responds to a text. We might find blank spaces that modify or augment semantic meaning 

of poetry as detailed earlier. We may find the formation of discursive syntagms that create 

a sense of the postmodern sublime. When several of these techniques are used together we 

may find that poetry as a heterotext mimics some aspects of heterotopic spaces. Coined by 

Michel Foucault in a lecture given in 1967 the term Heterotopia54 refers to: 

counter-sites, a kind of effectively enacted utopia in which the real sites, all the other real sites 

that can be found within the culture, are simultaneously represented, contested, and inverted… 

I shall call them, by way of contrast to utopias, heterotopias. 

(Foucault, 1984: 5) 

                                                
54 ‘Other Place’ 
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It is this multiplicity of site that I believe is theoretically compatible with seeing poetic 

heterotexts that contain various collaged registers and idiogrammatic registers. Examples 

of heterotopias from other criticism include: a ship, a mirror, a prison, a garden, a brothel, 

or a phone call—the word describes a place out of conventional space/time or in its own 

time and place, making its own rules through the bricolage of elements that brings with 

them their own contexts and rule systems¾bringing disparate elements of many places 

together, that is: 

The heterotopia is capable of juxtaposing in a single real place several spaces, several sites that 

are in themselves incompatible. 

(Foucault, 1984: n.p.) 

Spatial experience often contains multiple sensory elements. In comparing a poem to a real 

place it is the reader’s perception that in fact the poem creates that place, or substitutes it 

for the real place [from Foucault’s theory]. Particularly the example of a phone call in 

which the mind becomes absorbed in the space or time of the conversation. Likewise 

reading a poem creates a spatiality of its own, as referred to in the quotation by Georges 

Poulet that opens this section (cf §5) refers to the phenomenology of reading. The creation 

of a mental spatiality in conjunction with the poem is conceptually sibilant to Gilles 

Fauconnier’s theory regarding mental-spaces defined as: 

as we think and talk, for purposes of local understanding and actions […] [Mental spaces] are 

partial assemblies containing elements, structured by frames [long-term schematic knowledge] 

and cognitive models  

(Fauconnier, 2003: 58) 

Fouconnier’s theory of mental space used by translator Elżbieta Wójcik-Leese (Wójcik-

Leese, 2013) to refer to the third text or ‘intertext’ when translating a text, I argue for the 

presence of a similar mental space which informs a spatial awareness as experienced by 

readers of innovative poetry. A compatible theory on heterotopias comes from Robert 
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Topinka, that heterotopias are sites where new ways of thinking can come into being 

because the epistemological terrain is confused with multiple incompatible elements 

(Topinka, 2010) derived from different places. Innovative poetry I believe also has this 

property of reconciling disparate elements that cannot be dealt with in more formal modes 

of discussion. This section from my own work Hexerisk was an earlier attempt to bring 

together elements that would have different effects on the reader’s sensorium: 

LAST  

CLUSTER OF  

DAYS 

  OF  

 

  UNCLE  

 

  LUST 

 

NURTHIA  

 

 

 

RE?  / 

ARE 

 

 :BIRD 

BLURRED  
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     ١ 

   SOL-uh 

 

 

 

     LAPSUS 

 

THE 3 Cs 

 

CONTINGENCE 

 

CERTITUDE 

 

CYSTOBLASTOMA 

 

(Trimble, 2014: 68) 

Multivalent elements on the page: syntactic, paratactic, pictorial, diagrammatic, registeral, 

linguistic and typographical may create a heterotext in which a mimesis of the ‘heterotopic 

effect’ can happen in the reader’s experience perception. Kane Faucher writing about the 

asemic work of Luigi Serafini says that “heterotextuality is not to take both “text” and 

“image” as equivalent, but more like a communicating series that crosses the boundaries of 

their respective frames.” (Faucher, 2016: n.p.) In an innovative poem that presents 

different text elements as in the work of Paul, O’Sullivan, DSH and David Jones there is 

the sense that multiple features of a heterotextual poem may then emulate spatiality by 

blurring the boundary between a text based and visual experiences.  
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Heterotopias are also seen as spaces where power relations of different elements are to 

some degree annulled, and in this sense, I feel this is borne-out in my own work which 

attempts to create parity between Welsh and English artificially within the confines of the 

poetic field (cf §4-§4.11). A second definition of a heterotopia was found in Foucault’s 

lecture notes as delivered in 1986:  

Heterotopias are disturbing, probably because they secretly undermine language, because they 

make it impossible to name this and that, because they shatter or tangle common names, 

because they destroy ‘syntax’ in advance, and not only the syntax with which we construct 

sentences but also that less apparent syntax which causes words and things (next to and also 

opposite one another) to hold together. 

(Foucault, 1984: xviii) 

This quotation seems to mirror part of the innovative poetic. In considering poetry as 

cognitive /mental space /conceptual heterotopia the texts that I have included here have the 

commonality of deconstructing syntax; providing multiple perspectives, points of view and 

elements which, through the artifice of poetry, I argue can refer to the spatial in different 

ways.  The poetries and post-poetries used here may use an associative process in an 

otherwise minimalistic section of poetry to allude to an abundance of the signified. 

Innovative poetry is multivalent in its composition, and may have referents both concrete 

and abstract, the edges of which also create surfaces of impact which invite the reader into 

the perception of sublimity or heterotopia. The poetics described here can also include the 

reader in the production of meaning and create a ‘place’ between reader and poem. Poets 

who produce a kind of embodied site of place on the page can create ideas through their 

paratactic placement next to each other in open form, for discourses interplay to produce a 

novel resultant meaning, as Charles Altieri notes: “collage construction enables images to 

become a form of thinking” (Altieri, 1999: 32; Atkins, 2009; Atkins, 2009; Barthes, 2016), 
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which echoes the creation of a ‘third mind’ through cut-up techniques. (§3.7) This is also 

the enactment of objectification as detailed by the Objectivist poetics of Louis Zukofsky.  

 

Poets used here as examples allow readers to reconstruct the composition of the poem by 

making the reading process a more involved experience. Innovative poets use various 

formal techniques that act at a level of perception, as stated by Steve McCaffery: “in order 

to put the reader as perceptual participant within the centre of his language” (Davidson, 

2007: 147). In these poets’ work we see dialogue between author and text that is according 

to Barthes represents: “only a tissue of signs, a lost, infinitely remote imitation” (of reality) 

(Barthes, 2016: n.p.). elevating the status of the reader to parity with the author. The poem 

becomes a representation of the distribution of objects with a landscape, located by a 

mapping process.  

 

My own creative work presented here is a sequence-length exemplification of these 

principles in which each section takes a general approach with thematic bleeding between 

sections. The relation between performance and the spatial are also introduced and alluded 

to in a recording of the critical work. 

The effect these texts have on a reader are in a way both synchronic and diachronic, 

momentary in that it represents a situation—a slice of time and lingering in its duration of 

the reading of the page, the poem. The temporal effects a text can have on a reader also 

‘place’ the reader within the poem through the reader’s instantaneous apprehension of the 

page.  
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‘Cych’ from the creative portfolio exemplifies some of these concepts. In this section I 

wanted to combine a number of elements with implicit spatial effects on the reader: Welsh 

words, pictorial elements, registers and versions of the same text. The text has the 

overarching concept that it is a ‘search for annwn’ which provides the reader with a 

suggested signified for the whole work. The effect is then augmented with visual elements 

in the form of collaged images (T:47). The subway map style line and dots is an early draft 

of the ‘Cych’ sequence in which underworld was paralleled with underground in that they 

both provide gateways to other dimensions or locations. The attempt to represent an 

experience as complex as spatiality provides a powerful goad to the creation of new forms 

that push what the breadth of poetry can signify. 

 

The sublime and heterotopias have in common the evocation of the unpresentable. One 

such unpresentable concept is spatiality. In accordance with postmodern sublimity (Shaw, 

2005) we see that the poetry in this thesis evokes this by multiple stimuli which may create 

a triumph of the signifier over the signified creating a feeling of a perceptual spatiality. 

Lyotard says of the sublime “it is what dismantles consciousness, what deposes 

consciousness, it is what consciousness cannot formulate” (Lyotard, 1985: 2). The reader 

may also experience a romantic sublime if prompted to do so by for example the 

sparseness of Torrance’s lyric or Richard Long’s simple, but conceptually loaded 

descriptions of his walking experiments invoking the inverse process of an excess of the 

signified.  
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6 Conclusions 

 

This thesis has explored the question: how can processual/improvisation, spatial and 

plurilingual poetics be used to adapt text from other sources into order to create new 

effective forms? T=Y=W=Y=S=O=G=I=O=N demonstrates that combining these 

elements can give rise to a work that can effectively create through technical syncretism. 

This allows an author to transcend conventional historical positioning, as exemplified by 

David Jones (§6.4). 

 

The three chapters presented, examine more specific questions related to my creative work, 

and my development as an author. In the first chapter: ‘Improvised Composition as Poetic 

Adaptation’ (cf §3-§3.7), I detail a technique drawn from examples and my own practice 

that can effectively draw from and transform material from ancient and contemporary 

sources. Jeremy Strachman outlines the aesthetic I wished to capture in my creative work: 

In deconstructionism and poststructuralism the term textuality marks both a breakdown of the 

boundaries between literature and other verbal and non-verbal signifying practices. 

(Strachman, 2014: n.p.) 

A blurring between boundaries also informs my approach to an improvisation performance 

techniques in composition of sequences. This improvisatory approach is also effective in 

combining contradictory elements and unifying the three strands of this thesis in the form 

of the sequences in the creative portfolio.  

 

The Second chapter: ‘Plurilingual Poetry: or Why I Shouldn’t Be Doing what I’m doing, 

Nascent Poetics of Wenglish’ (§4-§4.11), valorizes bicultural or bilingual writing as a way 

of effectively representing the specific linguistic and identity ecology of a Welsh writer. 
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Poetry which utilizes plurilingualism, can free it from stasis and introduce new cultural 

capital to the interior of the language, by reinforcing it from other cultural streams. (§4.1-

4.11) 

 

The third chapter: Poetics of Spatial Signification, the Signification of the Spatial 

theoretically examines poetry that uses spatial poetics to create a perception of locatedness 

in the reader. Using spatial theory from Foucault and derived from phenomenology I argue 

that experimental poetry can effectively emulate place or create a psychological experience 

of spatiality in the reader. (§5.5)  

 

The examples chosen here sometimes exemplify more than one of the three underlying 

critical strands of this thesis. Plurilingualism and an improvisatory element as I understand 

it pertain to the source of the material ‘Hergest’. ‘Hergest’ contains the influence of other 

cultures including a translation of the Iliad and its compendium-like paratactic 

arrangement of material also evokes a sense of improvisatory use of materials. Many of 

these examples also show a hybridity of technique which can create an additive effect on 

the poetry’s ability in producing novel forms. 

 

Alan Halsey and Jesse Glass both adapt the same source work in their creative responses to 

True and Faithful. Glass uses a number of modernist formal techniques in order to respond 

to the source text which seek to embody the reader in the work. Glass’s techniques are 

improvisatory in the variety of approaches he uses. In addition, Glass uses a scrying 

technique, doing this he invites the reader to recreate this ritualistic spatiality in reading his 

sequences. (See also §5.3) Halsey uses a variety of formal techniques in his individual 
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response, creating visual poetry sequences that collage and sample elements of the original 

work in their creation. For example: 

 

(Halsey, 2007: n.p.) 

As outlined earlier (§4.4, §5.5) David Jones also uses plurilingual elements in his work 

placing exophonous vocabulary into English syntax to place himself exterior to any one 

culture, except his own. Like Bergvall and Joris he is using the sounds of Latin and Welsh 

to augment his self-professed monoglot status (Jones, 1979: 15).  Jones is improvisatory in 

his use of ‘everything he could find’, using sources derived from a personal episteme in 

order to create a text that is the result of his personal autodidactic knowledge. Through 

these techniques Jones’ long poetry has a resonance and power that transcends its 

individual or additive effectiveness. Spatiality, plurilingualism and improvisation based on 

source material seems intertwined at the level of the text, as evinced by the titular 

Anathemata: 
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I recalled, however, that there was the other English plural, ‘anathemata’ meaning devoted 

things, and used by some English writers down the centuries, thus preserving on our language 

the ancient and beneficent meaning 

(Jones, 1992: 131) 

My own creative work has used this syncretic power as a template. Jones, like ‘Hergest’ 

itself, is creating a compendium of languages, myths and information that was available to 

him at the time. In Branwen I attempt to extend this by using formal technique as the 

compendium motif. In the context of long poetry, I believe that a syncretism in use of 

formal techniques produces work that can sidestep some of the problems of expression that 

are raised by Barthes, Kristeva, Alan Golding and others in a post-structuralist milieu, 

problems that Jones addresses in his preface to The Anathemata: 

This tempo of change, which in the world of affairs and in the physical sciences makes schema 

and data out-moded and irrelevant overnight, presents peculiar and phenomenal difficulties to 

the making of works, and almost insuperable difficulties to the making of certain kinds of 

works 

(Jones, 1979: 15) 

invite the use of a variety of techniques that deal with the broader context of the poem. The 

Anathemata shows a structuredness in its global composition, and at the level of the poetic 

page. 

As an example of the methodology I valorize, I have looked at this quotation in §3.4 and 

§5.4 and in different contexts it can be given as an example of each of the thematic strands 

of the thesis. This shows to what degree each formal technique is woven into the level of 

the sentence in Jones’ work. It also an example of how creative methodologies can 

expedite research, also of how the intentions for a piece can inhere at every stratum of the 

poem. 
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Maggie O’Sullivan, through the embodiment of the reader in a nuanced construction of 

neologisms, combines spatiality and plurilingualism in her poetry. Neologisms bring into 

play parts of syntax that derive, as Chares Bernstein observes in his blog essay 

‘Colliderings: O’Sullivan’s Medleyed Verse.’ (§5.5) Using words like shonner, rayskin, 

(O'Sullivan, 2006: 96) chaw, shonner, cawhake and fretty, (O'Sullivan, 2012) create part 

meaning through pointing at multiple signifieds at once. Their familiar prefixes and 

suffixes create a half-signification that evokes the reader’s own word-memory. These 

neologisms draw comparison with my own wenglish neologisms: hexists, Vlixes, ymferous 

that creates a ‘wobble’ in the readers cultural fixedness.  The sequence ‘Ward’ and ‘Cych’ 

uses etymological and plurilingual techniques like Bergvall and O’Sullivan and introduces 

also a spatial and improvisatory element. O’Sullivan also uses the improvisatory element 

of using the resources around her in the formation of words apparently finding part-words 

and morphemes subconsciously in her formation of neologism and sound patterning. 

O’Sullivan’s work like my own is inherently performative. (cf §5.5) 

 

Caroline Bergvall shows a combination of plurilingual poetics and elements of the 

improvisational and adaptive poetics that I valorize in this thesis. (cf §4.1) Her 

improvisatory and adaptive components manifests itself in the way in which she utilizes 

the resources at hand and adapts material to create a sequence. As a practitioner who works 

in different media (Bergvall, 2014: n.p.) Bergvall uses a improvisatory hand to select the 

material which is the subject of the text she creates. For example, from Drift: 

Þvi at ovist er at vita 

Unknowing is to know 

Hvar ovinir each unknowing 

Sitja a flet fyrir  
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Sits by fleeting fires fireflies 

(Bergvall, 2014: 98) 

 

Let me speak my true journeys own true songs 

I can make my sorry tale right soggy truth 

Sothgied sodsgate some serious wercan my ship 

Sailing rekkies tell Hu ic how ache wracked from 

(Bergvall, 2014: 25) 

Bergvall is demonstrating what she means by ‘plurlilingual’ in this poem, which contains 

syntactic and orthographic elements from old English and Norwegian. Plurilingualism 

raises questions about identity, creating an alienation in reading a text that accurately 

reflects the instability of identity. Bergvall, like myself, also takes a multi-aesthetic 

approach to her subject matter in Drift, describing the poem as “a medieval sea poem, […] 

a forensic report […] a runic sign” (Bergvall, 2014: 1). Through spatiality’s link with an 

ever-moving present of the reader, Bergvall transcends the norms of historical placement 

as in Kristeva’s quotation (cf §3.7) “a signifying structure in relation or opposing another 

structure”. T=Y=W=S=O=G=I=O=N’s intention is to create as many juxtapositions of 

form as possible.  
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